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CHAPTER I
PHARISAISM: A RELIGIOUS PHENOMEBON
It is not possible to make a study of primitive Christianity and the environment in which it grew, without coming into early contact with Pharisaism.

One quickly be-

comes aware of a vigorous movement, the influence of which
was quite disproportionately great to the numbers who openly
and actively espoused itJ reaching out, as it did, far beyond the boundaries of its own membership.
It becomes evident also that Pharisaism was a movement
constantly involved in conflict--a fact which possibly accounts, to some extent at least, for its vigour.

Within the

confines of the Judaism in which it developed it had from
the beginning met with opposition from other elements.

On

the other hand, Pharisaism set itself in opposition to those
religious movements which found falsehood and danger in the
doctrines and ideals it propounded.

Our Lord, early in His

ministry, found Pharisees among His most determined opponents.
In the years of its infancy, it was the Pharisees who made
the most persistent attempts to destroy the Christian Church.
The early Christian writings make it quite evident that the
struggle between Pharisaism and Christianity was detera1n.ea
and bitter.

The Pharisees questioned Jesus• authority aacl

condemned His teaching as directed against the sacred ~on.h.

2

Be, on the other hand, called the■ •hypooritea•l an4 •-11114
leaders of the blind." 2

~he ear1y leaders of the Ohurell

attacked the legalism of the Pharia;eea1 and the Phar1••••
retaliated by putting them out of the synagogu.ea and p•r•-

t

cuting them.

Paul, the ex-Pharisee, preached the Oruoilied

Christ, and speedily found himself locked in oollbat wt"tll
Pharisaic elements wherever he went.

And the end ia not yet.

Odeberg states that the great

fathers of the Church always emphasized that Pharisaism
is not something that can be combined with
Christianity, but something that, if it ia peraitted
to extend its influence, will work as a deadl~ poison
which is bound to destroy the Christian life;3
and he points out quite correctly that, in spite of this,
"Christianity has repeatedly been in danger of incorporating Pharisaical lines of thought • • • • into itself.'
Hence, Pharisaism was a movement that cannot be ignored
in any study of the religious scene of that ap when our
Lord brought Bis message to the world.
While--perhaps, just becauee--the picture of the
Pharisee that emerges from the literature of PrilllitiTe

lxatt. 23:13.
2xatt. 15:14.
3 Bugo Odeberg, Phariaaig ,!D!l Ohrist1&Dit7, trana.
by J.M. Moe• (St. Louia1 Concordia Publishing Bou••• 1964),
p. 7.

,
Christianity, particularly from the •ev ~eataaent,

doe ■

little justice to him, there have been many attemp~a 1n
recent years to paint the picture in different, genera1ly
more glowing colours.
the Pharisee.

Some have concentrated on defending

Others have preferred to condemn Jeeue and

the early Ohurch as uncharitable and over-critical.

Still

others have tried to prove that no real cause of conflict
existed; that basica lly Ch~ist1an1ty and Pharisaism are one.
Thus the issue has become somewhat confused.
The pur pose of this thesis is to clarify some of the
issues; to portray Pharisaism as it really vas; and to
determine its place in the religious scene.

The eubjec~

will be considered with respect to the rise of Phar1ea1am,
its theology, and its influence upon and place in human
relations.

One premise is accepted from the outsets

Pharisaism was essentially a religious movement.

CBAPTBR II
THE PIIARISEES: A PRODUCT OP THEIR RELIGIOUS BlfVIROBHBft
Appearance on the Jewish Scene
The name •Pharisee• is derived from the Hebrew verb

w1

':) , to divide, or separate.
-

The •Perushim• were a

T"

group divided from their fellows.

Bssential.ly thia waa a

separation on religious and moral grounds by certain Jeva,
who, in particular directions, abstained from practioea
that were generally common, with respect to diet, ritual.
purity and the like. 1 However, the name a1ao caae to indicate the division that existed between the two i~luentia1
groups o:f the days of our Lord-the Phariae_e a and the
Sadducees..

It is probably in the etruggl.e between these

two groups that the name was ultimately given.

He~ord

states that the name persisted just so long as the

S&clduoee ■

existed, and fell into disuse after th~ f&ll.1 of Jeruaalea
and the disappearance of the Sadducees.

then, to al.l. atenta

and purposes, Pharisaism became identical. with Judai.-. 2
It is certain that during the period when

thi ■

atrgggl.e

1 J. B. filayer,

A Greek-Bngliah Le.neon .2t .!!!! Jw .1!1tament (Bdinburghs t. I: t. Clark, 1886), J!!!2 lfA:Jptb;J.201:,.
2

:a. ! • Herford, Pharieug, 111 AY1 and l!!
(London: G. P. Putnaa I: Iona, 1912r, P• 45.

l•:'ho4

5
developed the name was given; and, while they did not
choose it for themselves, resented it somewhat, and prferred such names aa "Haberia,• companions,

colleague ■,

they did come to wear it as a badge of honor, indicating
that they had been separated from the wicked Sadduc••••
The Pharisees were then a strict, religious, 1ega1iatic
society of Jews who appeared after the Bxile, 9.Dd who separated themselves from their lees etrint ~ellov-Jews for a
definite purpose a nd programme of religious obaorvanca.
They pledged themselves to follow a precisely prescribed way
of life, which, they believed, would enable
faithfully the will of Jehovah.

the■

to obaerYe

By dress, custom and obserY-

ances they gave evidence that they had separated themselves
from others in order to give themselves "to the study of the
law, and an extra-ordinary devotion to God and sanctity o~
life beyond all other men." 3

Certainly there was uonaiderab1e

variation within the group itself.

Yet there was a genera1

similarity of religious thought; and they shared certain
basic principles on account of which they separated themselves.

Therefore all are grouped under the title "Pharieee.•

The act of separation from their fellow-Jeva vaa a
deliberate and purpose:ful. act for which the Pharisees

Critica1 8"tu4Y ~
~rip-nu-•~ (11th editions London&

3 ~. B. Horne, Introduction

!a la!

Knowledge Sl1. ~ Hob
Longman & Roberts, 1860, III, 391.

6

thanselvea were primarily reapona1b1e.

~hat at a certain

point in their historica1 development othera

oau■ed

thea

to separate into a distinct and clearly recognisable group
to which they gave a specific name, was in reality a r -

I

action to their own course of conduct over a long period
of time.

And even then it is quite concei'ft.ble that

would not have occurred had not a particular set of

thi ■
hi ■-

torical circumstances forced the issue.
Un1ike the Sadducees, who drew their memberahip al.moat
exclusively from the aristocratic and priestly clasaes, the
Pharisees were prepared to receive members from al.moat any
tribe, family or class, 4 who would promise in the presence
of three members to remain true to the laws governing the
association. 5

The number of full members never appears to

have been large.

Josephus states that at his time there

were about six thousand pledged members. 6

In addition, how-

ever, there were always many other Jews, who, while not
prepared to take their pledge, recognized their authority
and followed their lead.

4Ibid.

5ifon. Bdward T. B. Twisleton, •Phariseee,• Diotiopaq
of the Bible edited by Wm. Smith (ilbeaarle St.a Jobn

Murray,

1863) •

~ !9,! Jewa, tran■•
by Wm. Whiston (Bdinburgh: Willi- P. •1amo, 1871),
XVII. 2 4.
6p1avius Joeephusa Antiguitiee

7

There is no reference to the Pharieeee prior to the
reign of John Byrcanua I (135-105 B.C.).

By then, hoveYer,

they had become a- strong inf1uential party, enjoyuig the
patronage of the ruling family. 7 !hat they appeared on the

I

scene with somewhat dramatic suddenness as a powerlul., wellorganized party argues forcibly for much earlier beginn1Dga.
It is generally accepted that their origin muat be sought
in the events following immediately upon the Bxile. 8 the
reaction to the experiences of the Bxile gave a certain
direction to the religious thinking of the returning Jews.
This was crystallized by later events, particularly those
connected with the rise of the Kaccabees;

am,

as a result,

Pharisaism emerged as a distinct and influential movement.
Pactors contributing to the Rise of the Phariseee
The Pharisees were reactionaries, struggling againet
elements they saw as threats to Judaism; determined that
what had happened should not occur again.

In tbia reaction-

ary atmosphere two factors can be recognj.zed ae contnbuting more than any others to the development of Phariaa1•.
The first was a new reverence for JehoTah and Bia Toraa.
7.A.dam Pahling, ~ Life 91_ Christ (St. Low.as Concordia Publishinc Bouse, 1936, P• 45.
8 thayer, sub r_fo,r>'- b<M,~J •

8

The second was the internal. clash with liberal. eleaent• 1a
which Pharisaism found its identity as a separate

■oTeaen~.

The New Reverence fer Jehovah and His Torah
The Story of the Pharisee is the story of the newlyemerging Jev returning from the Bxile.

Prom the experience

of the Bxile emerged a person very different from the one
who entered it.
vated people."
tives.

H. E. Dana rightly calls the Jews a •renoThey we~e now concerned with three objec-

~irst, they were determined to pursue the nationa1-

istic aims of promoting the theocratic etate--Jehovah'•
own provision for their physical and spiritual well-being.
Secondly, they were resolved to be faithful to the Torah
and thus to promote the theocratic state.

Thirdly, they

dedicated themselves to a new reverence for the priesthood
as the focal point around which the nation could once aore
unite--the heart of the theocratic state. 9

Jerua~lea

became the hub of this new Jewish world, includmig the
w.orld of the Diaspora.

Babylon, ilexandria, indeed, becaae

important centres of Judaism; but none could displace Jenisalem, for her& was the temple, Jehovah's ahrine.
~he Jew returned from Babylon with a new avaren••• o~

9a.

B. Dana, Jhe Jew 2est&lllent World (filird editioa
revised; Iaahville, Tenn.: Broadman Preas, 1951), PP• 67-75.

9

what he had al.most 1ost--the divine covenant.

Ruch

■ore

meaningful became Jehovah's promises •1 • • • will be your
God, and ye shall be my people.• 10 Re saw hiaae1~ aa a divinely chosen citizen of the theocratic state and, therefore,
as the object of special divine favour.
But a prerequisite to the restoration of the covenant
relation was the reassembling of the nation in its ancient
home, its Holy Land.

Here, the nation would once more dedi-

cate itself to Jehovah and Hie Torah.

~hue the theocratic

state, Israel's special destiny, would be re-established.
To achieve this was the aim of the returning Jews.

Here ie

the motive behind their struggles to return and to restore
the acient way of life; the seed of that nationalism that
sometimes rose to heights of the moat extreme fanaticisa,
and made the Jews one of the most difficult nations to control.

The foreign over-lord was a hindrance to the deve1op-

ment of the theocratic state; and, therefore, a serYant of
the Bvil One, to be resisted to the death, if neoessary. 11
These nationalistic ideals were inseparably bound up
with religious tenets.

~e theocratic state was Jehovah'•

gift to His Chosen people.

But the enjoyment of it vae con-

ditioned by faithful. obserYance of the Torah; and the

lOLev. 26112.

11Dana, p. 68.

10
externa1 evidence of its existence was the teap1• and ita
ritua1 as administered by the priesthood. 12 ~hue the new
Jewish spirit of· nationa1ism was intrinsica1l.y a

re11giou■

phenomenon.
Whi1e it was a chastened nation that returned to Jerusalem desiring earnest1y to upho1d the Torah, it mi.ght we11
have lapsed back into paganism had it not been for the zea1
and influence of one man.

Bzra, the Scribe, was primari1y

responsible for gathering the nation around the Torah and
making it the motivating power of the Jewish way of 11:te.
When Ezra first visited Jerusalem eighty years after
the return of the first exiles he was horrified to find
conditions deteriorating rapidly to the pre-exilic state.
The people were spiritual1y apathetic; crushed and dispirited by the difficulties they had to face; uninspired by aim
or. purpose.

Indiscriminate association with neiBhbouriDg

nations had helped to bring about the Bxile.

Io• the saae

conditions were threatening the restoration of the theooratic eta t~.

Ezra set to work energetical1y to al tt'r·. the

situation.

His programme was a two-fo1d one.

Be reminded

the nation that the Torah is Jehovah's revelation of Ria •111,
and that it is incumbent upon every Jew to observe it.
12

Dana, P• 67f.

ll

In the second place, he proceeded to reao,re the ff1l. pagaa
influence that waa proving ao harrdul., requiring the peop1e
to separate themselves oomplete1y fro■ non-Jewish e1e■ent ■
into a •closed oorporation.•13 In this way he ailled to
'

preserve them from their former fo1ly and give

the■

an

opportunity, undisturbed by outside intluencea, to follow
the way of the Torah.
l[arsh, uncompromising his measures certainly were;
but they were mightily effective.
hour of crisis.

He saved Judaism in ite

He set a goal before his people, and pro-

vided them with a spiritual motivation that made thea
ready to die, if necessary, in the attempt to reach it. 14
The Jew became a man of the Torah.
To promote his aims Ezra encouraged the establiahaent
and development of two institutions which, to the present
. day, have influenced Jewish life most powe~ully.

~heee

were the Scribe and the Synagogt1e.
Scholars disagree as to the origins of the acribea1 but
they are mentioned as tar back as the days of the Judgee. 15
1 3-erford, Pharisaism, P• 10.
141l. T. Berfard, D,! Phariaeee (London1 George mea 6
Unwin Ltd., 1924), PP• l.Bf •
.
15 2 Sam. 8117; 20125.

12
~e name given to them-,

~:/b

16

-indioate■ tbat tll~

were men of some learning and ability.

Probabl.y the7

were originally scribes in the literal sense1 but.

beoau■e

of their ability, were early selected for positions of
trust and responsibility.

It is quite plausible to aaauae

hat their services were employed for the copying of the
Torah, and that they gradually came to be regarded as
authorities with respect to it.
In the period of the Exile, when the reawakened nation, deprived of its temple and its ritual, waa aeeking
a way to give expression to its devotion, these

scribe ■

became increasingly important in the religious scene, ao
that eventually they came to be recognized as the <>rficial
tea chers.

By the time of the return from Babylon the reli-

gious significance of their duties had begun to take precedence, and the scribe became a permanent feature of Jewish
religious life; being so thoroughly incorporated with it
that the priesthood which, not without reason, clai.Jlled the
teaching prerogative never regained it.

Henceforth, the

office of the priest became restricted more and more to ta•
ritual; while the scribe became the teacher. 17
16 trom1 ~0, to write.
- ..,17 aubstant1ation for thi ■ line of reaaon.1.Dg 1■ fo1Ul4
in the fact that Bzra himself i ■ spoken of b7 that tiae u
•a ready scribe in the law of Ro••••.•• ( ..zia ?16).

l.3
Bzra gave a definite direction to the profeeaioa of

the scribe, eo that he came to fit more and more aaugl.y
into the pattern of life which the great leader had iaitiated for hie people.

Bnoouraged to devote himself to

the instruction of the nation in the torah, he became a
recognized student and interpreter; the authority who waa
expected to determine in difficult cases •how • •• the
divine command was to be fulfilled." 18
Dana declares that the scribe was the ·chief agent
for moulding Jewish thought, and so, Jewish character. 19
He is right.

Living with the people instead of in the

isolation of the temple, he became the guide to whom the
common man looked for spiritual help, and eventually he
came to wield much of the spiritual authority that had
once been the exclusive right of the priest. 20
It was the scribe who gave to the Synagogue, the
second post-Bxilic institution of note, its important
place in the Jewish way of life.
The Synagogue21 was the local. Jewish communit~
1 8&erford, Pharisaism, P• 17.

19Dana, p. 73.

,I••• (tour-ta

°'1enry Hart Mil.man, ,!a! Biatorz ~ !a!
edition; London2 John Kurra7, 1866), II, 411.
2
2

1.proabw~, I bring together; bvY~ ~ an a■ae■b1y.

14
gathered together to practise its religion throuch vorahip
Scholars generally agree that it had ita
22
origin in Babylon.
Certainly the conditions were ideal.

and instruction.

The Jew had lost the temple, and that loss was a calamity.
Herford remarks:
While the temple stood, the Jew, wherever he
lived, knew that the worship of the God of Israe1
was being offered in the ancient sanctuary, on
behalf of and in the name of all the people.
With the Exile that assurance came to an end. 23
It is not unthinkable that under such circumstances earnest
Jews would meet for mutual comfort and encouragement; and
that such meetings would gradually become organized as
they grew in popularity, until the regular institution was
established by which the Jews sought to preserve the remnants of their heritage, to commune with God, and to receive instruction in His Torah from the men who later became their scribes.

Certainly, a well-established institu-

tion was transplanted into Palestine by the returning Jeva.
The Synagogue became their meeting place, the centre of
their communal life, the place to which they came to worship, to pray and to study the Torah.
The Synagogue was ideally suited to Bsra•s progr&m111e

22Herford, The Pharisees, PP• 89-92, lists ll&JQ' te1ling arguments of the origin of the Synagogue in the b11e.

23 Ibid. P• 89.

15
of reform, and he made full use of it.

Herford draws

attention to the fact that just at this time the Synag og ue became a highly esteemed institution, and that its
inf luence has never waned.

He remarks that

althoug h, as long as the temple stood, that was
reg arded as the most sacred shrine and most glorious embodiment, or rather culmination, of the
nati ona l religion, yet the religion of the Torah
lea rned to do without the temple, but it never
dreame d of doing without the Synagogue. 2 4
And h ere the scribe reigned supreme, influencing the
l if e of the common man in a way the priest never could do.
Th e Synagogue, then, has been primarily responsible for
1noulding Judaism into the form it possessed in the days of
our Lo r d , a nd which 1 ·t possesses today. 25
F rom the time of Ezra the Jew became a man apart:
God's man; His servant, a subject in His kingdom; the chosen reci pient of His blessings and of His special care.
wa s a man of the Torah:

He

dedicated to observe it; centering

hi s life a bout the Synag ogue; bowing to the authority of
the scribe.

Moved by this new reverence for the Torah and

for his citizenship in the theocratic state, which faithful

24Herford, Pharisaism, pp. 30f.
25 whatever the priest may have become, the temple
ritual was completely a demonstration, a type, of the promise of the Messiah. Is the emphasis of the Synagogue,
somewhat at the expense of the implications of the temple
ritual, the reason why Judaism became a religion of law
rather than promise? It is probable.

16
observance of the ~orah guaranteed, he atroYe to be separate
to the greatest possible degree from pagan influeno•••
But the Synagogue was, after all, a loca1 institution •.
It did, indeed, foster the ideals common to the nation, but
it did so within the limits of the particular locality.

~•

focus of Judaism, the unifying influence, the magnetic
force that held the nation together was the temple with its
p riesthood.

So it had a lways been; and it is understandable

that the returning exiles gathered about their priests to
r e b u ild their national and religious life.

This was the in-

s t i t uti on in which man came to God with his sins a nd God
c a me to man with His forg iveness; man oame to God with hie
p etiti ons, and ~od came to man with His blessings; man oaae
to God for instruction, and God came to man with the revelati on of His wisd om, through the teachers Be had chosen to
imp art it.

The temple and the priesthood had always been a

symbol of Israel's relation to Jehovah, and of the fellowship of His people with each other.
the Exile.

So i t was to be after

But events moved in a different direction.

A

study of p ost-Exilio history reveals that, while the nation
was apparently gathered around the priesthood, in aotuai fact the priest and the common man no loqer knew one
another.

The priesthood had ceased to make any appreciable

impact upon the rel~gious life of the nation, and waa n• ■ere
a unifying influence.

Here lies an important reason for
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the u1timate destruction of the theocratic atate.
It is in this environment that Phariaai- dnelope4,
though there is no evidence that an organized party exiated prior to the reign of John Hyrcanus I.

Pharisee■

were

part of that nation-wide movement to restore the theocratio
s t a te.

Convinced that euooeas could only follow upon

f a ithfulness to t he Torah, they exhibited a deep reTerenoe
f or it.

Consequently, they were, from the outset, closely

a s s ociateu with the Synagogue, rather than with the Temple.
I t was a n institution tha t suited a dmirably their tempera-

ment, t h eir beliefs a nd their aims. 26

That is why ve usu-

a lly f ind the Pharisees aligned with the scribes rather
than

,,.ri th

the priests; al though a complete identification

must not be made.

Not all scribes were Phariaeee; nor were

a ll Pharisees scribes.

The Gospels frequently

diatingui ■h

between them, 27 and some of the criticisms passed upon tile
Pharisees by scribes are more trenchant than any that ca.a•
from the mouth of our Lord. 28

Generally, however, the tve

s ·i;~od side by side; and their beliefs were so siail.&r that
26aerford, The Pharisees, PP• 97-100.

27Luke 7s30J 14131 11144, int • .!l•
28

A1:tred Bderaheim, file I,if• .!a! !1111•• .2f JefU!, .1'I
Messiah (Kev American edition; Grand Rapids, Mich.a Va. B.
Brdmanne Publishing Company, 1947), I, 312 list■ •x-pl•••
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rabbinic literature gives a very taith:ful. picture of Pharisaism as it was in the days of our Lord.

It was the reli-

g ious persuasion ot the great majority of those who occupied
the office of scribe.

The scribe was the theorist of the

Torah while the Pharisee was the practitioner. 29

~he office

of the scribe was the instrument that enabled the

Phariaee ■

to gain such eff ective control over the religious thinking
and acting of the nation.

At the same time, the Pharisees did wish to be loyal to
the pr~esthood, the unifying factor of the nation.

Warneet-

ly a nd honestly they sought in their local communities and
in the h omes to engage in the common, holy task - of the nation
by

supnorting and furthering the aims and ideals of Judaism

inherent in the temple.

The priest was regarded as the

divinely appointed minister; the scribe, as his lay helper.
The temple was the symbol and centre of worship; the Syna-

gogue, 'the ins ti tu ti on of instruction. 30

The temple vaa

the altar, the Synagogue the hearth, as Herford eaye, •and
the sacred fire burnt on each of them." 31

The parting of

the ways came when the temple ceased to be true to the

29P. Sieffert, "Pharisee• and Sadduoeea,• !he I!![

8abatt-

Herzog Encyclopedia .91. Religious Knowledge, ed. by Salluel 11&0Auley Jackson(Hew York & Londons Punk & Wagnalle Oo., 1911~
30Dana, P• 108.

31aerford, !!!!,

Pbari•••••

P• 89.
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national ideal.
There is no evidence that the formation of a separate
and clearly defined party was ever intended.

Within the

nation there was a certain variation of opinion.
were stricter than others.

Boa•

J-•

Some were conservative; other•,

more liberal in their out1ook.

Some were concerned vita

the Torah; others took a greater interest in the nationalistic aims of the nation.

Some believed that the Jew• coul.d

realize these aims only through a complete sublliesion to
Jehovah's will as revealed in the Torah; others believed
that the nation could not separate itself entirely from the
world about it, and that the future· of the theocratic •tate
was somehow bound up with it.

But just in these differences

lay the germ of those dissensions which brought about the
disastrous division that sp1it Judaism -~nto two parties
bitterly opposed to each other.

!his division seems to have

begun about the third century B.C., and to have developecl
from a clash between opposing elements with differing ailll•
and ideals.
Ultimate Identity established in clash with liberal. ~lement••
In the first place, this was a clash with pagan ildluences; and the principle threat came

fro■

Hellenism.

!he

Bxile had been God's punishment meted out to Bia people because they had been too ready te aaaociate with th• natio-
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round about and to join thea in the craseeat forae of idolatry.

Much more subtle was the threat that taoed

the■

when

Alexander the Great included Palestine in hie newly-won
Bm.pire.

Palestine, too, was included in his plan to

the Hellenistic culture upon his world.

i■poae

It was not 4ea1gned

to be--and, generally, it was not--a harsh policy. Throug)I
familiarity and example rather than by any show of tore•
the people were to be weaned away from their native cul.tures and encouraged to adopt th.at of their overlords.
Generally the· policy was successful; but in Palestine
it struck opposition.

Naturally, the laxer, more liberal

elements, those more materialistically inclined, were prepared to make concessions, and to accept, to a greater or
lesser extent, the Hellenistic way of life.

~he aristocra-

tic Sadduoees, so closely connected with the government of
the land and so closely identified with the

te■ple

were

the most profoundly influenced of all the Jews, since, ae
Herford shove, Hellenism was the culture ot the court, and.
the road to favour and advancement lay through its adoption.
Hence, those who were most concerned with the political affairs of the nation were not dispoaed to allow their dnotion
to the Torah to restrict their freedom in furthering the
political interests of their people. 32
3 2uerforcl, ~ Phariaeep, P• 28.
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Though Hellenism exerted it• greatest ildlueno• oTU'
the nobility, the greater portion of the nation waa atfeoted at least to some degree.

BYentually it bee-• ao wide-

spread that it "threatened the very existence of Jwlai••••''
Gradually three separate trends became diaoernibl• in.
the pattern of Judaism.

On the left were the

Belleniat ■,

strongly represented in the priesthood and the ariatooraay,
who developed into the Sadduoean party.

In the centre vaa

the grea t mass of the people ot various claaaea, influenced t o a greater or lesser extent, yet remaining faithf ul to the Torah.· On the extreme right were th• ooaaerYatives, opposed to every form ot Hellenism.

known as the Chaeidim, the righteous.

These became

To this party the

scribes generally belonged; and they were the tore-runnera
of the Pharisees.
The faithtul core that championed the Torah, wdliD.chingly loyal to the ancestral faith, the Ohasidia oppoae4
the liberal elements 1D the nation, einoe they aav even in.
the mildest forma ot Hellenism a threat to the traditioll&l.
faith and the promotion ot the theocratic etate.' 4
Under Macedoniaa aad Bgypti&n rul.• the activity of ·

33Bertord., Phari•f4A• PP• ,4-37.
34Ibid, P• 37t.
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the Ohasidim was little more than a mild reaction to the
prevailing Hellenistic spirit, which was intluenoi.ng aor•
and more people.

However, when the Seleucid& began wita

fanatical enthusiasm to force Hellenism upon the re1uotant and resisting Jews, opposition grew until it buret
into the open violence of the Maccabean revolt.

The Ohasi-

dim, until then a rather loosely knit body ot men with similar ideals, became united into a resistance movement ot
formidable strength that came to wield tremendous influence
as the conflict grew in bitterness and intensity.

In the

alliance of the Chasidim with the Maccabeans the Seleucid&
found themselves facing a truly formidable body ot solid
opposition.
The Chaeidim are not to be identified with the Raccabean party.

They wou.ld have been quite content to live un-

der tae ru.le of the Seleucids provided they had been allowed
to practise their religion u.ndiaturbed.

~he Xaocabeee,

also staunch adherents of Judaism, especially in the earlier
years, were not so minded.

Herford writes correctly,

Mattathiae rebelled because the roya1 power was
being used to undermine the national religion, and
he wished to throw off the roya1 power. He vou1d
not have been content with permission to practise
his religion undisturbed. ·• • he would have the
Jews free to serve God, independent of any peraission from a foreign ruler.•'5

}5Ibid., P•

,9.

2,
That is why the Chasidim laid down arma aa aoon aa auoo•••
had been achieved, while the Maccabees continued the struggle until one of them ascended the throne.

So serious were

these differences that they eventually brought the twe
parties into opposition.
It is not surprising that the Chasidim became early
supporters of the Maccabees.

Both were champions o~ the

Torah, supp orters of the theocratic state; both out to
destroy Hellenism.
a united Judea.

The alliance of the two virtually meant

Nor is it surprising that they parted again.

When the Chasidim, satisfied with the victory that had been
gained, saw that the Maccabees were not willing to make
p eace, they realized that the aims of the Maccabees were
not identical with their own.

Iow it became apparent hov

powerful and influential the Ohaeidim had become.

They were

able to defy both the pro-pagan Hellenists and the politically ambitious Maccabees; and neither could ignore thea.
From this time relations became more and more strained
until the alliance became,. on the part of the Ohasidim at
least, little more than an expedient arrangement to enab1•
them to carry on the struggle against Helleniam.

Prom tilll•

to time relations improved; but, from the aoaent that po1itical and eccesiastical authority were coabined in one
person by Jonathan and Simon, all hope o~ a genuine reconciliation disappeared.

The Kaooabeea ■oYed toward.a the 1e~t
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and the Chasidim towards the right.

And -each strugg1ed te

be the influentia1 party in the policies of the nation.
From these events th& Pharisees emerged as an organized party.

The struggle for independence had ended with

a Jewish prince occupying the throne.

The religion of th•

Torah could be practised without hindrance, and was "nominally at least, the religion of al1 Jews, from the pa1ace
to the cottage." 36

Theoretically the purpose of the Chasidina

had been accomplished and the name dropped out of use.
the movement did not end.

But

The principles of the Ohasidia

lived on as the principle~ of conservative Judaism; and they
had very many supporters, ready to rise in opposition to
any s i g n of a revival of Hellenism.
reign of John Hyrcanus

Then, sudden1y, in the

I, there appeared on the re1igioua

scene a strong, active, closely knit body, holding the
principles of the Chasidim, fighting the batt1e they fought
and contending with the Hellenistic party for the favour
of the rulers in the strugg1e to establish the theocratio
state.

And these were known as the Pharisees.

Whether the Pharisees were merely the Ohasidim renaaed
or a new body that originated from them is a moet point.
Davis be11eves they were Tirtua11y the Ohaaidia at a 1ater

36Ibid., P• 40.
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period. 37

However, the events of the Maccabean ware augeat

that the Chasidim were numerically stronger than the Pharisees ever were.

In addition, it has to be proved that they

developed a system such as was the essence of Pharisaiaa.
The Pharisees were an off-shoot of the Chasidim, ~~mmitted
to the same principles.

But they differed from them in

this that they developed a particular religious and ethical
sy stem, which they believed to be the most satisfactory
method of upholding the principles of Judaism, and which
they imposed upon all who were prepared to join their
group.

While the olil Chasidim were eventually lost in

the larger body of conservative Judaism, the Pharisees,
throug h the turn of events, came to the fore and received
their distinctive name.

Gradually their influence increased,

and it made its impact on the Jewish national life for almost three centuries, until, in the reign of Hadrian the
Jewish nation came to an end.

Pharisaism, then, was the

continuance of the reaction of conservative Judaism of
the extreme right against the Hellenizing spirit that was
leading some peo ple away from the Torah. 38

37 John D. Davis, A Dictionary ,2.! ,lli Bible (~ourth
revised edition, Philadelphia: The Westmin•ter Press,
1936-), sub Pharisees.
38Ibid.
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While the fundamenta1 reason for the riae of the Pharisees was this reaction against Hellenism, their appearance
as an organized body, with a distinctive name, was due to a
clash of ideals and interests within the nation itaelfbetween the liberal and the conservative; the priest and
the scribe; the Temple and the Synagogue.
For the primary cause of the clash we muat look to the
rise of the scribe.

Until the time of the Bxile the temple

was the sole director of the religious instruction of the
Israelite.
teacher.

The priest, as the temple minister, was also th•
During the Bxile the office of the teacher roae to

prominence, and, after the return, when the priest vae once
more a ble to function, tended to remain separated.

Despite

his s t ruggle to retain it, the priest saw the ministry of
teaching passing gradually but surely into the hands of a
class which he believed had no right to hold it.
sulted, and, eventually, schism.

Bnaity re-

Instead of co-operating

for the well-being of the people each party tended to overemphasize its own ministry.
The breach was widened by the difference with reapect
to doctrinal authority.

Just when this divergence of opini-

on began is difficult to determine precisely.
sources of authority came to be recognizeds

However. two
the Torah, the

revelation of Jehovah given to Hie people threuga

Ro••••.-

Tradition, the body of opinion built up over th• yeara,
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consisting of applications of the Torah to specific
and the opinions of rabbis concerning such
which the Torah vae silent. 39

matter ■

oaae ■ ,

on

The Temple, while reoognisin«

Tradition as a lawful human commentary, accepted the Torah
alone as the authority for doctrine.

The Synagogue, on the

other hand, accepted in addition to the Torah the authority of Tradition. 40 In other words, the scribes accepted th•
principle of a continuously unfolding revelation.
Later another factor entered--the change in the aims
and ideals of the priesthood.

Instead ot remaining a unify-

ing factor, the priesthood became a disturbing influence
in the Jewish national and religious life.

Before the

Exile the national and the religious life of the Jeva,
while fairly closely related, each had their separate place.
After the Bxile, however, the authority and power of the
priesthood gradually increased. 41 The secular and the religious aspect of Jewish life were identified to an increasing degree.

The promo~ion of Judaism

cal as well as a religious ideal.

beca■e

a politi-

The priesthood becaae

39 Infra, p. 40.
40xautmann Kohler, •Phariaeea,• .n!, Jeviy hc701opedia edited by Isidore Singer (Bev York: XtaT Publi ■hi.Dc
Hottse, Inc. n.d.).
41nana, p. 74. Dana mentions that already at the tlae
of zerrubabel secular authority vaa wielded for a till• by
the high-priest.
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involved in a constant

■tru.ggle

for politica.1 power.

lfh•

temple, instead of being a house of worship, beoaae a
centre of political scheming and intrigue.

The symbol of

national unity became the symbol of nationalism.

Dana

declares:
The position of high priest was debased from its
exalted place of custodian of the religious life of
the Hebrew people, and became the prize of carnal
yearning and the objecl of the aost di ■graceful
trickery and conflict. 2
In the period of the Maccabees the climax of infamy waa
reached when one person became both king and high-priest.
Thus the temple was aligned more and more closely with the
aristocratic elements interested in the a~faira of government.
While the conservative with his firm belief in the
theocratic state could not be entirely free from nationalistic ideals, he could not accept so close an identification as was now taking place.

Loyalty to the Torah was the

only way to promote the theocratic state.

The prieat and

'

the king, while both serving it, had their specific and
completely separated functions.

~o have a priest on the

throne, and one who was not of the

hou■e

of kvid,

a■ wa■

the case · from the Raocabean period, waa extremely obnoxioua
to the conservative Jew.
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This involvement with political aims brought the
pri estho od into closer contact with the outside world; for
the conviction grew in the temple that the nation could ·
not sepa r a te itself entirely from its world.

In fact.

there were t hose who believed that the nation could only
ach ieve its divinely determined destiny in relation to
o t her nat i on s .

Hence, when Alexander the Great conquered

Pal est ine, t he priesthood early alig ned itself with the
Hellenisti c party a nd eventually came to lead it.

And

t hro ugh th is infil~ration of Hellenism the priesthood
l os t it s influence over the nation.
By the time the Seleucids took control of Palestine
t wo clea rly d e fined parties wer~ locked in combat.

On the

one h a nd, there was the liberal party, seeking to establi s h the theocratic state by political means in association with the Hellenistic world.

This was the aristocratic

and priestly class, which developed into the Sadducean party and was identified with the temple.

On the other hand•

there was the conservative party, seeking to establish the
theocratic state by devotion to the Torah, and regarding
the methods of the temple as an •unpardonable compromise.•43
This party represented chiefly the scribes and the
Chasidim, and developed into the Pharisaic party, which
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became identified with the Synagogue.

By the tiae o~ the

Maccabees the Temple and the Synagogue, which should haTe
been united in the pursuit ot their common aims and ideala,
were "pitted against each other in perpetual schisa.w44
Thus a dual struggle was raging.

The nation was joined

in combat with the foreign aggressor.

At the same time

the opposing parties within the nation were engaged in
a bitter conflict.
While the Maccabees favoured the Chaeidim the He11enists made little headway.

As the breach between them be-

came wider, the Maccabees realized that if they were to
survive and achieve their ambition they would have to aeek ,
t h e support of "'the great families to whom belonged the
chief positions of wealth am rank, especially those connected with the temple." 45 ~hue the Hellenists gained the
ascendency.

The conservatives became even stricter and

the gulf between the parties widened.
It is generally believed that the final. breach between
the Maccabees and the Chasidim came in the reign o~ John
Hyrcanus I.

Certainly, from that time the

Kaocabee ■

••r•

aligned with the Hellenists rather than with the Chae141a.
At this time, also, the two parties took their p1acee in

44Ibid.
45Herford, Pharisaism, P• 40.
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history as the Sadduoees and the Pharisees.

Joaephus re-

cords the following incident as the final. cause of the rupture.

Hyrcanue was giving a banquet when a Pharisee, evi-

dently possessed of more courage than discretion, declared
that the king should give up the high-priestly offioe and
concentrate on his civil responsibilities.

When asked

for a reason, he replied that Hyrcanua• mother had been
a captive and that this, because of its obvious implicati ons, disqualified him legally from holding the office.
Angered by this baseless rumour, Hyrcanus demanded that
the slanderer be punished.

When only a light sentence

was impo sed, he took it as an insult.

The conservatives

lost favour and Hyroanus joined the Hellenists. 46

However,

the dating of the incident is too uncertain for serious
c onsideration, 47 and can hardly be admitted as the cause
46Josephus, Antiquities, XIII, 10, 5-7.
47 G. H. Box, "Phariaees," Bncyclopedia ~Religion~
Ethics, Edited by James Hastings (Bdi.nburghz !. & t. Cl.ark,

1930). Box states that scholars like Schuerer and Israel.
Friedlaender do not accept the incident as the cause o~ the
rup ture. Josephus himself declares that the reign o~ Jl7rcanus was peaceful and happy. !he !al.mud (t. B. Qi.ddaahill
66a) places the incident in the reign of Alexander Janna.us
(104-78B.C.). Priedlaender believes it ~its better into
this unhappy reign and writes1 •the whole story point•
clearly to the unfortunate conditions as they exiated in
the time of Jannai, and when looked at in this light, the
Talmudic account • • • receives its proper historical.
ting such as we woul.d seek in vain in Josephus.• (~h• lblpture between ilaxander Jannaeua and the Phari ■ees). atz
himself states that •this is probably the correct ■ett1na.•

••t-

of the division at thia particul.ar time.

It ia

■ore

11k•17

that the breach was not caused by any partiou1ar incident,
but was an inevitable development in view ot the steady
movement of the Maccabees towards the Hellenists.

BYentual.-

ly the day arrived when all pretense was thrown away and
Hyrcanue received the Hellenists to favour.

Buch a time,

when the bitterness of defeat and the pride of victory ••t
emotions aflame, is a time when labelling is apt to occur.
It is most likely that in this way the Pharisees and Sadduoees emerged as identifiable ~odies.
The later history of Pharisaism carries on this pattern of conflict, with the Pharisees gradually, but eurel.y,
strengthening thei.r in1'luenoe over the masses.

Though they

claimed to be interested only in the religious affairs of
the nation, they were not averse to wielding also political authority when given the opportunity to do so.

However,

their political fortunes wavered from reign to reign.

But

because of their powerful. hold upon the masses they cou14
never be ignored.

Vhen, at the destruction of

Jeruaa1e■

the Badduoeee disappeared, the Phariaeea aurTived with the
Synagogue.

•~he orthodos Jewish synag~gue today is the hiatorica1 progeny of the ancient Phariaee.• 48

48Dana, p. 87.
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Pharisa ism, then, was an element in the development
of p ost-exilic Judaism.

Developing "from the principle

l a id d own by Ezra • • • the Pharisees take their place
in c o ns i s t e nt historical progression, having a strongly
marke d chara cter o f their own, and a very definite purpose .11.49

Here was t he ultra-conservative; the champion

of t h e To r a h; the g uardian of the religious privileges of
t h e people .

49 tt e r fo r d , The Pharise e s, pp. l5f.

CHAP'rER III
PRINC I PLES AND SOURCES OF PHAHISAIC THEOLOGY
The Principles.
It is not p ossible to speak of a system of theology
wi th re spect to Pharisa ism in the same sense as one speaks
of i t i n conne ction with Christianity. 1

Strangely wedded

t o a r i g id and n a rrow ins istence upon the authority of the
Torah was powerful urge for f r eedom of expression.

Con-

sequent l y , the Pharisees were not prepared even to accept

a c re ed ; and whe n Maimon id e s , as lat e as the twelfth cent ury , fr a med one , ma ny c onsidered his action a s "uncong enial
t o t he spirit of Judaism. 112
This d oe s not mean tha t there was no theolog y of
Phari s a i sm .
t o doctri n e.

Th ere wa s no unrestr icted licence with respect
On the contrary, there was a definite basic

s u bs tratum of beliefs concerning God, the world, the GodMan r e l a ti onshi p , human relationships, virtue and vice, ..the
n a tur e of sin, the functi on of prayer and the like. 3

Hence,

1 R. T. Herford, Pharisaism, Its Aim a nd Its Method
(Lond on: G. P. Putnam & Sons, 1912), pp. 228-237.
2

Ibid., p. 235.

3Ibid

-----·, p. 250.
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in rabbinic writings, doctrinal statements are toUDd. in
great number.

But, the Pharisees never did require that

members conform completely in their religious beliets.4
For this reason the rabbis never attempted to construct a theological system, a corpus ot official teaching.
Nevertheless,
It is possible to observe that in Pharisaism certain
beliefs were almost universally held; and thus it is
possible to arrive at a presentation ot Pharisaic theology which would not rest on a de facto agreeaent,
but always with the reservation that there never was
any official definition of a doctrine, to be accepted
on pain of excommunication if it were rejected.5
This made Pharisaic theology a somewhat fluid thine.
Certain elements of their common beliefs attracted soae
more than others, and so individuals varied considerably
in the strength of conviction with which they held particular beliefs. 6 Pharisaic theology was what the individual.
deduced from the Torah, even if it was inconsistent with
the findings of others.
quite logical.

~his attitude, they argued, was

The Torah was given by God.

Bach deduction

was one of many lessons, many interpretations, many meanings of the divine revelation; and this revelation was

4Ibid., P• 234.

5R. T. Herford,,!!!!. Phariaeea (Londons George illen A
Unwin Ltd., 1924), P• 148.
6 aerford, Pharisaism, pp. 256f.

considered so sublime that it could not be
one interpretation.

Even contradictory

considered to be divine truth.

emau■ted

conclusion ■

by

were

If a competent and reoeg-

nized teacher, using legitimate methods, arrived at a
particular conclusion, that conclusion was received as
valid, even though at variance with the conclusion of an
equally competent teacher employing the same methods. 7
To the Pharisee personal opinions on theological ·
questions were of no great importance.

Auch more important

was the divine will; and the crucial question was:

I best serve God according to it?

How can

Bence, the aim of the

Pharisees was concerned primarily with the Torah, to draw
from it the will of God, and, upon this foundation, to
build an acceptable rule of life for the Jewish people.

to

apply the Torah to the practical affairs of everyday lifea
this was the task of the Pharisees.

~his aim has been well

swnmarized in a phrase frequently found in the literature
of the Rabbiss~

•penitence, prayer, and charity'J

th•••

•avert the evil doom•.•8
7Ibid., p, .:. 238. Ber:tord show■ that the eoaoo1a •~
Hillel and Shammai were in constant controver■y; yet J.
Ber. 3b says of thems •the vorde of each are tbl word ■
of the living God.•

8 G. B. Box, •Pllariaeea,• Bnofc1opedia ef Religi.on .!I&
Bthics, Bdited by Jamee Haeting■ Bdinburgha ~.a:~. OJ.ark,
1930).
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Sources of Pharisaic Theo1ogy

The Torah
It is important that it. be understood from the outeet
that the term "forah" is not to be restricted to •Lav.•
It means "Teaohing"--any kind of teaching.

In Judaism,

Torah was teaching received from Jehovah, Hie will and
whatever else of revelation He determined to give Hia
people. 9

The term came to be associated with the instruc-

tion Jehovah gave through Moses and recorded in the Pentateuch.

This was His revelation to His people and, therefore,

their guide of life.
Ezra's great work for the Jews, says Herford, waa •the
establishment of the Torah of Moses as the dominating factor in the life of the Jewish people." 10

The Torah aa bra

understood it was, of course, all divine teaching, all Jehovah's revelation given to the Jews to be the foundation o~
their faith.

Hie programme of spiritua1 en1ightenment en-

visaged t hat the Torah should become the dominant factor in
their way of life.

That the Torah might be brought to bear

on the problems of Jewish lite by men of experience and

9Bertord, The Pharisees, P• 54.
10Ibid., pp. 58f.
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insig ht, he promoted the office of the scribe.

Whether

he wished it or not, the fact remains that his programme
beca me the foundation upon which the Pharisaic theory of
Tradition was built; for, as Herford points out, in appl y ing t h e Torah to life situati ons the scribes g ave utte rance to precepts never previously taught and not ex. d in
.
· t .l l
press 1 y con t aine
1

It was on the authority of

s u ch sta tements that the Pharisees and the Sadduceee were
s h a rply divided.

The latter restricted authoritative

Tor a h to the written te x t of the Pentateuch.

The former

ma intained that interpretations a nd applicati ons made by
r e c og niz ed teachers could legitimately be a d ded.

Hence,

t h e ir c oncept of Torah was far broader than that of the
Sadd uc e es.

It embraced the whole body of teaching:

the

written revela tion g iven by Jehovah in the Pentateuch,
tog ether with the unwritten interpretations and apulicati o ns which came to be known as Tradition, and which were
later collected in the Talmuds.

Therefore, the Pharisee,

observing the precepts of his brotherhood, believed that
he was obeying the Torah and serving Jehovah even when
those precepts went beyond the Pentateuch.
This theory of the Torah throws considerable light
on the attitude of the Pharisees towards the prophets.

11Ibid., p. 60.

,9
Rightly they regarded them as Jehovah's special •••aengere
sent to call the nation back to the Torah.

!heir teaching,

however, was not accepted by the Pharisees as revelation
given by divine inspiration, but merely as their elaboration and application of the Torah under divine guidance.
In other words, they were simply teachers obedient to the
Pentateuch, and their message was part of the wider Torah
based u pon it.

The prophets were earlier representatives

of that long line of teachers to which the Pharisees themselve s claimed to belong.

At the same time they were con-

vinced that the prophets had failed.

Lofty their declama-

t i ons might have been; but they did not succeed in bringing
t he life and character of their people into harmony with
the Torah.

And the key-note of Pharisaism is that teachin«

must be applied.

The Pharisees believed they were eaploying

another method to achieve what the prophets had failed to
do--lead the nation to an obedient life.

Consequently,

Herford, who deals extensively with this whole matter, believes that between the two there was no difference in
principle; merely a change of method.

In fact, the Phari-

sees, he claims, actually supported the message of th• prophets and made it more effective.

The

prophet■

had cal.1ecl

the people to obedience; the Pharisees belined they were
proYiding a system which could help

the■

te be obedient,

thus making the message of the prophets effectiTe in tile
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lives of the people as it had never been before.

Be~or4

even maintains that, •If there had been no Prophets, there
would have been no Pharisees.

If there had been no Phari-

sees the Prophets would have perished as though they had
never been.•12 With this statement any Pharisee wou1d
have agreed completely.
Tradition
Tradition was the standard of doctrine and life which
the Pharisees recognized, and used alongside at, and together with, the Old Testament.

It originated, as Tradition

generally does, i.n the desire of the teachers of each age
to make the sacred writings speak to the people of their
time. 13 Its foundation was the Written Torah, which, they
believed, was made known by Jehovah to Israel through Roses
implicitly rather than explicitly.

The task of the scribe,

they maintained, was to interpret the implicit torah;
that is, he had to render •explicit what up till then had
12Ibid., pp. 135-138. Herford, too wel1 disposed, aa
always, towards the Pharieees, overstates the position. the7
did rise as the result of an attempt to keep the Jeva c1oe•
to the Torah. The prophets had failed. The lesson did haTe
to be learnt the hard way. But he fails to recognise that
the prophets had been sent not only to warn, but a1so to
comfort with the promise of the Keasiab. the Phariaeea 414
nothing to bring this part of the message into the liTea
of the people. If anything, they tended te disparage it.
l}

Ibid., PP• 69t.
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been implicit, drawing forth some meaning or le ■ aon unmova
till then, which had been in the Torah all the ti■e.• 14
Since the divine rGvelation can never be exhausted, eTery
new interpretation, they held, is in reality, oldJ and,
having been drawn from the Torah given through Moses, a
divine message appropriate to the age.

While the Torah

of Moses remained the same, Tradition was constantly growing.

Teachers of every age interpreted and applied; and

their opinions, handed down from memory from generation
t o generation, was the heritage of tradition preserved
for the nat ion by the scribes. 15
That the Pharisees distinguished carefully between
Tora h and Tradition is evident from this statement~ Josephus, "that the Pharisees have delivered to the people a
g reat many observances by succession from their fathers,
which are not written in the Law of Moses • • • 1116

The7 dia-

ting uished between Written Law, Torah Sheleketeb, and~ditional Law, Torah Shebeal pih, the •Law upon the lip,• 17

14Ibid., P• 85.
15ilfred Martin Rehwinkel, !!!! Testaaeat Vor.1d C~M.rd
revised editions St. Louisa Ooncordia·" Seminary, 1950)
II, lllf.
16
F1avius Josephus, A9tiguities gt ,la!
by Wm. Whiston (Bdinburghs Villiaa P. Bimmo,
10 6.

i••••
trana.
1871), XIII,

17:r.v. ~arrar, !Q!. Life~ Ohriat (Popular editions
London: Cassell & Oo. Ltd., 1886), P• 212.
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and laboured to relate the two.
Herford states that the Jewish tradition can be traced
back to the early Sopherim, not far distant from the days
of Ezra, and shows how its development coincides with the
rise of the Pharisees.

18

After the Exile the scribe super-

seded the priest as the guardian, interpreter and teacher
of the Torah.

While the scribes ·did not set forth their

expositions and applications as anything but their own
views, the opinions of great teachers of the past came to
receive a certain reverence, and were, with increasing frequency, referred to as precedents in similar situations.
Since, as the Pharisees held, the nation was bound to obey
the Torah alone, every religious duty had to be part of it
or require its sanction, and not merely the direction of the
priests or the leaders of the nation.

To test the reli-

gious ordinances and duties that had come down to the new
Judaism was considered a vital necessity by the more conservatively-minded.

But the Torah belonged not to the

priesthood, but to the nation.

Therefore, the right to make

such tests--to interpret, in other words--was not to be
restricted to the priests.

Gradually the body ot 1ay-

teachers, the scribes, was accepted as the authority to
which was given the task of examining and interpreting.

1

8aerford, ~ Pharisees, PP• 57-87.

In
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the results of this process of investigation O:ra1 Tradition f ound its beginning.

Succeeding generations ef rabbia

contributed the results of their studies.

To the Phariaeea

all t his was genuine Torah, since it consisted of truths
drawn from the divine revelation given through Moses.

Thua

they defined Torah as the written Word received from Jeh ovah , together with Tradition, the results of interpretat ion a nd application drawn from it. 19

Of course, not every idle opinion of a rabbi was acc e pt e d as Tradition.

Each new contribution had to have

s o me pr evious authority to support it.

Edersheim declares,

there was no pr inciple more firmly established by
uni versal cons ent than that authoritative teaching
r e q uire d previous authorization. • • • ill. teaching must be authoritative, • • • approved by ,athority, a nd handed down from teacher to disciple.
Th at is why Jesus was so often asked concerning Hie teachings, "By what authority • • • ?"

21

That is why the peop1•

early differentiated between His teaching and that of the
They consistent1y based their teachings on preTi22
And that is why 110
ous authority. He spoke on His own.
scribes.

19Herford, Pharisaism, P• 94.
20.u:tred Bderaheim, ,!h! L i f e ~ ti.mes~ Jeeue, ~
Messiah (New American .ldition; Grand Rapides V■ • B. ~ I I D 8
Publishing Oompan, 1947), II, 381.
2

1watt. 21.123.

2 2xatt. 7129.
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much of His teaching was condemned.

~here was not--and

could not be--the kind of authority for His teaching that
t he rabb is demanded.
Such authoritative teaching eventually received
venera ti o n it did not deserve.

Some even believed that

i t h ad be en handed d own orally from Moses himself; regarding i t a s t h at Torah which he had received from God, but
had n o t r educed to writing . 23

Thoug h generally regarded

a s an i l lus trati o n a nd e xpansi on of the written Torah, it
was h eld i n e qu a l reverenc e .

24

I n fa ct, most rabbis came

t o p r efer it to the Writ ten ~orah.

liehwinkel declares that

Tradition "cam e to be superimpo sed in ever-increa sing propo r t i ons , u pon the body o f t he law, a nd to take precedence
ov er the Word of God itself." 25

Even Herford, who is an

apol og is t fo r the Pharisees, ad mits, "Their interpretation
went bey ond the written word of the Torah, a nd c a lled in
26
the a i d of the unwritten tradition.•~

He likewise admits

that the Pharisee s reg arded the Torah "n~ merely as the
written text of the Pentateuch, but as the divine teaching

23 Rehwinkel, New Testament World, II, 114.
24J. H. Thayer, A Greek-English Lexicon .Q! ~ !!!!!
tament (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1886), ~1l~~ost~
2 5Rehwinkel, II, 111.
26 Herford, The Pharisees, p. 35.

!!.!-
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contained in the Ora1 ~adition, f1ndin8 there
interpretation.• 27

it■

olll.7 true

the argument put forward in defence o~

this position was that if each new deduction was a leaaen,
an interpretation or a meaning of the divine revelation,
then it ceased to be human opinion, and became a part ot
revelation. 28
It was this Tradition that gave to the theology o~
the Pharisees its distinctive characteristics; for it waa
Tradition, rather than Scripture, that determined their
beliefs. ~hey saw it as the •hedge about the Lav,• 2 9 ita
protection, without which the Law cou.l.d hardly have been
preserved.

Herford attempts to prove that Tradition helped
to keep Judaism a living religion. 30 Actually, of course,
the opposite was true.

Certainly there was much flexibili-

ty with respect to interpretation; but such

interpretation■

and applications extended to the most trivial mattersJ and
when once established they bound the Pharisees with fetters as of steei. 31

!his worship of Tradition also led the

27Ibid., p. 29.
28uerford, Pharisaism, p. 238.

29B. •• Dana, ~he Jew testament World (third editiea
revised; Raehville, Tenn.a Broadaan Preas, 1951), P• 72.
30Bertord, Pharill&iBIL, P• 4:,.
31 Katt. 2314. Jelnlll attacked juat tb1a unbearably 1►
galistio rigidit7.
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most rigid exclusiveness.

Pride in their theological acu-

men and the degree of righteousness to which they fancied
they had attained, led them to spurn those who were not of
their persuasion--a position condemned by the very Lav
they professed ~o observe.

32

Many came to believe that

only by following scrupulously the products of their own
interpretation could religion be properly obaerred.

Reh-

winkel observes correctly,
This embittered attitude of superiority with ita
resultant over-bearing contempt for strangers and
f oreigne~s was ~he most obvious, and at the same
time the most baneful manifestation of the effects
of the Rabbinical teachinge."33
The effect of Tradition, then, was to oust Scripture
from its place of authority.
bade additione; 34

The Pentateuch itself for-

but the rabbis went blithely on spin-

nin g the webs of their own imaginings about it until the
Torah itself was hardly approachable; and they insisted
that all submit to their interpretations, applications
and regulations. 35

32Lev. 19133,34; Bx. 22121.
33 Rehwinkel, ~ Testament World, II, 112.
34»eut. 4z2.
35our S&Tiour Hiaself uncoTered this evil. In Katt.
15:1-6 He shows how traditions of the elders or father•

made the Law of God of none effect. In Jlark 71,,5,9,1,
He denounces the Phariaeea and Scribes for extolling
Tradition aboTe the Lav.
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The Talmud
Por all practical purposes the Talmud and ~radition
can be regarded as identical concepts, since the hl.au4
Tradition reduced to writing.

1■

Herford calla it the store-

house in which is collected all that is worth preserving
from the traditions of the elders.

And the Talaud is the

principal source of our knowledge of what Paarisaisa meant
and taught. 36
Tradition was transmitted orally until long after the
t ime of our Lord.

With the disintegration of the nation aa

a result of the destruction of Jerusalem, and the cessation of the Temple worship there was a very real danger
that Judaism might ultimately perish altogether.

To pre-

ven·t this, and to enable Jews to practiae their religion
wherever they might be, under the new conditions under
which they were obliged to live, some of the leading
teachers determined to reduce Tradition to writing, and
thus to make it available to Jews everywhere.

Proa th•••

beginnings there grew the College of Rabbis, which, together with the Synagogue, became the focal point of Jewish worship and study.

In this College of

Rabbi ■

vaa begun

the huge task of collecting and collating the T&rioua

36aerford, Phariaaisa. P• 54.
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lines of Tradition and reducing them to writing. 37
Herford traces the origins of the Talmud back to Johann ben Zaccai, who had been permitted by Vespasian to
live in Jabneh.

A group of renowned rabbis gathered around

him, including the great Akiba, who participated with him
i ~ the t a sk.

When Akiba was slain in the revolt of Bar

Co chba (13 5 A. D.), Rabbi Jehudah ben Baba took six young
men to a s ecluded spot and ordained them.

Upon his death

these b ecame the teachers of the next generation.

In these

la t e r years, a s the dispersion of the nati on broadened, it
be c am e increas ing ly evident that the great work must be
brou g h t

to f inality.

What ben Zaccai and Akiba had begun,

Rabb i Meir, one of ben Baba'e six young men, continued;
a n d a bout 210 A.D. Rabbi Jehudah ha-Kadosh completed it. 38
Thie

•Mishna, 11 3 9 or second law, as the completed work

11

wa s c a lled because it was intended to sup plement the first
l a w, the Law of Moses, is the only true Jewish dogmatics. 40
Here is the corpus of authoritative rabbinical commentary
on the written Law of Moses, and on the Oral Law, supposed

37 Ibid., p. 49.
38 Ibid., p. 51.

u> ,
,,

3 9From ;-, 3

repeat.

40Edersheim, Jesus,~ Messiah, I, : 11.
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by the rabbis to have been given to him on Rt. 81nai, &114
handed down by "uninterrupted tradition.• 41

Here are the

decisions of the wise; the opinions of individual.a on
questions on which the various schools were divided, and
on which there was no recognized teaching; notable aayinga

of great men.

And here are preserved the ancient

usage ■

a nd customs handed down from generation to generation.

The Mishna is the foundation of the Tal.aud.
An outgrowth of the Mishna was the Kidrash. 42

~hi ■

was the nam.e given to a certain Scripture together with

any commentary upon it; in other words, the investigation
of it.

Herford describes it as the huge contemporary litera-

ture, traditional in nature, that bears on the religion of
the Torah, and designates it •the written deposit of
Pharisaism, the mark which it has left upon the literature
of the world." 43
The Mishnah itself became the object of study in the
schools of the rabbis.

The purpose was to verify ita con-

nection with the Torah and bring it up-to-date.

!he re-

sults of these studies were called Gemara, and oonsiated

41uenry Bart 111.l.man, ,lh! History~ ls_!

J•••

edition; Londona John Xurray, 1866), II, 479.
42Proml0'°}":j , aeek, search for, inTestic&t••
I

43Berford, Phariaa18Jll, P• 55.

(fourth
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of commentaries on the

JU.alma,

together with •aocret~•-

of every kind having any sort of connection with Jwiaiea
as a living religion.• 44

~e Kishna, together with the

Gemara, constitutes the Tal.Jllud.
These studies were carried on principally in Babylon
and Jerusalem, and two distinct forms of Gemara were developed.

The two Talmuds accepted by the Jewe received their

names from these two centres in which the respective Geaara
were developed.

The Talmuds were never completed, and no

additions were made after the sixth century

A.n. 45

Jewish theology as presented in the Tal.Jlluds consista
of two branches:

the Balachah and the Baggadah.

HaJ..achah was the name given to the rules of conduct
deduced when general principles of the ~orah were applied
to particular life situations, and presented the actions
required of a Jew if he would rightly serve God. 46

I~

purported to set forth the divine will in given aituationa
for the guidance of the Jews.

Bd.ersheiJD defines it oen-

cisely and well as •the Jlule of the Spiritual Road.• 47

44

ibid., P• 53 •

45Ibid., P• 54.
4 6-.rford,

!!!!. Pharisees, P• 76.

47Bdershe1m, Jesus, .la,! B••aiah, I, l.l.
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Hal.achah resuited from the application of the pn.noiple that there must be a right way of acting in eTery particular circwnetance.

This cou1d be determined from

ao■•

Scripture text, discovered in some existing Balachah, or
else deduced from it.

The determ~nd.ng of a Balachah vae

never the right of an individual.

He could. initiate action

and inquiry, or express an opinion; but only after carehl
study and application by a number of authorities, the issue was decided by a majority vote.

The system was not

s o rigid that a decisivu wae not alterable.

!he Ba1achah

of one generation could be modified in another if change•

of circumstances or opinion warranted it. 48

!he Pharisees believed that man does not exist for
himself.

He is created to live in a particu1ar relation-

ship with God and his fellowmen 49- a relationship which requires certain modes of action, a definite way of life.

It

was this relationship and the way of life it deaa:nded that
determined the character or the Balachah.

terford re-rlca,

•The essence of the Halachah vae doing an action exactly
in the appointed way, because that was what Gad co-amecl•. 50

48aerford,

!A!

Pharisees, P• 74.

49Ibid., P• 147
50Ibid., p. 76. Buch a theory lend~ itself readi.ly ~•
the formalism which cam• to characterize the Ph&ri•••••
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Henoe, the task of the rabbis was to answer aa exactl.y ••
possible the questions

How oan (lod be serYed

ly in tcis present world?

■ oat

perfect-

The Hal.achah was intended. to ae-

sist the faithful by providing a detailed plan of action
that would cover the entire practical life of both the individual and the community, with respect to God and man,
and that would serve as an outward expression of their inward resolve.

And, following this plan, they could know

that they were coming as close to perfection as it is possible for mere man to come. 51 The Miehna vaa essential.ly a
collection of Halachah, and eventually came to be accepted
as the authoritative standard.
It was this part of the hlmud that bound the Pharisees so rigidly; for, as part of the progressiTe reTela•tion, it had to be observed when once determined, until
superseded by a new revelation better suited to the age.
Undoubtedly the Pharisees intended that following after the
Halachab. should be a blessed and joyous experience.
bly most believed it was.

Proba-

However, it cannot be denied tut

in actual fact it was difficult .and burdensome, beyond hlUl&D.
endurance.

Ione knew th.is better than those who had been

released from it, and had •terad into the freedoa that
is in Christ Jeaua.

,,
A aor• tl.e.d.bl.• aecl11Ul •t relid,ft8 t
Bagadah.
aJ.l

l't wae that brwh ot theo1ea

question■

~

not 41reotl.y oonoeraecl witll ooll4ut

fore it was not veated with autaerit7 noh ••
to the HaJ.achah.

In tact, tbat authorit7 •••

JJU'P••~

Questing intelleote, such ae IIIIJliT of the ~ t

withheld.

rabbia unquestionably poaaeaaed, ooul.4 not be ooapl.•t•l;r
bound

by

the rigidity of the Balachah, and the IM:P:49

provided an outlet.
opinions of eminent

It waa the repository of the peraenal
teacher■

on a great variet7 of qu•-

tions, the products ot priT&te aeditation, of the
most beautiful of all Jewi.ah religious thought.

aeble■t

Aa aa •~-

ample of the differenoe between the Balaolulh aad tlae

gadah Herford

offer■

the fol1o1f1Dc.

an•

l'undaa•tal te

&Ktile la-

laohah was a belief in the exiat•no• of God aa4 the iap~
tant relationship between Bia and ••nk1att..
tions concerning the nature and

attri.bute■

Bowner, 1u

et 8e4 &114

~

nature and characteriati.oa o~ • • b•1•ncecl to tile ,,...,,.

~ . 52 On auoll queatlona •• acreeaeat ••• r • 1 ~
this real.Ill the rabbi ooul.d roaa at will.

Uld.

fiaat 1• • • l" la

so difficult te define Ph&rlaaio belief• wl
doctrines which Ohriatl&D theel.90 . . . ■tate
acti. tu4e.

na - - ·

On• ou • ~ c•pare • • •-----• •~

~ . , P•

141•·

la
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and draw from them oertau aiailar or o•-•nl.y aocepte4
beliefs.
~he Haggadah was the product of one of two
interpretation.

■etho4a

of

Using the one, the :lnterpreter aeught te

present systematical.ly what Scripture reTealed about a
doctrine.

Using the second, he tried to find Scripture

sanction for some belief he already accepted--a aethod
rejected by the Christian exegete.

file alighteat h:lnt

given by some passage would be seized upon in au.pport of
some pet idea.

He did not regard thia as reading

ao■ethj,q

into the text, but considered it a legitimate method by
which to draw out of the text ideas and

thought ■

which He

believed could well be contained in it as the vehicle of
divine revelation. 53
In Haggadic interpretation, then, the Pharisees fe1t
themselves to be completely tree.

Bdersheia

remark■,

•A

man might hold or propound almost any views, so long as he
contravened not the Lav of Xoaes, as it was understood, and
adhered in teaching and practice to the traditional.
ordinanoes 11 • 54
Because of the dilferenoe :ln the Bagadah and tile

53aertord, Pharisaism, P• 240.

56Bderaheilll, i•D•• la! l•••iall, I, 105.
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Ha1aohah, in their nature and purpose, a sharp

d1 ■t1Dotion

could exist between personal faith and what Bd.eraheia
calls "the moat minute punot111ousneas in a11 aattera o~
outward observance.• 55

~his ia sure1y one reason w~ there

were those Pharisees who were not se1f-righteoua hypocrites.

BventuaJ.1y the Haggadah became the aain body o~

Jewish doctrine, was revered and followed, although recognized as having no real authority.

Bdereheina aaintaina

that the Haggadah had greater popular influence than the
Ha1achah, and became the source of almost a11 doctrina1 teaching.56

55 Ibid., I, p. 10.
6
56 Ibid., PP• 11f.

OBAPTBR IV
80MB SELECTED BBLIUS OP THB PBilISBBS
This chapter outlines briefly the opinions held by
the Pharisees on some important questions of theology.
the Doctrine of God
"The Lord our God is one Lord,• 1 is the sua and substance of Pharisaic beliefs regarding the God-head.
is a Spirit, one undivided Being.

God

The concept of the Tri-

nity was foreign to them, incomprehensible and wholly unacceptable.

In later times, in defence of their position,

they gave out a statement opposing the doctrine of the Trinity, which they believed destroyed the concept of unity. 2
This denial of the Trinity determined their beliefs
regarding the Holy Spirit.

They said much about the Spirit

but without much consistency.

Some identified

Hi■

with God

while others regarded Him as the Divine Influence; but
none regarded Him as a Person d~stinguiahable :troa the

1 Deut. 614.

IJ•

Ill

2a. ~. Berf ord, Phari■aiaa,
~~
l•thecl
(Londona G. P. Putnaa A Bon■, 1912, P• 265. Beden
quotes Rabbi Abahu'e interpretation o~ Is.4416, ••1 the first,• I have no father; 'and I aa the 1aat,• I
have no son; 'and beside me there is no &od,' I h&Te u
brother.••
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~ather.

~o the Pharisee the Bo1y Spirit vaa Goel aa B•

influences the lives of men and communicates with theaa
when, for instance, through the Prophets He makea knoVD.
His Torah, and when He receives the righteous as they
commune with Him and serve Him.

!he Holy 8pir1 t is God.,

the Approachable, to Whom man may draw near and neTer be
turned away.

Herford regards the doctrine o~ the Bo1y

Spirit as •the key to the whole Pharisaic conception o~ the
relation of man to God.ft3
Pharisees who were not prepared to give up their
beliefs regarding the unity of God could not accept the
conception of Him presented by Jesus.

A Son-especially

One Who stood before them in human form--and a Spirit,
Who is a Person distinct from the Pather, contradicted
the concept of the divine unity.
The Pharisees identified the essence and the attributes of God.

In the attributes reyealed in the Old ~eata-

ment--justice, righteousness, love, kindness, goodness,
mercy, omniscience, omnipotence, omnipresence-they saw
God as He really is.
Ruler of the Universes

~ey recognized Him

a■

the soTer•~

ita sole Creator; i"ta Lord, Who•

will is supreme and al.ways just, Who rewards those vllo
obey Him and punishes those whe rehae to nbait

,Ibi~.,

P• 218.

thell8e1Te■
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t .o His holy will.; its ProTider, Vho auppliea the vanta

or

all His creatures; but in an especial manner attelld.a to
even the most minute detail.a of human l.ite. 4
~• Doctrine of Kan
With the Old Testament the Pharisees belieTed that
man was created in the image of God; but they differed
from it in holding that this diTine image has been retained.

Man possesses soul and body.

Both are created by

God; but the soul is the mor~ important.

In tact, mania

essentiall.y "a aou1 dwel.ling in a body,• 5 the body designed as a dwelling pl.ace for the soul and created tor ite
serv ice.

Therefore, the body is •1n its structure • • •

perfec t , and has nothing to do with moral merit or guilt,
virtue or defect.~6
The Pharisees called the sou1 -.esama,• the diTin•
spark. 7

Josephus states this very cl.earl.y and explicitly,

and actually defines the soul as •a portion ot the diTiluty

4n.

B. Dana, 'fhe Jew Testament World (third edition
revised; Baehville, !enn.zBiloadll&D. Presa, 1951), P• 119.

5a. !. Herford, !I!,! Phar11e•a (Londona George mea
& Unwin Ltd., 1924), P• 155.
6Bugo Odeberg, Phari■&iam .!a! Ohriati&pjt7, tZ'&Jla.
by J. K. Koe (St. Louiaa Ooncor41a Publiahing
1964),
PP• 76f.

Bo•••

7Ibid~, P• 74.
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that inhabits our bodies.• 8

Renee, it ia "'indean-uct-

ible spirit • • • which guarantees a state of be1onging
together with God." 9
Man has received from God certain precious gitte to
be used in His service.

One of the most important of these

is the power of moral. judgment.

Man was created •a con-

scious moral agent, able to look up to hie Maker, to own
t he authority of his Lord, and to love Him Whom he learned
at last to call hie Father.•10 Re can, therefore, discern
and compr ehend the divine commandments a nd will.

Of course,

what that will is, he does n.o t determine by his own independent judgment.

It is found in the Torah, written and

ora l.

The man who submits to it places himself •under the
guidance of t h e divine spark." 11 Thus he becomes capable
of judging what God wills. 12 Kan, therefore, is able to

8i-1avius Josephus, lli, Wars o f ~ Jews, trans. by
Wm. Whiston (Bveryman•s Library; London: J.M. Dent & Bone,
n. d .
), III. 8. 5.
9odeberg, P• 82.

1 °ilerford, _!!'.!! Pharieeea, p. 155.
llOdeberg, P• 83.
12 ~e Pharisaic doctrine ot the soul, and ot aan••
consequent power of moral judgment, helpa to explain vq
the Pharisees laid such emphasis on lfraditi.on. fll•J' ooasidered it to be the sum-total of aoral judpmte -4• by
such as were guided by the •divine spark.• Beaoe, i.t
possess ed the authority of the diTine.
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distinguish between right and wrong.

Bowner, coup1e4

with moral judgment is moral. responsibility.

Conaequent1y,

the Pharisees believed a1so that man is endowed with ~reewill.
Preewill is the second illlportant gi~t man has received from his Maker.
not

BO

The Pharisees regarded the Torah

much a book of statutes as God's revelation o~ a

way of life which He urges men to follow.

Whether they

comply with it or disobey is entirely in their own handa.
As they have the ability to judge between right and wrong,
BO they have also the ability to choose right or wrong. 1 3
The judgment passed upon their actions-and moral responsibility makes them liable to it-is deterained
solely by their own decision of action.

Obedience wine

the Lord's approval; disobedience, His anger and punishment.

Repentance always draws His forgiveness and restores
peace with Him. 14
There is some dilference of opinion as to whether the

Pharisees were fatalists or protagonists o~ freewill.

JU.l.-

man, for instance, sees a certain tendency to tata11sa, aa
appears from his statemant, •~he Phariaeea were
1 ~ertord, ~ Phariaeea, P• 142.
1 4-zbid., p. 167.

■o4erate
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Prede s tinariane:

the Sadduceee asserted Pree Will.• 1 5

Odeberg quotes R. Akiba to show how the two ideas were
often connected.

"All things are foreseen, and free will

is g iven, and the world is judged by goodness.• 16
agre es with him.

Josephus

"'These ascribe all things to fate or pro-

vidence a nd to God, and yet allow, that to act what is right,
or the c ontr~ry, is principally in the power of men, though
fat e d oes co-o perate in every action.~17

The Pharisees

cert a i n ly believed in a special providence that affected
ev ery a rea of their existence.

This they identified with

fate ; a n d this fate they a s sociated closely with free will.
However , there wa s considerable variety of thoug ht on the
matt er; some tending t o em ph a size providence or fate,
while othe rs stressed the freedom of the will.
The God-Man Relationship
The Pharisees believed that because of His essence
God is transcendent.

At the same time, because of Nesama,

ma n and God belong together.

Therefore, the Pharisees were

f irmly convinced that God ie at all times near to His

15Henry Hart Milman, The History of t h e ~ (fourth
edition; London: John Murray, 1866), II, 31.

16 Odeberg, pp. 57f., quoted from Aboth. III, 19.
1 7Josephus, The Wars of the Jews, II. 8. 14.
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children.

18

Therefore, they taught the Universal Patherhood

of God, whose pity, loving-kindness and providence extend
over all--not only to Israel--and give to all the right
of direct access to Him. 19
The God-Man relationship is also one of Lord and subject; of Master and servant.

Man is morally accountable to

hi s God, whether he acknowledges Him or not; whether he rec ognizes t his accountability or denies it.
duty b ound to obey God.

Hence, he is in

When he does, he lives in harmony

and peace; when he fails, that is, when he sins, harmony
and peace are disturbed.

20

But harmony is restored at once

when he r e p ents, seeks forgiveness and returns to the way.
God and Israel
While the Pharisees did not altogether deny the univ e rsal f a therhood of God, and insisted on His Lordship in
r elationship to the Gentiles, they believed that he had

18
Herford, The Pharisees, pp. 151-159. Herford quotes
from Debar R. II, 10 to indicate something of the Pharisaic
insist ence on the immanence of God.
"From earth to heaven
is a five hundred years' journey; yet when a man whispers
or even meditates a prayer, God is at hand to hear it.•
191bid. Though the doctrine is not found frequently
in rabbinic literature, neither is it specifically denied.
In practice, however, the Pharisees did generally tend to
restrict their teaching of ~he relationahip of God to the
Chosen People.
20

Ibid.
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chosen Israel to enjoy a unique relationship to Biaael1,
and bound her to Himself by a special covenant.

fileretere,

the Fatherhood of God cou1d be •effective1y rea11sed• on1y
"by those who be1onged to the community of Israei.• 21 mit■
was rightly regarded as a nob1e pr1v11ege and a cause tor
specia1 joy.

~he llabbi Akiba said, •Happy are Israe11D.

that they are ca11ed ch11dren of the A11-Present; but it
was by specia1 1ove to them that it was made known to th•
that they are oa11ed ch11dren of the ill-Present.• 22
The Pharisees, however, do not appear to have understood that this se1ection was pure1y a choice of divine
love and grace.

~hey regarded it as Ierae1 1 e reward tor

accepting the ~orah, which other nations had rejected when
it was offered to them, thus cutting themse1ves ott troa
God's power.

Israel, having received the privi1ege, re-

tains it by taking to heart a:Ll that it has to teach her,
and setting it before herself as the divine will to be hl.filled by her.

On1y by associating himself with Israel,

either by joining the CQIIUllunity or by sharing with

I ■rae1

the revelation made to her in the ~orah, could the Cleatll•
once more be received into divine tavour. 23 It i■, tllea,.
2
1xbid• P• 158.
22Ibid. Quoted from Aboth. III, 18.
2 3aerford, Phar&■aiea. P• 252.
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not the grace o~ God but the worthinesa ot Iarae1 vhio!l
determined the relationship, and earned the gitt o~ the
Torah.

Bnjoying thi.e unique relationship under the ill-

mediate care of God, nothing, they believed could happen
to them without God's permission, and al1 auat eYentually
work out for their spiritual good.
This re1ationship, they maintained, implied a mutual
communication.

On God's part this consisted in the rne-

lation of Hie will in the Torah ;

Revelation, aocordiq

to the definition of the Pharisees was the divine mind
communicating to the human mind its nature and will; an4
this revelation was not restricted to the written record.
Herford says that
the real Torah was that which was apprehended in the
minds of t hose to whom the revelation had been given.
The written word was the record ot it, a priceless
record, but not to be so read that its literal •eaning exhausted all that there was in the Torah. 2 4
The mind of an Israelite, aeditating upon the Torah, becaae
attuned to the mind of God, and receiYed some ot the
inherent in the written record.

Here is the reason tor the

profound reverence which the Pharisees telt tor the
and writings of the rabbis.

truth■

aayi.ng■

Both in the writtea torah an.4

in the constant1y developing Tradition God 1a communicating
continually with men.
24ilerford, ,!h! Pharipea, P• 160.
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On man's part, thia coamunication with the D1Tine 1•
demonstrated in prayer.

Because God is a1vaya n•r, -

can always pray to Him confident that He will hear.

Her-

ford emphasizes that the Pharisees were well aware that
prayer is a spiritual exercise; and that formalism, where
it ap peared• was a departure of individuals from true
Pharisaic doctrine. 2 5
This mutual relationship God had intended for a11 aen;
but only Israel, because she placed herself under the Torah,
enjoys it.

Nevertheless, because God is in reality the

Father of all, and desires to be so in the :tu.11est sense
of t he term. no one is excluded from it who is prepared to

submit to the lorah.

God desires to communicate to the

world through His Torah so that all men might communicate
with Him in prayer.
~he Doctrine of Sin

The corruption of the hwaan race was not denied by the
Pharisees.

It was evident to them not on1y in the

but also in the moral defects of their own people.

Gentile ■ ,

filey

realized as they took cognisance of the •tgnoranoe, b1uidness, superstition, degradation, cruelty, 1uat, ae1:t1ahness, and ail other ert1 prepensitiee of aankind,• that

25Ibid., PP• 161f.
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this coul.d not be accounted :tor aere1y by 1ncU.rt4uaJ.

•ia•

Mankind shows "bu.t faint traces of the divine 1aap an4
likeness in which it was made.
~he ~harisees accounted for the evi1 in the hUllall raoe
27 ~hey be11eved tha,
by means of their doctrine of Jetzar.
man has b e en created ~1th two jetzaraz

ha-Tobh, the good in-

clination; and ha-Ra, the ev11 propensity, which begins te
f unction immediately after . birt h. 28

1·~ is ~h• i~1uenc• o:t

Ye tzar ha-Ra which causes moral corruption, since aan

tend ■

t o f ol low this inolination rather than Jetzar ha-lobh. 29
Both inoluiations are placed in man by God to aaaiat
h i m 1n hie upward climb. 30

Ha-Tobh is the ideal. to which

ma n is to aspire-the comp1ete conquest of ha-Ra, Odeberg
d e f ines it as "the dir ct motive power for th• pertormanoe

of usefu1 end necessary thinga." 31

Ha-Ila ia the oha1leng••

Here is something man can fight to prove his aora1 worths
26

Ibid •• P• 167

7, '--{ :: , something formed, a :frame. l'ro■ "the fu'h.re
··; form, fashion, create.
- r
28
il:tred Bderaheim, Jhe Jd.t! and Tia•• .2' i•DI• the
Messiah (Hew American edition; &rand Rapid■, Rich.a•••••
Brdmanna .Pu.b1ishing Company, 1947), I, 52.
29
uer:ford, Jal
PP• 167f.
2

o:t \ '---{..,

PharJ,•••••

,oJbid., PP• 155~.
310c1eberg, P• 78.
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to strengthen his moral back-bone.

Because it ie preaen:t

in him, man can learn to exercise his will in the p•~ormance of good and avoidance of evil; and thus become more
like God in Whose image he was created.' 2 •~e evi.1 iaclination," says O~eberg, "has as its purpose to exercise
and strengthen man's power of resistance, so that his
determination to do good will be motivated by actual mora1
strength." 3 '

While both yetzars influence men, they are

not, because of t he gift of free-will, helpless slaves to
either.

They are free to choose, and every victory oTer the

Yetzar ha-Ra is a moral victory that has merit before God.
Sin comes into a man's life when he fails to control,
f or h is own moral growth, the two yetzars within him.

Be

does not follow Yetzar ha-Tobh as the ideal in a given situation.

On the contrary he follows Yetzar ha-Ra, instead o~

regarding it as the directive to be consciously avoided.
Quite correctly the Pharisees regarded sin aa the failure
to measure up to God's standards, either by doing what he
forbids or f ailing to do what he commands; by neglecting to
pursue the ~irtues and practising the vices instead, not
only in deed, but al.so in thought and deaire. 34 But they

32xerford, The Phariseea, P• 155.
33odeberg, P• 78.
34Herford, !he Jhariaee■ , PP• 16,~f
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made a tragic mistake in thinking that in aolvinc the prob1em of ev11 in his 11fe man 1a his own master.
Origina1 Sin
Wh11e there is an apparent connection between the
theory of Yetzar ha-Ra and the doctrine of Origi.nal Bin,
there is none in fact.

•so far as their opinions can be

gathered from their writings, the great doctrines of original Sin and the sinfulness of our who1e hum.an nature,
were not he1d by the ancient Rabbia.•' 5 Un1ike Original.
Sin, Yetzar ha-Ra was not something apart from God, but
His gift; not designed for man's destruction, but for his
mora1 uplift.
Actually, rabbinic concepts of the sou1 prec1uded the
idea of Original Sin. The sou1 is pure 36 and indestructible.

Therefore, the idea of a Pall that could destroy aan

is inconceivable, so that there can be no natural. corruption.
The Pall of Adam and Bve was a purely personal. experience,
an instance of t he disobedience of which aan is guilt7.

But the consequences of their disobedience were co~ined to

35Bderahe.illl, Jeaua the Xeaa1ab., I, 165.
1
360deberg, P• 75 Odeberg aaya that ill the litura
of the morning worship in the Synagogue there ia a
prayer, the so-called Blohai ••~Mt, which begin■ I 9117
God, the soul (neaama) and thou haat given•• ia pure.•
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themselves, and did not affeot their desoendanta 1n. any
way. 37 Adam and lffe had the ability to chooee, and th•~ nf'fered because they chose to follow Tet&ar ha-Ba.
In every man good and eYil impu1aes are conatant1y opposing each other, and continue to do so as long as he remains upon earth.

Kan fulfils his destiny when he al1owa

Nesama to control him.
to overcome him.

He fails when he allows Tetsar ha-b

But as soon as he turns again to the right

path, the power and guiding of •esama is at his disposal.
He is living under the influence of Tetzar ha-Tobh.

Bo,

a man can, if he desires, so study and work- that he oTercomes sin and gains life. 38 ~his means, of course, that a
man is responsible for his own actions.
Sin and Punishment
The Pharisees were reluctant to speak of punishment in
connection with a man's actions.
ly regarded as a result of the

Bven death was not general.-

:,au.

8:lnoe sin is a reaul.t

of Yetzar ha-Ra, which was created by God, no blaae can be

37 Bdershei.m, Jeaua, ,!a! Kessiah.. I, 165. Kdersheia
states that the rabbis ascribed the :tall of Adaa and Bve
to the envy of the angels, who were oaat out as a reauit.
Sarnrnaal and the angels who followed hi.a tried· to preTeat
the creation of man. Having failed, they tried te ruin
him, using the aerpe~t as their inatruaent.
38Ibid., PP• 166f.
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attached to a man tor hie llliadeeda. 39
quence of sin, they held, was dieeaae.

The only real. ooaa•Abrahaae etatee that

"Rabbinic Judaism took over from the Old !eetaaent a belief
that disease was a consequence ot sin," and that •obeclieace
prevented disease, just as disobedience produced it.• 40
This throws light on the question of the disciples concerning the man born blind. 41

Such disease, they believed, vaa

not a capricious result of some particular evil, but vaa
permitted for the spiritual well-being of the sufferer.
The only practical conclusion that the Rabbis drew
• • • wa s for the sufferer himself, who otherwise
might be inclined to blame Providence, or even to
blaspheme, but would now look upon his affliction
as a reminder from heaven that there is something
wrong in his moral state • • • • 42
!he Doctrine of Salvation
The Pharisees accepted a particularistic conception of
salvation.
it.

The Gentile was not completely deprived of

However, he could receive and enjoy it only 1a

39Ibid., pp. 166f.

401. Abrahama, Studies YI Pharisaisa gs
(Cam.bridges University Press, 1917), I, 108.
41John 9s2.

lU

42Abrahams, · I, 109, (quoted fro■ Schlechter,
Studies YI JudaiBlll, I, P• 209).
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fellowship with Iaraei. 43
Since they did not accept the doctrine of Origina1 aln.
and natural corruption, the 2hariaeea did not oonaider aaa
a helpless being in the presence of God.

In tact, their

doctrine demanded the participation ot man.

~here is no

need, they held, for a divine-human-or any other--intermediary; no need for a Vicarious Sacrifice; no red~mption
from sin.

Salvation is a matter between each man and

his God, and conce~s no other. ; SalT&tion is the effecting of the communion between God and man for which aan
was created; or, as Herford puts it, •the influence of God
slowly working in all human lives, to bring about in the
course of ages, the harmony which ought to be between the
Creator and His creatures; the Pather and His children.• 44
The individual either helps or hinders God by sublllitting
to Yetzar ha-Tobh or Yetzar ha-Ra; or to put it differently, by obeying or disobeying the ~o~h.
While the establishment of his own relationship with
God is man's primary concern, the Pharisees did not belieTe
it ended there.

God would have all men enter that tel1ow-

ship, for Re is Creator and ~ather ot all.

43aerford, Phariaa19. PP• 221f.
4 4serford, J!1! Phariaeea, P• 169.
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acknowledged a mission, vis., •the duty ot ne17 true

■er

vant of God to work with Hilla towards that great end, by
spreading the knowledge ot God, and winning aen to Bi.■
servioe." 45 And this, ot course, was to be don• by bringing the Gentile into the fellowship ot Israel and under the
guidance and influence of the Torah.
Repentance and Restoration
The Pharisees did not believe that the original
harmony existing between God and the human race has been
destroyed by universal sin; nor that it could be restored
only by the saorifioe of the divine-hUJRan Mediator taking
on Himself the responsibility for the world's sin.

They

did, however, recognize that individuals, influenced by
Yetzar ha-Ra, do from time to time disturb, destroy or
prevent that harmony.

When this occurs, the restoration

of it is a purely personal matter, and oan be achieved
through repentance and forgiveness.
Repentance they defined as the sinner's part in restoring the fellowship; •the act of the soul seeking to return
to God after having, through sin, turned away tro■ B1■ .•46
Repentance was vitally important to Pharisaic religious

45Ibid.
4 6Ibid., P• 166.
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thought.

Without it harmony could not be restored and spi-

ritu al disaster inevitably followed.

But repentance is

always possible and is always acceptable to God.

Of course,

it h a d to be a real turning back to God; hence, accompanied, where possible, by reparation and amends.

For

in s tance, the inflicter of an injury could count upon forg ivene s s, but not if he failed to seek the pardon of him
whom h e had injured, even at his grave if the injured one
had d ied .

Likewise, the injured party was under the obli-

gation t o forg ive.

Refusal to do so made him also a sinner.

The r abb is were strong in their denunciations of those who
refused to forg ive others. 47
God 's part in th e rest,oration of harmony is forg iveness .

Man c a n a lways repent; God will always far g ive.

He wi l l f org ive only the true penitent. 48

But

The Pharisees,

howev er , did not view forgiveness as the "cancelling of a
debt • • • ," but rather as "the renewing of the personal.
rela t ions between the soul and God, the restoring of the
harmony which sin had broken.•• 49

Man turns to God in repen-

t a nce; and, a s a result, God receives him back into fell.ovs hi p .

So, then, God's motive for forgiving is not so much

47 Abrahams, I, 152-167.

48 Ibid., p. 145.
4 9aerford, ~ Pharisees, p. 167.
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1ove as Hia juatice.

ao4 owea it to Biaae1~ to forgi.Te.

He is the Pather and men are llta ch11dren.

Be will

al.way■

forgive all who com• to Him 1n repentance and try to p1eaae
Him.

He will do it becauae forg1Teneas ia the attribu-. o~
1

a father.SO

He will do it because Bis justice as Pather

demands it.

And that forgiveness is possible for every

human-being; for in reality He is the Pather of all.
Justice requires, therefore, that He act towards all a1ike;
that He receive all who turn ~rom their evil ways.
As in their doctrine · of Salvation, so also in their
teaching regarding repentance and restoration the Phariaeea
found no place for the Messiah.
ship requires no Mediator.

The Pather-child re1ation-

Phariaaism knew nothing of the

justice that must punish sin--on1y of the juatice that
must forgive the penitent.

Hence, it knew nothing of 1oTe

so perfect that it could move the Pather to sacrifice Bia
own Son in order to satisfy His own justice and enab1e Bill
to forgive His wayward children as Be yearns to do.

Phari-

saism was deeply aware of the tact of sin; but it had no
real conception of its horror.

On1y when a aan recognisea

sin as complete aeparation from God can he have a true appreciation of the magnitude of 9od'a loTe.
~his readineas to forgive the Phariaees called

50Abrahams, I, 143.

aocl'•
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grace.

Grace to the Pharisees was the reward of repen'tan•••

It was God's part in the plan to effect the true
relationship.

Clod-lllLII.

Abrahams puts it this way.

Man's part in the divine scheme of mercy must be real..
He must turn and live. But the world is neverthe1eas
judged by grace. ~his does not mean that man can or
ought to escape the consequences of sin. Kan muat
pays but God is a lenient creditor, and he himaeU
provides the coin for the remission of the debt.51
That coin is repentance, and it purchases forgiveness.

So

here is salvation by grace that is not sal.vation by grace,
because what is called grace is not unmerited love, but a
reward.

Salvation is by the work of repentance and not by

faith in Jesus.

~his _is work-righteousness pure and simple.

This doctrine of the Pharisees is an attempt to reconcile man's duty with his inability and excluding a
mediator.
He

In fact, that is just what Abrahams declares.

admits that the Pharisees •tried to hold the balance be-

tween man's duty to strive to earn pardon, and his inabi1ity
to attain it without God's gracious gift of it.• 52

Ideal.-

ly considered, the Pharisaic scheme was, as Abrahams pute
it, that •Israel must work without pay; (lod must pay without work.• 5 '

Practically considered, howeTer, forgiveness

51xbid., P• 146.
52Ibid.~ P• 147.
5'Ibid.
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and restoration became the reward for the work of repeatanee.
~e Pharisees realized that God muat come into the prob1••
at some point if man is to survive.

But to what extentt

He will be satisfied, they declared, if man repents.

A

Messiah, Who is Immanuel, Who, in fact, has spiritual
significance, they did not know, and did not need.

If Be

had any place in the spiritual scheme at all it could be
but as another prophet who would lead the people to repentance and place them into an environment in which, under
his guidance and encouragement, they could live more faithfully under the Torah.

That is why they had such a tragic-

ally confused conception of grace.
religion that deprecates

ChriSi

Pharisaism, as every

must necessarily be, waa

essentially synergistic·.
Sanctification
Pharisaic teaohiDg on Sanctification is based on the
doctrine of Yetzar.
in every man.

~he two opposing tendencies are there

~ea-will enables him to •Choose between th-.

If he chooses evil, God will not preyent hill..
to do good, God will help him all the way.

If he e1eota

~h• way to crow

in sanctification is to fix one•• llind on the Torah and~•
become saturated with its teaching; for it ia through the
Torah that a man is protected againat evil ildluenoee an4
induced to follow after right.

~hat the ~orah preaentecl ao
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great a number of precepts was to the Pharis••• not a reason for frustration, but a source ot joys since there vaa
so much to remind thea of God and there were ao

ll&Dy

oppor-

tunities given to serve Bia. 54
Yor the Pharisees, then, the Lav and not the CJoape1
wa s the motivating power in san.ctifioation.

It cou1d not

be otherwise, for the Gospel of grace was foreign to their
\

theology.

Likewise they made no real distinction between

Justification and Sanctification, since, through thei.r
striving after the sanctified life they believed that they
justified themselves before God.
'

Baptism
The meagre evidence that exists indicates that Baptism as a rite was well established by the time of our
Lord.

He simply took it over and endowed it with Bia own

purpose a nd promise.

Of course, ablutions of varioua Jd.nds

had been used from earliest times.

Certain of

th••••

re-

lated particularly to ceremonial defilement, were prescribed
by God Himself. 55

h t Bapti- ditfcra from theae in that

it was administered by another and requir•d witneaeea to
attest to the fact that the cereaony had been properl.y

54-aerford, Phariausa. PP• 254t.
55Bee Lev. 14-17; •um. 19.
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performed. 56

It does not aeem to have been practised ea

Jews, for whom oircumciaion and sacrifice were ~fioient,
and, in the case of women, sacrifice alone. Abraham.a deolares57 and Bdersheim agrees with him58 that it was a r1.te
reserved for proselytes, by which they became oeremonially
clean prior to, and in preparation for, receptio~ into the
Jewish communion.

The general consensus of opinion was t~t

total immersion was practised.

Abrahams declares, "In all

caeeat the bathing was most probably by total immersion • ••
Total inunersion is clearly implied by the Zadokite Fragment
• • • •

Edersheim cites numer0us examples to support

the contention. 60

It was to be admi~iat~red once and for

56 Bdersheim, Jesus, !a.! Kessiah, II, 745, Append.ix
XII.
57Abrahams, I, 36f. Be quotes from the Kish.nab.,
Peaahim VIII. a. The citation is a question on which
the schools of Hillel and Shammai differed: whether
a man made a proselyte on 14th Iizan, who has then been
baptized, must wait days before he is regarded clean, or
whether he may eat the Paschal lamb the same evenin&•
58Bder•heim, Jesus, .l!'!,,! Kessiah, I, 273. •.&gain,
it was prescribed that such flentiles aa became 'proaely-tea
of righteousness,• or 'proselytes of the Covenant• • • •
were to be adai tted to f"ul.l participation_-in the prirtlegea
of Israel by the threefold rites of circumciaion, baptina,
and sacrifice • • • •

59Abrahams, I,

,a.

60Bdersheia, Jena, .la,! 1e■aiah, II, 745.
XII.
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all time, except when a proeelyte reTerted to hie foraer
way of life, when rebaptism was considered neoeaeary. 61
There is some doubt as to the significance the Pharisees attached to Baptism.

Some saw little or no differ-

ence between it and the ceremonial ablutions of the Jewe.
Others believed that spiritual purification was inTolTed.
Abrahams believes that the two ideas of physical and
spiritual purification are both inherent in it. 62 Be
maintains that the Spirit of Clod entered the heart of the
baptized proselyte and helped him in the struggle against
the Yetzar ha-Ra, which constantly drags the child of God
towards sin. 63 Bdersheim claims that it was regarded as a
symbol of an inner spiritual cleansinga •the illlmereion being, as it were, the acknowledgment and symbolic removal
of moral defilement, corresponding to that of Levitical
uncleanness." 64 !he Pharisees certainly knew nothing of

61Abrahams, I, 42.
62Ibid., pp. 39-42. Abrahams cites passages, soae fr0111
as early as 800 A.D. that inter that Baptism is tor repen1ance; though he adaits no earlier references are extant.
He argues further that in the Psa1m.s of Boloaon cleansing
and forgiveness are identical. Pinally, he atates that in
both rabbinical and Biblical Hebrew the same word ie ueed
for both spiritual and physical cleansing.
63 Ibid., PP• 42f.

64Bderaheim, J•au•• ~ Keasi.ah, I, 27:,.
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Baptism as a means of grace in the Christian aenae. Yet fer
some, at least, it did 1mp1y a certain moral cleansing, and
the implan·ting of new powers in preparation tor the struggle towards perfection.

However, it was not a true sacra-

ment; but, at best, a symbol of inner conaecration. 65
Some Human Relationships
The Man-~o--Man Relationship
Theoretically the Pharisees held a doctrine somewhat
akin to that taught by Paul:

•As we have therefore opportu-

nity, let us do good unto all men, especially unto them who
are of t he household of faith.• 66 !hey insisted that it ia
man's duty to be kind to his fellow-men, never to wrong

another, and to perform acts of charity.

It was self-

evident, they maintained, that a Jew would act thus towards a
fellow-Jew; but he Ehould not forget that he owes a like
obligation to t he non-Jew. 67
In practice, however, the matter was generally different.

All too frequently Gentiles were regarded as beneath

ooneidera tion.

~he possession of the Torah certainly did

65 Abrahama, I, 42.
66 Gal. 6s10.

67&erford, Pharieaisa. P• 253.
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influence the Pharisees greatly in their attitude toward.a
non-Jews.

If the Torah was God's revelation. then there

could be no real bond between those who did, and thoae who
did not, accept it.

Consequently, though the attitude• -:,~

individuals varied widely, definite restrictions were in
f orce with respect to the Jew-Gentile relationship.

Some

segrega ted themselves so completely that they shunned association not only with Gentiles, but also with the Am-haAre t z--the Rabble, as they believed them to be,-who did
not know and observe the Torah as perfectly as they ~ancied
t h e y d i d themselves.

At the other extreme were those who

merely e xperienced "a tolerant regret tor those who were
d eprived of the unspeakable blessings of the divine ~•vel a t i on.~

There were those who felt no concern about the

fa te of t he Gentile, believing that he was rejected by

God.

But others, deeply concerned. believed that the

Spirit could work also in the Gentile heart, it on1y he
68
c ould be brought to submit to the Torah.
Abrahams insists that the Pharisees made a definite
d istincti0n between Christians and pagans.

Ooacerning

Christianity he writes,
It is • • • not the case that the Pharisaic litura
enshrines any vindictiYeneaa agauat Ollriatianit~
• • • .Aa a J ew1sh heresy, earl.y Ohriatiani~7
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was the subject of antipathy, as an indgij•ndent r ligion it was scarcely assailed at all.
With paganism it was different, tor •against idolatry the
Synagogue waged war, and sometimes idolaters • • • were, in
moments of stress, regarded as outside the pale of the brotherhood of man"; though Abrahams is quick to add that the
opposition was directed against idolatry rather than the
idolater. 70 In spite of this the fact remains that they
were involved in a very personal campaign of persecution
not only against idolatry, but also against Christianity.
However, it would be unjust to maintain that all Pharisees were involved

m

this antipathy against non-Jews.

Likewise, it would be unfair to identity Pharisaic practice with principles.

On this question Abrahams remarks,

"Here, again, we have a fact of human nature, not of the
Pharisaic nature only, and it is a pity that the Pharis•••
are made to bear the burden which should be put on the
shoulders of mankind.• 71

69Abrahama, I, 159.
70Ibid., pp. 159-162.

Certainly these factors muat be

Abrahaas quotes in support to
following prayers from the Jerusalea Ta1Jlaud (Be~choth IV. 2).
•May it be Thy will, O Lord my God and God of my fathers,
that hatred and envy of us enter not into the heart of ll&D,
nor hatred and envy of any man enter into our heart.•
And, again, •Bring ua near to what thou loyest, and keep
us far from what thou hatest.•

71Ibid., P• 159.

a,
taken into consideration when fol"lllq an opinion.72
Marriage and Divorce
Rabbinic literature presents marriage as a highl.y
honorable estate, and to be preferred to celibacy.

A -

is to love and honor his wife, and the procreation of
children is a religious duty. 73
At the same time there was a wide divergence in practice.

The Essenes were celibates.

!he Zadokites forbade

divorce, or, at least, remarriage at'ter divorce.

The ari-

stocrats of the court circles adopted the lax attitude of
the Romans. 74 Generally the Pharisees were inclined to
ad opt a moderate attitude.
With respect to divorce the Phariaees took up a negative attitude, though practice did vary, and varied, too,
from age to age.

~he divorcing of the first wife, in

particular, was frowned upon.

Abrahams writes,

•Jewi ■h

72It is not difficult to understand the horror the
Pharisee must have felt when he saw Gentiles receiTed into
the Christian community. Likewise, one can appreciate the
difficulty of many Jewish Christians-lately released froa
the Pharisaic influence of the Synagogue-with respect
to the mission to the Gentiles which Paul and the ether
apostles had come to accept; a llisaion that no loqer
required the Gentile to enter into some kind of aeaociation
with the ancient Jewish practice.
7 'Abrahama, I, 68.

7 4tbid., P• 66.
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sentiment was atrongl.y oppoaed to the diYoroe of the wi~•
of a man's youth • • •

~he facilities for diToroe

■ee■ .

mostly to cava been applied or taken advantage of in the
case of a widower's second marriage • • • • • 75

bbbie, while

not opposing divorce,· Abrahams aaintains, did all they ceul.d
to prevent it, so that in Jesus• day, while easy to obtain,
it was not as frequent as might be supposed.
were terminated by death.

Kost

■arriagea

Bevertheless, Pharisaic law did

not object to divorce by mutual consent.

Plaariaeea argued

that when the ideal of marriage had been shattered
It seemed to accord best with the interests of moral.ity to admit this, and to afford both parties to the
calamity a second chance of lawful happineas. ~he
marriage bond ghould be inviolable, but must not be
indissoluble. 7
While there was little dispute a~out the lawtul.neas
of divorce, there was much about the grounds.

~he ~orah of

Moses had named as the ground for divorce some unclean,
shameful, unchaste aot1on. 77 But what constitutes such an
action?

Shammai reatr1cted it to •some action which was

really infamous, and contrary to the ruiea of virwe.• 78

75Ibid., P• 68.
76Ibid., P• 66.
77»eut. 2411.
78nexander Oruden, A Oompl.ete Oonoordanoe of .la!
Scr1pturea (Londona Varel, Look & Oo., Ltd., 1909), ,e
D1voroe.

Bob
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Hillel, on the other hand, interpreted the tena in the TeZ7
widest sense, allowing divorce tor as trivial a reaeon aa
dissatisfaction with a wife for her manner of preparing
A.kiba even allowed such a reason as the desire tar
another woman. 79 The . application of principles by each ot

food.

these teachers was decidedly elastic, so that even Shammai
considered appearing unveiled in the street as an inchastity that provided a valid ground.so
Divorce was procured by the drawing up ot a proper
document known as a Bill of Divorcement.

Usually this was

done in the presence of two witnesses, though at times it
became a much more public affair.

Abrahaas decla~es that

this was designed as a protection for the wife, and not as
a simple means for the husband to rid himself of her.

It

became necessary to bring some order into the situation
created by human wickedness.

!he ideal of faithtu.l.ness waa

disregarded, and wives were wilfully and capriciously cast
off. 81 It was to such a situation that Jesus wae undoubtedly referring when He explained the purpose of the Roaaio
Bill of Divorcement and advocated a return to th• original.

79a. c. H.

Lenski, lnterpretat1on of at. Kuk'• Cloapel.
(Columbus, Ohio, Lutheran Book Conoern,19,4), p. 2611.
80
.&.dam

Pahling, !he Life ,2! Qhriat (at. Louiat Concordia Publishing Houee, 1936), p. 497.
81.A.brahama, I, 66t.

...
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ideal of marriage.

82

By 100 B.c. divorce had becoae so common and se easy

to obtain that the estate ot marriage became quite unatable.
A

woman could be divorced at any tiae• and in addition. loat

all her possessions.

Increasing numbers of woaen refused to

be married; and, as Abrahams remarks, "aen grew grey an.cl
celibate."

The Pharisees, he claims, were responsible,

at least in part. for the improvement that had been effectecl

by the time of cur Lord.

He states that Simon ben Shetah,

reputedly the brother of Queen Alexandra,
enacted that the wife's Xetubah or marriage settlement was to be merged in the husband's estate, that
he might use it as capital, but that his entire
fortune, even such property of his as had passed
into other hands, should be held liable for it.
Thia, he declares, did much to check hasty divorce and to
stabilize the estate of marriage.~3
Vhile in Jesus• day marriages were much
divorce was still easy to obtain.

stable,

■ore

In the case ot J.Dchaati-

ty the husband virtual.1y had no option but to diYoroe

wife, though a woman possessed no s:Lmi.lar right. 84
it was to obtain a divorce becomes apparent

fro■

a:,Abrahams, I, 68.
8

4xbid., PP• 66-73.

Bow eaay

the reaark

of the disciples that if Jesus applied such rigid
8 2-.ark 1014-12.

hi ■

zul.••
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marriage woul.d become undea1rab1e. 85
Vhi1e the Pharisees were undoubted1y

■ore

rigid 1.n

their attitude than many others, it re■aina to be prcwed.
that Jesus• etricturea86 were directed at the nation a■
a who1e, and did not actually app1y to them.

~heir prac-

tice, too, was lax according to Bis standards, and not at
all in accord with the origina1 idea1.
Government
The Pharisaic theory of government vaa based on their
concept of the theocratic state.

81noe the

Jew■

are Ck>d'•

people, they argued, no one has any genuine right to ruie
them except God.

That is why Jews were in duty bound to

foster the theocratic state.

ilien ru1e coul.d at beat be

tolerated; or, maybe, submitted to as an indication of the
anger of God ov&r tha a.i ns of Bis people.
In practice, of course, the Phariaeea had long ago
learned, by force of necessity to live under a1ien rul.es
and they be11eved 1n subllli.aaion to the governaent whatner
it might be.
to "seek • •

Jeremiah, al.ready 1n hie day, had taupt th• the peace of the city.•87 Bence, Abrahaaa

8

5watt. 19110.
86
Ratt. 191~-12, Bark 1012-9.

87Jer. 2917.

88

states correctly that in general they were not inoli.ned te
rebellion against alien authority per.!!.•

filey were con-

cerned priroarily with religion; and, general.l.y apeakuig,
they became involved with the authorities onl.y when there
was in·ter:ference with it. 88
While holding to their theory of the theocratic state,
the Pharisees had learnt to accept alien rul.e on Sldferanoe
and to live under it, proYided they were given liberty to

practise their religion.

They were even prepared to accept

persecution until the breaking point was reached.

Vhea

rebellion broke out, generally, though not always, the
responsibility lay with unruly elements, suoh as the Zealots, who were more ieeply concerned with political than
with religious issues, and took every opportunity to fan
any spark o:f opposition into the flame of open rebellion.
~he Babbath
!he Sabbath laws of the Pharisees constitute a study
in themselves, und it is beyond the scope of thi• theaia
to give more than a brief outline of Pharisaic beliefa an4
88Abrai'iam.e, I, 62-64. Gas•• 1D point are the aotioa■
of the Seleuoida; the attempts of some Aoll&ll gOYernon to
enforce Bmperor •~r~p; the error of identifying the hea4
of Caesar on coins as an idol. Bo•• viaer governors,
sensing the tenderness of the Jewish conaoienoe, lllinte4
special coins.
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practices.
whi le t here was some difference of opinion among the
r a bbis r egarding the Sabbath regulations, they agreed unan imou s l y that the Sabbath was sacred and that laws concerni ng it were to be rigidly observed, especially that which
r eferre d t o the avoidance of any kind of work. 89

Some of

t h e r a bbis, especially those of the school of Shaminai,
went

t o a bsurd lengths in determining what was and what

wa s not per missible. 9O

Shammai was even 01' the opinion

that it was out of pla ce to give comfort to the sick and
the s orrow ing , or to preserve life if that involved some
kind of toil .

Other rabbis, however, allowed works of ne-

c essi ty , o r labour when some life wa s endangered.

So rig id-

l y was the l a w e n forced that at times Jews had allowed thems e lves to lose battles, to be cut in two, even to see Jerusal em it self captured by its enemies, rather than infringe

·t • 91

l.

Eders heim sums up well the purpose behind i t all.
if we rig htly apprehend what underlay the complic a t e d a nd intolera bly burdensome laws and rules of
Pharisaic Sabbath observance, i t was to secure,

89Lev. 23.. 3.

goF. w. Farrar, The Life of Christ (Popular Edition;
Lon don: Cassel & Co. Ltd., 1886), p. 177. Farrar g ives examp les. No mailed shoe must be worn, since a nail is a burden.
One man might carry a loaf, but not two between them.
91Ibid., pp. 2O5f.
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negatively. absolute rest fro■ all labour, and.,
positively, to make the Sabbath a delight.92
IlDlllortality and the Resurrection of the Bod7
The immortality of the soul and the re!!IUrrection o~
the body as conceived by the Phariaeea is also a atucly 1D.
itself, and an extended treatment is beyond the scope ~ot
this thesis.
That there is a life beyond the grave vaa neTer doubted by the Pharisees, because of their firlll belief in the
i mmortality of the soul.

~here was, hoveTer, auoh dllfer-

ence of opinion as to the nature of that life.

Soae se•

to have believed only in a continuing life for the soula life akin somewhat to that of the angela. 93 hnerally
1

however, the Pharisees confessed to a belief 1n the resurrection of the body.

An interesting, early, and, therefore,

important reference is found in the second book ot Jllaooabees, which attests to the fact that belief in the resurrection was held as early as the days of the ll&ccabees.

!he

writer records that Judas Xaccabaeua aent a sua of money te
Jerusalem for a ain ottering on behalf of certain Jeve

92 Bderaheim, Jesus, ls.! Kessiah, II, 52.
93Abrahams, I, 168. Be quotes Bilch. t•ahubah
VIII. 2 :1.n support.
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who had been slain in battle; and he approves of Judas•
action,

~n that he was mindful. of the resurrections

~or 1~

he had not hoped that they that were s1ain ahou1d

have risen ·ag"in, it had been superfluous and T&in
to pray for the dead.94
'
This doctrine is recorded in Scripture as one of the

major points of disagreement between the Pharisees and tlae
Sadducees. 95

But within the framework of this belief th•~•

was a variety of opinion.

Some limited the resurrection to

the "righteous in Ieraei.• 96

Hillel and Shammai agreed on
a "restoration of the material form.-• 97 lo■e vent aa far
as to say that the body would be raised with the saae defects it possessed in the former life; but that these
would be healed immediately. 98

lome opini.ons were decided-

ly mate~ialistic, as for example, the notion that a man

would rise in exactly the same clothes in which he was
bu.ried. 99

Others spoke of the life of the resurrected bod7

in terms that remind forcibly of the ••w ~eatament-

942 xaoc. 12: 43-44.
95Acts 2318.
96 Dana, P• ll9.

97Abrahams, I, 168.
98Ibid.

99Pah11ng, P• 544.
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light; a banquet; a crown. 100
There is strong evidence that some Phariaeea be11eTecl
:J.n a form of transmigration of eou1s, generally o~ r1gh1;eous me n.

This ie sup ported by the following passages ~rom

,Josephu~.

"They say that all souls are incorruptible, but

that the souls of good men only are removed into other bodies , but that the souls of bad men are subject to eternal
punishment."lOl

The second is even more explicit.

Do not you know that• those who depart out of this
life, accord i ng to the law of nature, and pay that
debt which was received from God, when he that lent
it us is pleased to require it back again, enjoy
eternal fame; that their houses and their posterity
are sure, that their soulo .are pure and obedient,
a nd obtain a most holy place in heaven, from whence•
in the revolution of ages, they are again sent into
pure bodies, while the souls of those whose hands
have acted madly against themselves are received by
the darkest place in Hades, and while God, who ia
their father, punishes those that offend afainst
either of · them in their posterity; • • • 10
Hints of the prevalence of this belief are found also in
Scrip ture, 1n the opinions expressed concerning the peraon

of Jesus. 103
Finally, the Pharisaic doctrine concerning the

lOOibrah.ama, I, 169.

101Jo~ephus, Ware 511. !Q! Jews, II, 8, 14.
l02Ibid., III, 8, 5.
103xatt. 14:2. Ber1ld considers Jesus the r►iDcU'll&
tion of the Baptist. ilso, llat~. 16114. Many be11eTecl
Jesus was a re-incarnated prophet.

9:,
resurrection was genera11y connected c1oae1y with the

MeesiaTu.c hope.

•hen the Kessiah estab11shed Bia re1ga,

the faithful of 1ong 1:1.go would not; be forgotten.

~•Y

i·iOuld rise to erijoy it as the rewarJ. of their tai•i;hf'ul. eer-

v-ice.104
It is difficult to determine just what the Pharisees
taught with respect to the resurrection.

Thie wide variety

of thought if to be expected when it proceeds from theo1ogical principlea such as thoae outlined above.io5

However,

the belief was generally accepted that the righteous o~
all ages would enjoy the Messianic era.

Whether the sou1

entered the kingdom in its original. resurrected body or 1n
another body after a aeries of transmigrations was not a
matter of real conce~-n.
10 4Berford, ~Pharisees.PP• l.69-175

105Bupra. P• 53.

OBAPTBll V
THB ETHICS 01' R-iARISAISJII

Pharisaism is a tragic, but qu1.te fand.l.iar, exaaple
of a system displacing the objeot or purpose it ia intended to promote.

!he ethical. system of the Phariaeea was

designed to help those who observed it to remain true to
the Tor~~ and, therefore, safe from the idolatry tnat had
once destroyed the nation.

Bor can it be denied that be-

hind it all was a deep einoerity of purpose.

One cou1d not,

for instance, justl.y have accused Pau.1 of insincerity.

Al-

though there were arrant hypocrites among the Pharisees,
it is only fair to mention al.so those nobler, more earnest
souls ,·rho remained unsatisfied by their way of life and
came to Jesus for instruction-some even receiving Hilll
into their hearts.

But, as so often occurs when a system

is de,rised, the ethical system of the Pharisees, designed

to promoto the religion of the ~orah, itself came to be
identified with it.

fo all intents and purposes their sys-

tem became their religion.
Odeberg states that the real norm of the Pharisaic
system of ethics was love for mankind.

l.

Certainl.y thia

11ugo Odeberg, Pharisaisa ,!a! Ohri,at:1y1t7 traaa. lt7
J.M. Moe (St. Louisa Concordia Publlab1nc Bou••• 1964),
PP• l.6!.
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appears to have been the case with the sari.be who aclaitte4
to Jesus that to love God
with all the heart, and with all the undera'\anding,
and with all the soul, and with all the strength,
and, to love his neighbour as himself, 1s more than
all whole burnt offerings and aacrifices.2
And Jesus recognized this with Bis reply, •!hou art not
far from the kingdom of God.• 3
The writings of the rabbis also show that the system
was not intended to promote a merely formal observ-ance
of the Torah.

Mere formal prayer, for instance, was neTer

regarded by them as satisfactory.

The various religious

observances, the habits which the system was designed to
help them to form, were regarded as methods of eduoation
whereby •religious ideas could be impressed upon the people's mind and heart.• 4 ~hat aany Phariaeea earnestly desired to observe the ~orah, that they sincerely sought to
act out of love to others, and believed that their syat•
helped them to do just that, can hardly be denied.

But

experience shows that when an attempt is made to achi9Ye
a spiritual object by means of some special.1y preparecl,

2xark 12s33.
311ark 12134.

4g.. B. Box,•Phariaeea, '?9oyc1opedia .2A lle11gion S&A
Ethics, edited by J&111ea Jlaating• (Bdinburgha t. • t. OJ.ark•

1930) •
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clearly defined, more or leaa rigidl.y e!doroed ayatea, the
system tends to take over
to promote.

the object it 1a intended.
The means become the end. 5 Consequently, for
fro■

many Pharisees it became all-illlportant to follow the ayat•
itself, rather t~an to use it to achieve a purpose.

Here

is to be found the cause of all those aberrations that have
become so closely associated with the terms

Phariaee.

Several characteristics of Pharisaism can be traced ·
back to this misuse of a system.
tude towards Revelation.
spirit.

~e first is a wrong atti-

The letter came to replace the

Schirlitz remarks,

Sie erklaerten das Schriftliche Gesets mit grosser
Strenge und meiet buchstaeblich, und legten aut
die Ritualvorsohriften groesseren Wert ala aut
die Forderungen des ethischen Gefuehls. Daher war
ihre Sittenlehre im allg. lax, wenn ea auch einzelne besaer denkende Pharisaeer gab.6
Farrar refers to the 248 commands and 365 prohibitions,
both •light• and "heavy•, which the Pharisees had listed
in the Mosaic Law, and maintains that
to one and all alike-not only in the spirit but in
the letter-not only in the actual letter, but
in the boundless inferences to which the letter
might lead when every grain of sense and meaning had

5aoman Catholicism proTides a modern example; as also
does the Puritanism of various shades that haa appeared in
Protestant circles from tiae to time.
6 s. o. Schirlitz, Grieohieoh-Deutaohes Voerterbuch .!J!!1
•euen Teatamente (Pue~te Autlage neu bearbeitet von ~h.
Bger; Gieasens Verlag von Bmil Roth, 189,), au) rfrtb~Oj•
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been crushed out of it under aoua'b.ul 1oada of '4•cisions•-a rigid1y scrupu1oua obedience vaa due,
This was what God abso1ute1y required. fili ■ , au
this only, came up to the true concgption of the
blameless righteousness of the Law;r
Thia literalism led to some ridicu1oua abaurditi•••

•or

instance, the injunctions contained in Deuteronomy, Chapter
six vere taken literally.

Certain Scripture passages were

inscribed on pieces of parchment and placed in small boxea
which were tied upon the forehead or upon the left ara.

filua

the divine words were constantly between their eyes; and, when
the arm was bent, over the heart.

8

By this action aany of

them believed they had complied with the diTine will.

In

addition the Pharisees generally failed to diatinguish between Moral and Ceremonial Law.

!hat is why one of thea

criticized Jesus so unjustly for not performing the prescribed ablutions before sitting down to a me&l.. 9

Inaia-

ting on externals, they tended to be deficient in a sense
of right and wrong with respect to the things that really
"Outside purity vaa stressed, while the hear•
was filled with sin.•10 Aa a reau1t, tradition u1tiaately

mattered.

7-,. V. :rarrar, !he l!!t! ~ Work 9-' 1ll.., R,aul. (J,01Ld.e1u
Cassell & Co. Ltd., 1897}, P•

,1.

8.&.dam Pahling, la! Life of Christ (st. Louia1 Ooncordia Publishing Bouse, 19,6J, P• 550.
91,uke

us,a.

lO::rahl.ing, P•

4,9.
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came to replace Revelation 1n importanoe.
Secondly, the importance of laws came to be greatl.y
over-emphasized, as even a casual study of th• TalJmcl aakea
abundantly clear.

As generally occurs when a syatea ia

over-emphasized, a grand discussion was carried on aaong
the rabbis about all kinds of ainutiae, and a great multiplication of laws followed as they surrounded each of the
recognized 248 commands and ,65 prohibitions of the Roaaio
Law wit h as many ordinances as they could think of, to cover
every life situation that might arise or occur to thea.ll
So great was this multitude of ordinances that mone, not
even the most scrupulously exact, could ever be sure that
h e had not violated one of them.

Jesus was guilty of no

exaggeration when Be said, ~they bind heavy burdens and
grievous to be borne, and lay them on men's shoulderaJ but
they themselves will not move them with one of their fingers."12

Likewise Peter SWD1Ded up the situation with a

neatness, conciseness and clarity born of his own profound
experience, when he asked the Synod at Jerusalem, ••ow therefore why tempt ye God, to put a yoke upon th• neck of the
disciples, which neither your fathers nor we were able to

1-lparrar, Jh.! Life .!Bl Work ,2t .11• Paul, P• 36. ~h•
Talmud, tor instance, devotes whole treatiaea to hand-waahin&s, killing fowls, and stalks of legwaee re•p•otively.
1211att. 2314.
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A few examples of this mania for law-aaking are in
place.

Writing of Sabbath observance, Farrar deo1area•

We know the minute and intense scrupulosity of' Sabbath observance wasting itself in all those aboth and
toldoth--those primary and derivative ru1es and
prohibitions, and inferences from rules and prohibitions, and combinations of' inferences from ru.l.es and
proh ibitions, and cases of casuistry and conscience
arising out of the infinite possible variety of' circumstances to which those combinations of inference
might a pply--which had degraded the Sabbath from •a
delight, holy of the Lord and honorable•• partly into
an anxious and pitiless burden, and partly into a network of contrivances hypocritically designed, as it
we re, in the lowest spirit of heathenism, to cheat th!
Deity with t h e mere semblance of accurate obseryance. 4
Thi s trenchant comment indicates what

a hopeless

snarl of'

tang led web they had contrived to spin about the holy

I,aw

of God. 15
There is also the ritual of the washings:

washings

bef ore meals, on returning from the market, on any other suspected occasion of ceremonial uncleanness; and a Pharisee
had tc be prepared to travel at least four miles in search
of the required water if not obtainable near at hand. 16

13Acts 15:10.

1 4i-a.rrar,

J1:!! Lif'e ~ Work -2.t I!• Paul. P•

,5.

l.5Another example is the incident in the corn-field,
Matt. 12:1-8; Mark 2123-28; Luke 6:1-5.
16p.

v. Parrar, !!:!.! Life ,2,! Obrist (Popular edition;
London: Cassell & Oo. Ltd., 1886), P• 211.
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Bach ablution had to be aooompanied by an appropriate
prayer. 17

to such extremea did some of the■ ge, not 01117

in the matter of personal ablutions, but also in the wallhing of common utensils and the like, that the Sadduoeea remarked acoffingly that the Pharisees would wash the aun
1~ only they could get the ohanos. 18

The Jews of later times related with intense admiration how the Rabbi Akiba, when imprisoned and
furnished with only sufficient water to aaintah
life, would have preferred to die of starvation
rather than eat without the proper washing. 9
Although no divine authority could be produced for thia
extravagant attention to washings, many of thea proud1Y,
scornfully, even ostentatiously avoided contact with the
very shadow of their fellow human-behge; 20 and if by mischance this calamity should befall them, they rested not
until by the ablution proper to the occasion they had r stored themselves to their former ceremonial purity.
~ere was a similar pre-occupation with reapeot to
foods and fastings.

tiley prescribed minutely what

■ipt,

17Ibid., •the treatise 8chulchan-Aruk or •table arranged,w a compendium of llabbinical usages drawn up by Joseph Karo in 1567, contains no less than twenty-au p~•r•
by which these washings were accompanied.•
181'arrar, !he Life _gt n.., Paul, P• ,6.
19•arrar, JA! :Life of pri■t, P• 211.
20:rarrar, D.!. Life of

Ii•

Paul, P• ,6.
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and what might not, be eaten or clrunk.
scribed frequent periods of tasting.

I,1k•1 ■e,
Abrahaa■

strenuous attempt to defend thia practice.

Be

ll&lcea a
■tatee

fasting was an accepted fora ot supplication and
especially in times of calamity.

• .,. pre-

that

■ourning,

Re insiete that true re-

pentance had to be associated with it if it was to bee~fective, and maintains that there was a deterained and continuous effort to prevent it from becoming a aere externa1
ritual.

Re declares that the Monday and Thursday ~ast■
were the exception rather than the rule. 21 But the fact
remains that fasting was not a rite oomaanded by Geel, and
did not deserve the importance attached to it.

VhateYer

their theory regarding fasting may have been, the Pharisees practised it rigorously, and prided themselves on
doing it.

There was always the compu1sion with them to go

further than vaa required.
This same tendency is evident in their practioe o~
tithing.

The Mosaic Lav required the tithing o~ herds and
22
of the fruits of the field and of trees.
ftey had to

211. Abrahams, Stud1es !!! Phar1••1• ~ ,!a! fo•p•1••
(Cambridge: Univer■ity Pre■e, 1917), I, 122-128. Be
states that in the Autuan, when drought threatened, Pharisee■ would carry out a programa• tasti.ng "1rioe eaoll •••k•
He admits that 1ater this prograaae appear■ to have boom• more regular.
221,ev. 211,0 ,21 Deut. 14122.
1
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improve upon this and tithe all they poeaeeeed, nea te
2
the cheapest herbs. ' With absolute aeriouen••• they considered such

as whether the stalk should not be
tithed as well as the seed. 24 ~hua tithing, alway■ a
question■

troublesome concern, was, in addition, aade

ridiculou■•

ill this, and much more, can be learnt not frea biaesed, antagonistic Christiane, but from an admiring kl.mud,
the record of Judaism itself.
Thirdly, the ethical system of the Pharisees produced
a wrong personal attitude, both towards God and toward•
the fellow-man.

It did tern to nurture the bel.ief that a

rigid compliance with a prescribed way of life would llldfice to please God, and so to encourage formalism.

Certain-

ly such a system would-and did-produce a wide T&riety of
types.
Essenes.

There were ascetics, reaching the extreme 1D the
There were many austere Pharisees, who prac-

tised mortifications not specifically commanded eTen by
Pharisaism, in an attempt to come closer to the goai. 25

23Katt. 23123; Luke 11:42.
2 ~arrar, the Life .!:S9, V~rk .2!...ll• Paul. P• :,5.
25 ~. H. Horn•• Introduction to the Critica1 Study~
g;poy1a4ge at JiAA Ho1y; g,ripture■ TD.th edition, Lendon1
Longman & Koberts. 1860 • III, 395. Be tells how soae
struggled to keep theu- bodies pure, especially before
marria&e, even depriving theaselTea of sleep leat iDTeluntarily they become unclean and polluted.

Others followed a strict routine particularly at table,
though Abrahams claims that generally in this respect they
steered a middle course, having no time for ••xcees 1D. table
luxury"; yet believing •that enjoyment was possible an4
26
laudable without excess.•
then, there were the earneet,
noble souls, anxiously concerned about what they 111Uet •do
to inherit eternal life.• 27 _Pinally, there were the
hypocrites, quite content to follow a system and to be
rewarded for doing so; quite content, at the same time, to
ignore what was not specifically enjoined by some rabbini.c
ordinance, even if it meant discarding a divine direction.
These were the Pharisees who could int'e rpret the ordinanoee
of the rabbis so adroitly as to enable

the■

to

by-pas ■

the

Decalogue itself; who could swallow up the properties of
w.idows

by

a show of right; 28 who could regard death as the

only just reward of such as opposed and spoke against their
26

Abrahams, I, 121.
27wark 10117; Luke 18:18.
28Abrahams, I, 80. Abraham• oonsidere the gener&1.
charge unjust. Be doea not deny that there were so••

cases in which, for religious reasons or political aime,
some abuses did ariee1 when the oivil law vae harab1y
applied. Be points out that th• PhariNee th••••lvea
criticized such abuaes severel7. Of course, our Lord
never did declare that every Phari••• was guilty of thia eYil.
But He did atate that it existeds and it was againat suck
instances that B• directed Bia denunciationa.
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system; 29 who oou1d oall their Reaeiah a dnU; 30 who coul.4
escape their filia1 duty by designating as cor.ban -the ■oney
available tor the purpose. 31 2hese were the Phariaeea who
could consider as morally right certain things which the
Mosaic Law tolerated and regulated in civil lite because
of human weakneaa; 32 who cou1d distort the meanings of God'•
laws in favour of their own views; 33 and yet cou1d seek the
adulation of men and demand the approval of God.
And so, whatever the intention might have been, and
whatever the inner attitude of the individual, the religion of the Pharisees tended to :Pl,rade itself in outward
show, and their morality tenied towards formalism and
work-righteousness,

It was not without reason that Jesus

29 Approving of the crucifixion of Jesus, their Messi-

ah, and participating in the slaughter of Stephen.
30John 8148.
3 1Na1-=k 7all.

32 The laws on divorce are an example.
33Bxamples are the following •. Love of the neighbour
excluded all but friends and those of the Jewish race. ~or
that reason the Priest and the Levite · could satiety theaselves that they had no obligation towards the man on the
Jericho road (Luke 10). Likewise, an oath that did not
specifically include the naae of God could be sworn with
the lips and annulled in the heart. Again, it cou1d be sin
to heal the sick or pluck an ear of corn on the Sabbath,
but not to help an ox or aaa out of a pit. Pinal.1y, a
ceremonial law sanctioned by a penalty vaa considered
,~eightier than a aora1 preoept without a pena1t7 expreaal.y
attached.
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rebuked the

Phari■ eea

for their lack of genuine piet7,

even while Be commended some tor their earneatn••••
Devout souls found the obaerv-ance of this syatea aa
unbeareble etra1n.'4

Yet, it vaa cl.aimed that he who fail.ed.

lost his right to lite.

~he onl.y incentives it coul.d ofter

were fear of divine wrath upon the tiniest infringement
and the hope ot eternal reward for ~he faithful..

the diligent obaerv-ance of their system the
the salvation of Iarael.

Bu.till

Phari ■eee

aaw

The reward would be the tulfil.-

ment of the hope every loyal. Jev had cherished since the
r e turn from the Bxile-the restoration of the theocratic
state, when the nation would take its rightful. place aaong

the nations, the old tire would be rekindled on the altar,
the holy oil be poured again, the Ark be restored and the
Shechinah rest once more between the Cherubim.

If they

kept the Law as they saw it applied in their system, they
woul.d, indeed, be God's people and He woul.d be their Goel.
Then Israel woul.d be restored and the Messianic age wh1.o!l
they identified with reatoration voul.d be uahered 1n. 35
34Aots 1511.0.

35:rarrar, .lh!, Lit• ~ Work ~ ,Ii. Paul., P• ,1 • •1~
but one person ooul.d onl.y tor one day keep the vhol.e La•
and not ~fend in on• point-y, if but on• per■on
oould but keep that on• point of the Lav which atteo~e4
the due obaerv-ance ot the Sabba"th-"then
the Jlaltbi ■
taught) the troubl.ea of Ierae1 voul.cl be ended• and the
Messiah at last woul.4 co■••"

C••
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It is in place here to delineate the character of the
Pharisee and to try to see him as he appeared to the ayerage man of his day.
chapter.

filia will be the subject of the next

CHAPTER VI
THE CHARACTER OF THB PHARISBB
The Pharisees were fundamentally legaliats.

Herford

emphasizes that in theory they did not desire to identify
Torah and precept, maintaining that "while they took a delight in glorifying it on its imperative side, as embodying
divine commands, they never dreamed of saying that the Torah was precept and nothing more."1 Yet, that is what in
actual fact they did.

Law, and the observance of laws, be-

came of prime importance.

As a result they became binders

of consciences, with little sympathy for those who failed
to rea ch the standard they had set.
Being legalists they tended to become formalists.

In

a theology that stresses doing, and doing in a particular
way, there is always a strong tendency to overlook the
inner motive for one's actions; to allow the disposition
of the heart to become less vital than the outward act.
This concern for externals gave to Pharisaism that aura of
unreality that is so frequently the bane of formalism.

la.

T. Herford, Pharisaism, I t s ~ ~ ! ! ! Method
(London: G. P. Putnam & Sona, 1912T'; p. 76. Support for thia
claim is found in the opposition of the Pharisees to the
Samaritans for rejecting all books except the Pentateuch.
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The Pharisees frequently tell victims to that other
evil, that curse of l.egalism and formalism--hypocriay.
Horne describes them as "proud, arrogant, avaricious, consulting only the gratification of their lusts, even at the
very moment when they professed themselves to be engaged in
2
the service of their Maker."
While such a sweeping charge
undoubtedly does injustice to individuals, the fact remains
that the Pharisees themselves were not unaware of the
situation.

Parrar lists the seven classes of Pharisees de-

scribed in the Talmud, six of which it condeana as a •mixture of haughtiness and imposture.• 3

Since this is the

evaluation of Pharisees themselves, it is not only a significant commentary on the dangers involved in a system such
as theirs, but it also reveals one aspect which they
2 T. H. Horne, Introduction to the Critical Study and
Knowledge of ill Holy Scriptures:-Tllth. edition; London:
Longman & Roberts, 1860), III, 396.
3P.

w. Parrar, file Lite !11_ Christ (Popu1ar edition;
London: Cassell & Co. Ltd., 1886), p. 358f. They are:
(a) •Shechemite"-obeying the law from self-interest.
(b) •Tumbling"--so humble that he is alway ■ stumbling because he will not lift hie feet from the ground.
(Q) "Bl.eeding"-alwaye hurting himeel.t because his
modesty will not allow him to walk with open eyes lest he
should see a woman.
( d) "Mortar"--covere hia. eyes for the same reason.
(e) The •tell-me-another-duty-and-I-will.-do-1tr
Pharisee.
(t) "Timid"-actuated alone by fear.
(g) •Pharisees from love•-who obey God because they ·
love Him from the heart.
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presented to the people of their time.
Odeberg, in his extended discussion of the matter,
arrives at the conclusion that while they must be call.ed
hypocrites, they cannot fairly be condemned as conscious
hypocrites as a class.

They were generally not aware of

any contradiction between their doctrine and their life.
They even condemned hypocrisy as base sin.

Odeberg's

opinion is wor·th quoting.
It cannot be sufficiently emphasized that the Pharisees also in practice-considered as a class and
as a group, in, other words, in the degree in which
they were actually .Pharisees-were by no means
conscious hypoc~ites.
However, he continues,
Nevertheless the personal attitude which characterizes the Pharisees must, from the point of view of
primitive Christianity, appear as hypocrisy. It
might be expressed in this vayz Pharisaic ethics
must of necessity lead to an actual, al.though of
necessity also an unconscious, hypocrisy. ~or what
does a man do who, although he belongs to one environment in life, attempts to act as if hebelonged to another environment? He attempts to be
something which he is not, and never can be, so long
as he remains what he is. He plays the part of someone else than he is. A hypocrite (hypokrites) in the
New Testament real.ly also means, as we knoai, an actor, one who seeks to accustom himself to something
he himself is not. Bow, an actor can certainly to
some extent enter into another intellectual life and
ir, t~is way at least reprc.!uce, and for a brief time
ev~n be, what constitutes his role. HoveTer, there
are limits beyond which he cannot go. Bven as a person who does not experience love cannot with his perception comprehend what love is, even so a person who
belongs to the world apart from God cannot receive
the things of the Sptrit of God. The more divine he
seeks to be, the more intimatel.y will he e•ter into
alliance with the satanic, and will pray and labour
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for the advancement of the devil. 4
Essentially Odeberg's argument is that the Pharisees were
hypocrites in the same sense as all are hypocrites who
seek to r each God by t h eir own attainments, and are not
broug ht to Him by the Gospel.
tlowever, within this framework of hypocrisy it is
nece s s a ry to make distinctions.

Among the Pharisees there

was a Nicodemus, a Gamaliel, a Paul.

And Paul's own stric-

ture s d o not condemn Pharisaism as hypocrisy per.!!!•

He

spoke of t he Pharisees as "the most straitest sect of our
religion . 115

It is not with shame, but with a certain pride

that he a dmi tted, "I am a Pharisee, the son of a Pharise e 11 . 6

Furthermore, his own deep-seated dissatisfaction

wi t h the manner in which he himself had kept the prescribed
regulation s, so clearly revealed years afterwards in his
e p istles, shows a man of honest mind.
ing ly of "the curse of the law 117
he had felt its weight.

He speaks so feel-

because for so many years

He knew so well the struggle be-

tween the flesh a nd the spirit--a "law in my members,

4Hug o Odeberg, ~harisaism and Christianity, trans.
by J.M. Moe (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1964),
pp . 64-66.

5Acts 26:5.
6

Acts 23:6.

7 Gal. 3:10,13.
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warring a ga inst the law of my mind,"

8

he calls it--from

the bitt e r e x periences and struggles of earlier years.

"O wre tched man that I am:
body of th is death?" 9

Who shall deliver me from the

That is a cry from the heart of a

Phar i see whose Pharisaism failed him, and who ultimately
found peace outside it.

It is well to remember, as Davis

r emin ds us, t hat while great danger was to be incurred by
joining t he party, "the Pharisees were men of strong relig iou s c haracter.

.
t ion
. 0 ,1 0

~hey were the best people in the na-

Wh en conditions changed and Pharisaism became

popular, it attracted men of much inferior character.

Then

those vicious elements developed that received such devastat ing r ebukes f rom the Baptist and from the Lord Himself.
Yet, th e r e were always those who received the approval and
kind ly concern of Him Who will draw all men unto Himself; 11
a nd it is because of these that in spite of the others,
Ph a ri s ees stood so high in the estimation of the people
of th eir day.

8

.H.orn.

7:23.

9 Rom. 7: 24.
lOJohn D. Davis,! Dictionary of the Bible (Fourth revised edition; Philadelphia; The Westminster Press, 1936),
sub Pharisees.

11John 12:32.

CHAPTER VII
THB PHARISEES AND THEIR MESSIAH
Development ot Messianic Beliefs
Jewish notions regarding the Messiah were so varied
that it is difficult, it not impossible, to present a clear
picture of what was Pharisaic teaching concerning Him. 1
This, of course, can be understood when it is borne in
mind that belie~s concerning the Messiah belonged to the
Haggadah rather than the Halachah.
One fact stands out clearly.

The Messianic beliefs

were closely bound up in almost every case with the nationalistic ideal of the theocratic state.

The Messiah

would be Jehovah's instrument to bring to fruition His plans
once more to rule Hie people directly.

Bssentially, that

was also the position of the Pharisees, although their
views were generally of the le:ss militant type. 2
In earlier times the hopes of Jews tended to be directed towards a Messiani.c kingdom rather than towards a personal Messiah; •a future Golden Age for Israel, rather than

1u.

B. Dana, t h e ~ Testament World (Third edition revised; •ashville, ~enn.: Broadaan Preas, 1951), p. 130.
2
Ibid., P• 129.

u,
the definite conception of an individual. deliverer who waa
to come."

In later Judaism the emphasis began to shift to

the advent of a particular individual, •a great, divinely
appointed leader who should become the national champion
against Israel's foes,• and so usher in the golden ageJ restore the theocratic state.

Thie conviction began to

develop particularly after the Bxile, when the chasten~d
Jews were determined to keep their part ot the covenant by
promoting the temple ritual and strictly enforcing the Torah.
Then, they believed, Jehovah would perfect His part of the
covenant by becoming the direct, supreme and complete Kul.er
of Hie people. 3
Though one foreign power after another--a11 out of
sympathy with Jewish aspirations-inflicted itself upon
the nation, these convictions were strengthened.
not Jehovah's people?
ideal correct?

Vere they

Vas not their cause just and theU-

Would He leave His own to suffer forever?

So, far from becoming frustrated and discouraged by the
succession of alien rulers, they became more and more certain that God would establish Hie kingdom in His own good
time by some direct intervention that would bring to naught
the wicked schemes of their enemies.

Thus the eyes of faith-

ful Jews turned from the present to the hturea to the

' Ibid., PP• 129-131.
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Messiah, the focus of their ideals and hopes.
While these convictions grew, no clear pattern of belief emerged.

There was a general agreement that God would

int ervene to "deliver Hie people from heathen bondage and
elevate them to the supreme place of power and influence
among the nations." 4

But there was a variety of theories

concerning the nature and the policies of the Messiah;
the method by which God's plan would be carried out.
From the first century B.C. there was less tendency to
stress t he material side of the Messianic concept, and a
growing disposition to emphasize the sp1ritual; 5 though the
former wa s not completely set aside.

More attention, how-

ever, was paid to the writings of the prophets, and the
theocratic state came to be regarded as the terrestrial environment in which Jehovah's spiritual purposss would be
achieved. 6

But here, too, there was much ~ivergenoe of be-

lief, for "although this hope was very wide-spread and held
powerful sway over the religious sentiment and expectation,

4 Ibid., p. 131 (Author's italics).

5c. von Orelli, •Messiah•• IA! Jew Schaff-He1,og

Encyclopedia of Religious In.ovledge, ed. by Samue1 RaoAuley Jackson-rBew York & Londons ~ k and Vagnalla Ooapany, 1 911).
6 ~his seems to have been the idea of the disciples,
and, probably, of all those who became permanently attracted to Jesus.
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it had neither clear outlines nor well-defined unity."7
Briefly, then, wh ile the belief in the Messiah was al.moat
universal, and whtle His mission came, to an increasing
degree, to assume a spiritual character, no clearly formulated doctrine emerged.
The Advent of the Kessiah
There wa s general agreement that the advent of the
Messiah would be sudden and unexpected.

Prequently it was

identified with the final judgment, when the Jews would be
saved a nd all Gentiles condemned, 8 and "the heavens and the
earth'~ would be "renewed and all their creation according
to the powers of the heaven, and according to all the creation of the earth, until the sanctuary of the Lord" would
be "made in Jerusalem on Mount Zion, and all the luminaries
be renewed for healing and for peace and for blessing for
all the elect of Israel. ·• • • • 9

But the choice of that time

7c. von Orelli, •xeasiah,• the I!!! Schaff-Hersog
Bnoyclopedia .Q.! Religious J:nowledge.
8 A concept like that of Jesus, which included Gentiles
in the kingdom, was abhorrent to most Jevs, though there
were always those who believed tbl!.t some pious Gentiles
might have a place in the kingdo■ ~f the world to come.
9The Book of Jubilees, 1129.
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was in the hands of God.lo
Ther e was general agreement, also, that the advent of
the Messia h wa s being hindered by the sin of the world, and
by the unfaithfulnes s and hypocrisy of so many of the chos e n pe o p le themselves.

11

This was a powerful incentive to

every faith f ul Pharisee to practise diligently what his
sy s t em d e manded of him.

Thus, he believed, he was doing

his par t in h a stening the day of the Messiah's advent.
The Person of the Messiah
I t is p ossible to isolate four basic concepts which
a r e f und a mental, either singly or in various combinations,
t o a l l b e liefs concerning the person of the Messiah held
by vari ou s gr ou ps a nd in different a ges.
The P ro phetic Concept
The notion tha t t he Messiah would be a great prophet
wa s ba sed u pon the utterances of the prophets themselves;
and particularly upon the prophecy of Moses:

•tThe Lord

thy God will raise up into thee a Prophet from the midst of

10R. T. Herford, Pharisaism, Its Aim and Its Method
(London: G. P. Putman & Sons, l912J,p72°5°4:- ~
11Alfred Edersheim, lh.,! ~ and Times of Jesus, the
Messiah (New American edition; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B.
Erdmanns Publishing Company, 1947), I, 167.
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thee, of thy brethren. like unto me; unto him ye shall
12
hearken."
The significant utterances ot Malachi, &l■o
prophesying imm&diately attar the return from Bxil•• were
frequently and confidently quoted in support.
Behold, I will send my meaeeqer, and he aball
prepare the way before me: and the Lord, whom ye
seek, shall euddenl.y come to his temple, even the
messenger o~ the covenant, whom ye delight ins
behold, he shall come, saith the Lord of hoata. 13
Again, "Behold, I will send you Blijah the prophet before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the
Lord.« 14 This concept was held as early as Macoabean times.
The priests directed by Judas to cleanse the sanctuary decided t hat the best way to cleanse the altar which had been
prof a n ed , was to pull it down.
wherefore they pu.lled it down. And laid up the
stones in the ~ountain of the temp1e in a convenient place, until there should come a Pf~phet to
to shew what should be done with them.
Again, "Por he had heard say • • • that the Jews and Prieata

were well-pleased that Simon shou1d be their governor and
high priest forever, until there should arise a taith:tul.

12neut. 18:15.

13Ma1.. 3:1. Taken by some to refer not to the Porerunner, but to the Mes$iah Himee1~.
1 4r4a1. 415.

151 Maco. 4145-46.
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prophet" •

16

Th ia notion persisted to the days of our Lord.

John the Ba p t ist is faced by the delegati on from Jerusalem
with t h e q uestion, "Art thou that prophet? 1117

And, indeed,

a mini s try like h is would have appealed with particular
force to such as held the expectation of a Messiah-Prophet.
Cons iderable speculati on attended the beginning of Jesus'
min i stry; but there was a fairly general agreement as to
the n ature o f it.
tis t :

"Some say that thou art John the Bap-

s ome, Elia s; and others, Jeremias, or one of the

pro phe ts. 1118

The Mess iah-prophet was expected by many,

particul arl y t h e more spiritually-minded.
The P r i es tly Concept.
In t he later period after the Exile the belief gained
popula ri t y that the Messiah would be a priest.

This was

t he p eriod when the Maccabees were at the height of their
power.
idea.

Un d oubtedly, their influence helped to foster the
they were Levites themselves.

What was more prob-

able than that the Messiah should spring from their noble
family--itself of the priestly caste--that had done so
much for the nation?

This belief reached the peak of its

161 Mace. 14:40-41.

17John 1:21.
18Matt. 16.14.
•
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popularity when Jonathan and Simon combined the oftioe of
prince and high-priest, although it loat to the Kaccabeea
the support of the Chasidim; but after the Raccabean era it
declined.

In point of fact, this notion could not well be

reconciled either with the dogmas of the Pharisees, which,
were becoming increasingly important, or with the material
concept of the kingdom which was gaining in popularity,
and which fitted more closely the Biblical prediction
that the Messiah would rise from the house of Judah. 1 9
The Royal Concept.
Side by side with the priestly concept-eventual1y
superseding it--the idea developed that the Kessiah would
be a warrior-king, • who would restore the ancient kingdom.
This idea fitted exactly many of the Messianic prophecies
and supported the material concept of the theocratic state.
In addition, as foreign domination increased, the need
for a military hero who would lead the nation to victory, was felt more and more ~gently.

Considerable iape-

tue was given to this notion when it was discovered that the
prophets taught that the Kessiah would be a descendant of
David, and a king. 20

Hence, devout Jews began to look tor a

19Dana, PP• 132f.
20

~or instance, Ia. 9127; 11121; Jer. 231 5-6.
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Prince of the House of Dav14.

21

By the tillle of Ohriat thia

wae by far the most popular opinion.

The Phariaeea when

questioned by Jesus concerning the ancestry of the Kessiah
did not hestitate to reply, ~The son of David_.•22 Spontaneously the multitude welcomed Him to Jerusalem as •the eon
of David," the Messiah, coming •in the name of the Lord.• 2 3
The five thousand, satisfied with the food He had provided,
betrayed their conception of the Messiah when they prepared
to make Him their King. 24 The diaciples, to the very last,
persisted in holding the idea that He had come to •restore
again the kingdom to Ierae1.• 25

To the prevalence of this

notion non-Biblical literature also bears abundant teetimony.
sees.

26

Thia was the belief generally held by the PhariIt was widely accepted for generations after the time

of our Lord, and so dominated Jewish religious thought that

211. Abrahams, Studies!!! Pharisaism~ the CJoapela
(Cambridge: University Press, 1917), I, 136. He lists as
one of the few exceptions Akiba's recognition of Bar Cochba,
since there is no evidence of his Davidic descent.
22
watt. 22:42.
23Matt. 21:9.

24John 6:15.
25Acts 1:6.
26Dana, p. 134 cites 1 Mace. 2157a Psalms of Solomon,
esp. 17:5,23; Targunaa on Is. llzl; 14129.
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it contributed not a little to the u1timate destruction of
the nation.
The Supernatural Concept
The concept of a superanatural Kessiah was rare1y found
alone.

Usually it was combined with one of the foregoing.

!his concept be~ame increasingly popular

am

more clearly

defined as the sufferings of the nation grew in intensity
and diss atisfaction mounted.

As one leader after another

failed to achieve his goal--and some of them showed great
promise--leaving the nation in a worse plight than before,
the conviction grew that only a supernatural being cou1d
rescue God's people from their enemies. 27
There were few, if any, however, who expected a divine
personality.

Some expected an angelic being; some, more;

some, less.

Bdereheim declares that from the writings of

the rabbis it is possible to draw two inferences concerning
the supernatural personality of the Kessiah.
Piret, the idea of a Divine Personality, and of the
union of the two •atures in the Kessiah, seems to
have been foreign to the Jewish auditory of Jeeua of
•azareth, and even at first to His disciples. Secondly, they appear to have regarded the Kessiah as far
above the ordinary human, royal, prophetic, and eTen
Angelic type, to such an extent that the bound&.27-
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line separating it from Divine Personality is of the
narrowest • • • • 2a
As a result, he continues, many found little difficulty in
stepping over the boundary-line and confessing of Him:
"thou art that Christ, the Bon of the living God.•29

luch

as these, however, came to this conviction only after a
fuller revelation had been made to them, or they had received a deeper insight into Jesus• mission.

Pew, if any,

came to understand it through a study of the Prophets.

And

a Messiah Who was God incarnate, Prophet, Priest and Xing,
was completely unknown to them until Be· came.
Pharisaic Concepts of the Kessiah and Bis Age
It is not possible to isolate and identify any particular conception as specifically Pharisaic.

ill that can be

said is that their beliefs were circumscribed by the limits
that confined most Jew.ish conceptions of the later intertestamental era.
As typical Jews• their world concepts were lilllited by
the boundaries of their land and nation.
had any real import~nce tor them.

Iothing outaide

Bence, their ideal.a,

their world-view centred around th• restoration and the
28Bdereheim, Jesus, .lg! lleesiah, I. 171.

29John 6169.
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glorifica ti on of Israel.

This was the mission of the

Messia h; a nd, in a ll essentials, it was limited to the Jews.
Wi thin t his framework their concept was a politicos piritu a l one.

God would intervene in the affairs of Isra-

el, f o r He had chosen the nation as His own and could not
r e pud i ate His covenant.

Israel was, they confessed, suffer-

ing not only because of the wickedness of the world, but
also bec aus e of her own unfaithfulness. 30
God ' s cho s e n re presentative, would come.

But the Messiah,
Whether he would

be s upe r natura l or human was of little import.

But he would

b e a conqu e ring h e ro, breaking the power of alien rulers
and re - e s t a b l ish ing t h e theocracy.

Then would Israel reach

h e r d e stiny a nd the g old en age begin.

Whether this would

b e a temp or ary or an et~rnal age, whether it would precede or fo llow the final judgment--these were questions
on which the re wa s no agreement, and to which little import a nce was attached.

But this was important that the Phari-

s a ic ide al of perfect harmony between God and man--the
Pharisa ic conception of salvation--would be reached at
l as t. 31

Then would the ultimate victory be won over the

powers of evil, the nation would be renewed, healing,

3 oBook of Jubilees, XXIII:9,ll-15,17-19,22-25.

31 a. T. Herford, The Pharisees (London: George Allen
& Unwin Ltd., 1924), p. 169.
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blessing and peace would coae upon the faithhl. people.'2
Then the Torah, as they interpreted it, would be promoted
through Israel in the world.

!hen the temple would be re-

stored and the full ritual obserYed once more.

Once again.

the golden candlestick would shine; the Ark and the Cherubim occupy their former place1 the heavenly fire burn upon
the altar; and the Sheohinah rest upon the House of God.''
To sum up, then, the Messianic hopes of the Pharisees
were fundamentally and, perhaps of necessity, mundane.
They did not--they could not--grasp the spiritual nature
of His mission.

they did not even understand the full

implications of the Messianic promises in the Torah itself.
For them Law had become the prime concern.
Haggadah.

~11 else was

Nor could they think otherwise because of their

limited conception of the problem of sin.

Bdersheim

BWllB

up the position correctly.
In the absence of felt need of deliverance from sin,
we oan understand how Rabbinic tradition found no
place for the Priestly office of the Kessiah, and
how even Bis claims to be the Prophet of Bia people
are almost entirely overshad~led by Bis appearance
as their King and Deliverer.

32Book of Jubilees Vsl2; DIII126-31.
33Bdersheim, Jeaua, .la,! Kessiah, II, 437.
34Ibid., I, 167.
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The Pharisees wanted a kings

no

■ore,

no l••••

It is easy to understand how oppression gave
l.ouring to their thinking.

oo-

thi ■

Bow oan God and man l.iTe 1a

harmony if suoh wickedness is allowed to prevail. and euch
foes pour out their hatred on Israel. unavenged?
lots tried to solve the problem by force.

!he Zea-

The •aaenee

turned their backs on the situation and sought to create
a community in which the Messiah wou1d teel at home.
Pha risees went to neither extreme.

the

!hey continued to hope.

They waited for God to fulfil His promise in His good time.
Meanwhile, they strove by living the Torah to do their
part to hasten the day of His coming.
The Influence of the Messianic Hope
The Mess ianic hope was th• very core ot Pharisaic re-

ligious thought.

"At the dawn of the Christian Bra no other

el.ement hel.d a larger place in Jewish lite at large than
Messianic expectation.• 35

thi ■

Barnest, dil.igent as they were in

performing all the duties, observing al.l the

require■ata

of their system, the Pharisees had before th. . at all tiaea
the vision of the Neaeianio age.
1y religious, another

pelled by a deep

■ore

One Pharieee was profoun4-

politicall.y-mindeda one was ia-

spiritual-■indedneaa,

35Dana, P• 138.

another was trank1y
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carnal, earthly in hie outlooks one looked for the a&lT&tion of the nation from within humanity, another awaited a
superaatural champion.

But at the centre of the faith of

each was the Messianic hope.

Dana calla it •the vital cen-

tre of the Jawish religion. • • • " the one element which
could--and did--produce "a far more spiritual type of
relig ious experience than could have been otherwise possible
in the midst of Pharisaic formalism.• 36 Baur states that
no important movement could take place upon the soil
of the history of the Jewish people and religion
without either being introduced by the Messianic idea
or becoming involved with it at a later etaae.37
It was the "note of hope" that "has • • • always sounded in
Rabbinical Judaism in regard to the future of mankind•
an unconquerable optimism based on unshakable trust in
the goodness and righteousness of God.• 38 It is the hope
that has sustained the Jew throughout his many, and often
severe, adversities, and has occupied so much of his religious thinking even to the present da7.
There were times when the Xessianic hopes •roae into
exceptional prominence, and were held with more than uaual.

36Ibid., p. 139.
37Ibid., pp. 138f. Quoted fro■ Baur, Church Hiatop
,lli Pirst three Oenturiea, I, 39.
3 8aerford, l!!,! Phariaeea, p. 169.

!a
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fervour." 39

At such times tanaticism :trequently took con-

trol and often resulted in violence.

It waa theae exprea-

eione of the Messianic hope that contributed so largely to
the political disturbances that oharaoterized the postexilic era.
The Pharisees and Jesus
Prom their very earliest contacts with the Lord the
Pharisees found themselves in opposition to Rim.

!he ques-

tion of His person and Bis authority came to the tore immediately.

In examining His claims to be the Kessiah they

were not, of course, exceeding their authority.
their duty. 40

Thia was

But, with tew exceptions, they prejudged Bina

and took up a consistently hostile attitude towards 111.a.
One misses the unbiassed, dispassionate open-mindedness
which might have been expected in so important a matter.
The reason, of course, is obvious.

!he Phariaeea had

long ago made up their minds about the Kessiah; and their
convictions were not founded upon Scripture.

Aotual.ly, no

Pharisee true to the dogmas of hie fraternity oould have
accepted Jesus as the Kessiah.

fhoae who ul.t:lmately did so

3 9aerford, Pharisaism, P• 256.
40Adam hhling, ih!. Li:t !!I, Qhriat (IJt. Louiat Concordia Publishing House, 19, ), P• ,56.
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were the more spiritually-minded members, who, shaken in
their convictions through their contacts with Rim, were
prepared to concede the possibility that they erred.

Jeau.a

simply did not measure up to the standard of a warriorking.

That branded Him immediately as an imposter.

In ad-

dition, His mission was entirely too spiritual for aos~ of
them, entranced, as they were, by the vision of the glorious earthly kingdom and the glory of Israel.

Thirdly, most

of them were repelled by His readiness to accept Gentiles
into His kingdom directly rather than through the doorway
of Judaism.
unpalatable.

Again, His message of salvation was decidedly
Accept the righteousness of another?

~hey

preferred to bask in the glory of their personal victory
over Yetzar-m!:-Ra•

•ifthly, His claims of divinity were

too definite for them.

That the Kessiah might be a super-

natural being they were prepared to allow; but that Re would
be God Himself they would not admit.

Pinally, their dif-

ferences with respect to the Torah became an insuraountable
barrier.

They were so sure that their theory of the ~orah

was correct and that in their system they had discovered
a way--the best vay--to observe it faithfully.

It vaa

conceivable to them that the message of the Xeaeiah might
in some respects supersede the Torahs but they were certain He would never oppose it.

When Jeau.a definitely and

unmistakably condemned some of their attitudes and denounced

some of their practices-particularly when Be hurled Bia
Woes upon them 41 --they interpreted Bia words as an attack
not only on themselves, but also upon the Torah.
that moment He was a condemned man, a heretic.

Prom
Prom that

moment they rejected Him.
It is interesting to note that the Pharisees never
did actually take up with Jesus the question of Bia Measiahship.

Their minds had been made up early--in fact, as

soon as His attitude towards the Torah became apparent.
It was a Sadducee, the high-priest, who finally, at Bia
trial, set the issue squarely before the Lord, and drew
from Him the reply that sealed His fate.

41xatt. 23il3ff.; Luke llz42ff.

CHAPTER VIII
THE PHARISEES IN THI JEWISH ENVIROY.MEN~
The Bnviron.ment of the Common Nan
fhe place of the Pharisees in the Jewish environment
becomes more clearly defined if it is compared with that
occupied by the Sadducees.

Generally speaking, the 8addu-

cees represented the aristocratic section of the nation,
while the Pharisee s, though in theory they did not deny
membership to any who were prepared to accept their system,
had no great representation fr~~ that class.

Secondly, the

Sadducees were more closely associated with the temple; the
Pharisees more deeply concerned with the Synagogue.

~hird-

ly, the Sadducees were closely connected with the ruling
class; the Pharisees with the people.

Pinally, the Baddu-

cees we r e generally interested in promoting Hellenism; the
Pharisees sought to cultivate the ancient culture of the
Torah. 1
It is clear that the en~lron.ment in which the Pharieeea
thrived, in which they exerted their greatest influence, waa
the environment of the common man, with whom the Badduceea
had little contact and over whom they exercised scant

1 aupra, chapter I, paasilll.
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authority.

Consequently, as far as the nation was concerned,

the influence of the Pharisees far outweighed that of the
Sadducees.

In the policy-making area of the national life

the Sadducees certainly held their own.

~he Pharisees were

the power among the people, and therefore, could not be
ignored, if the ruling class would have the support of the
nation.

It is a fact that the Pharisees moulded the thinking and acting of their nation rather than the Sadduceea. 2

The average Jew in the day of our Lord was at heart a Pharisee; and the Jew continues to be such to this present time.
It is obvious, then, that the influence of the Pharisees was very great in all areas of Jewish life--religious,
political, social.

It is, of course, not easy to make a

distinction between the three.

~he Jews never really con-

sidered them outside the framework of the theocratic state.
Within it, the three were closely related.

Jewish political

theory could hardly be considered apart from the social
structure; and fundamental to both were their religious
tenets.

For convenience, however, we shall treat the three

separately.
~he Pharisees in the Rel~gious Bnvironment

Though comparatively few in numbers, the Pharisees

2

Infra, p. 136.
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were the most prominent group; the predominating influence.
They were the actual representatives of the Jewish religious world.

~ven Edersheim, who is not disposed to treat

them gently, says, "In very truth they mostly did represent,
in some one or other degree of their order, what ot earnestness and religious zeal there was in the land." 3

By dili-

gently fostering the Torah and applying its principles "to
the practical affairs of everyday life," 4 they became the
principal and most successful opponents of Hellenism.
The Pharisees are usually described as the party of
narrow legalistic tendencies, and it is forgotten hov
strenuously they laboured against the helle~izing
movement for the maintenance of Monotheism.
Thus they laboured successfully to keep Israel true to the
old religion of the Torah.
looked.

These facts should not be over-

The Pharisees, through their adherence to the Torah

and the national traditions, and their promotion of the Messianic hope, as they understood it, were chiefly responsible for maintaining the faith and the spirit ot the nation in its tribulations, and thus giving it a character

3A. Edersheim, Sketches of Jewish Social Life ,!B the Daya
of Christ (London: Jamee Clarke & Co. Ltd., 196T1'"; p. 226.
4 G. H. Box, "Pharisees," Encyclopedia ,2! Religion ,!!m
Ethics. Edited by James Hastings (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1930).
' 5Ibid. · Quoted from Elbrogen, 12.!!, Religionsanacha,mngen de·r Pharisaeer mi t besonderer Berueckaichtigung der Begriffe Gott ~ Meisch, (Berlin, 1904), p. 2.
-
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distinct from that of any other nation i~1uenoed by Bell•ism.

At the same time the legalism that emerged from their

interpretation and application of the torah. became the peculiar characteristic of Judaism to such an extent that Pharisaism and Judaism became identifieds and were, to all intants and purposes, so identified by the time of Jesus.
The Pharisees, therefore, have a right to be regarded as
"the inner core of Jewish life.~6
The Pharisees and the Temple
While from early times the influence of the Pharisees
was sufficiently powerful to enable them to have the mitre
and the crown separated once more, yet it is generally correct to say that the S&dducees oontro1led the temple.

Like-

wise, it is generally true that the priests were ::s&dducees.
There was a constant state of tension and struggle between the two, from which the Pharisees emerged with many
a victory.

Bitter though it was for them to do so, and

opposed as they were to the traditionalism of their opponents, the Sadduceea were forced to accept many of their
interpretations and recognize their wishes.

Josephus

writes, •they are able to do almost nothing of
6a. B. Dana,

the■ae1Tea;

Jal~ ~eataaent World (2hird Bclition
revised; Bashville, tenn.z Broadman Preas, 1951), P• 119.
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for wh en they become magistrates, as they are unwillingly
a nd by force sometimes obliged to be, they addict themselve s to the notions of the Pharisees because the multit ude would not otherwise bear them.'" 7

While they claimed

t o c o n t rol the temple, it was the Pharisees who interpreted
t he laws pertaining to worship and ritual; and with these
t h e y had to comply as a condition of holding office.

In-

d irectly, the Pharisees controlled many aspects of the temple c ultus.

By the time of our Lord members of the fratern-

i t y h a d a ctually managed to gain seats in the priestc ontrolled Sanhedrin.

While the temple was not their

part icu l a r preserve, even here they were able to exert cons iderable influence, and reduce correspondingly that of the
Sadducees.
in virtua l

At the time of Christ the Sadducees were still
control of temple affairs; 8 but about 50 A.D.

t he Pharisees appear to have become supreme even here.

7Flavius Josephus, Antiquities o f ~ Jews, trans. by
Wm. Whiston (Edinburgh: William P. Nimmo, 1871), XVIII, I, 4.
8 G. H. Box, "'Pharisees, n in Hastings, Encyclopedia of
Religi on and Ethics. Box finds here an important commentary
on the trial of Jesus. He maintains that the Pharisaic criminal law as set forth in the Mishnah was completely violated; and deduces from this fact that in this act the
Pharisees were overshadowed, and that the chief responsibility lay with the Sadducees. One wonders, however,
whether they could have got away with such a glaring infringement without the connivance of the Pharisees. In
any case, the events recorded in John 11:47-53 do not bear
out t hat contention.

1:55
The Pharisees and the Synagogue
It was outside the temple, however, JS,rticularly in
the Synagogue, that the influence of the Pharisees waa
supreme.

It cannot be proved that they founded the Syna-

gogue and its associated schools.

But there is no doubt

that they gave their imprint to both its teaching and. practice;9 and that they developed it into a powerful instrument for moulding religious and moral life.

Thie wae the

influence they desired, for they shrewdly recognized its
importance.

With their influence over the people they

would exercise a worth-while control over the temple without having to shoulder too many of the responsibilities.
This left them ample time to develop the functions of worship and instruction within the Synagogue, according to
their theories, without hind.ranee from the temple. 10
Briefly, then, the Pharisees controlled the educational aspect of Judaism.

Consequently, in their hands lay the

responsibility for safe-guarding the Jewish morale and the
more personal side of the religion of the nation.

9 Bdershe1m, Sketches !21_ Jewish Social Life, p. 226.
10R. T. Herford,~ Pharisees (London: George Allen &
Unwin Ltd., 1924), P• 88.
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The Pharisees and the People
The Pharisees made Judaism a religion of the hearth.
This the temple could not have done.

It was still the hub
around which religious life rotated, 11 and the priest was
still held in respect because of his office; but the temple was too far removed from the lives of most people, and.
the priest held too little communication with them.

The

Synagogue with its schools, and not the temple, was the
institution with which .the people lived. 12 !he rabbi, not
the priest, was the spiritual father, •present at all
times, a guide in the most -1ntiaate details of life, the
source of enlightenment in every problem, the last appeal
in every mooted queation." 13

Little wonder that he was of-

ten regarded as the chosen representative of God and Hie
will.

In the Synagogue with its day-by-day influence in

every village, the centre of the village communal life, the
Pharisees sat entrenched.
Here we have an important reason why JudaiSlll did not
die out with the destruction of the teaple.

~he Sadduoeea,

who ~tood for it, fell with it and loat the little influence
11
Ibid., PP• 97f.
12
Dana, P• 128.
13Ibid.
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they had retained.

That for which the Phariaeea atooct,

the religion of hearth and home, was independent of the
temple.

It remained unharmeda and the Phariaeea, who pro-

moted it, survived with i~.
Conscientiously, undauntedly, untiringly the Pharisees spent their energies instructing the people in the
Torah, combatting secularism and seeking to make religion
the dominating influence in their lives.

So devoted were

they, and so successful, that their interpretations came to
be regarded as the standard in Jewish religious thought,
which even the aristocracy and the priesthood had to accept.

Dana comments that· while their system was basica11y

evil, it did set the Jews apart as patterns of moral rectitude in a world that was anything but morai. 14
In addition, the Pharisees strove to relate the worship side of their religion more closely to the lite of
the nation.

They stressed the fact that the temple was for

the people, not the sacred preserve of the priests; and
that the priests were the deputies of the people, acting
at the altar on . their behalf.

Therefore, they insisted

that the people should take a greater part in the sacrifice.

Sa.orifices should be proTided by the people and not

bought out of the temple treasury.

14Ibid.

~•

aoco■panying

prayer•
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should be recited beside the sacrifice where all could
partic i pa t e; a nd the custom was established that the Ma'
omado th, a deputati on of laymen, should be present at the
daily sacrifice s .

Th us the temple service became more de-

moc r at ic an d more meaning fu1. 15
The wo rshi p aspe ct of Judaism also became more intima te l y a s s o cia ted with the Synagog ue.

A liturg y a nd ser-

vi c e of worshi p wa s provided for use in the Synagogue, so
t hat t h e worshi p side of their religion should not be overshadowed by t h e ins ~ructi o nal side--a possibility not to
b e over-l ooke d wi t h the temp le so far away and the Synag ogu e s o n ear .

The Sabbath and the holy days, so long re-

g a r d ed a s te mple f e st iva ls, were rela ted to ~he Synagogue,
so t ha t

t hey c ould b e observed also by those who could not

a t ten d t h e t e mpl e services.

Thus they became more personal-

l y s i g ni f ica nt tha n t hey could otherwise have been f or most
of t h e J ews . 1 6
Thu s

t he Ph a r is e e s did make relig i o n a much more per-

son al mat ter--a necessar y influence when the centre of
religi ous lif e was so f ar removed from most Jews.
It is not difficult to understand why the Pharisees

l5G. H. Box, "Pharisees," in Hastings, Encyclopedia of
Relig ion and Ethics.

16 Ibid.

1:,9
were generally held in such reverence.

they certainl.y were

dedicated men, untiring in their efforts to preserve and
propagate the torah. They were the on1y •models of virtut
and holiness,"17 the on1y source of inspiration the common
man could find in a corrupt age.

They were the standard-

bearers of the ancient religion.

Whatever might be said

of the religious beliefs they represented, it cannot be denied that they were the most zealous guardians of religious vitality among the people. 18 Without them the ancient
religion might well have been swallowed up in the wave of
Hellenism that was rolling over the world.

To these men

the common man looked with profound admiration, not unmixed with a certain despair for himself.

Bow could he

hope to reach such a standard of purity and dedication?
And how did the Pharisees react?

They continued en-

thusiastically to bind heavy burdens and lay them on the
shoulders of their fellow-Jews; but they refused to raise
one finger to help some poor despairing soul to bear hi ■
burden. 19 They glori.e d in the adul.ation that was heaped upon them; but they held in contempt the very people who
17Henry Hart Milman. ~ History ,2! ~ Jew~ (Pourth
edition; Londonz John Murray, 1866), II, 109.
18
Dana, P• 118.
19Matt. 23:4.
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admired them but could not reach their height, acornrul.1y
dubbing them the Am-ha-aretz.
This is the religious persuasion that surviTed when
the nation itself was crushed.

The Sadduceea virtually dis-

appeared with the fall of the temple.
crushed with Bar Cochba.
out of existence.

!he Zealots were

The Besenes isolated themselTes

The Pharisees alone remained,

as the only guides and teachers who had a word for
the people; and they, and none others, saved from
the ruin of the Jewish nation all that could be
saved, and spoke to the stricken hearts o their
countrymen the words of comfort and hope.

20

That is why. the Judaism that has survived to the present
day is in all essentials Pharisaism.
The Pharisees in the Political Bnvironment
In a certain sense the Pharisees believed in theseparation of Church and State.

they were men of religion,

interested in moulding religious character.

They vere

avowedly non-political, not prone to participate in either
religious or political intrigue.

At the same time they

would brook no interference in their religious pursuits.
Then they vere prepared to enter even the political arena
and to fight back.

Generally, when the Pharisees ver•

forced by historical. developments to participate in
2°nerford, ~ Phariaeea, p. 52.
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political affairs, religious issues were involved.

Other-

wise they tended to .be a non-resistance party. 211
On the other hand, the Pharisees could never really
se p arate Church and State.

Their principle of the theo-

cratic state made them of necessity intensely nationalistic.
Th ey

t·

c-' re convinced that a Jewish state could be rightly

g overned only ac c ording to the principles of the Torah.
Only the theocratic state had the right to exist by divine
a u thorit y.
envi'ronment.

No Jew could feel completely happy in any other
Hence, alien powers were only tolerated and

there was alway s a deep, smouldering hatred for foreign
over-lords; though the Pharisees were not disposed to allow
it t o flam e i n to o pen rebellion unless a threat was directed a gains t their relig ion.

At the same time, they

pra yed that the Lord would deliver the nation.
Meanwhile, they sought to hasten the day by peaceful
means; f innly believing that if Israel observed the Torah
faithfully, God would f ulfil His part of t h e covenant.
Thus their religious influence became their political weapon.

Their religious concepts determined their political

id eals a nd acti ons.

The well-being of the State, they

21As in the struggles with Vespasian, 68-70, A.D.,
and with Hadrian, 132-135, A.D. In both cases disaster
was brought about by fanatical elements.
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believed, would be advanced to the extent that the nation
was faithful to its religion.

!his is the influence which

they tried to wield in the political sphere.
This influence they exercised very largely within the
framework of the Pharisee-Sadducee struggle for power.

~h•

significance of this struggle, also in the political arena,
cannot be over-estimated:

•The entire history of the Jews

and of their literature from the Kaccabean vars until the
des t ruction of Jerusalem is dominated by this partisan antithesis."

22

The Sadducees struggled grimly to retain the

governing authority and the judicial power.

Th• Phariaees

struggled just as grimly to wrest it from them.

they never

did gain permanent political mastery; but they did obtain
representation in the Sanhedrin, and eventually succeeded
in seizing the power of judicial decision. 23 Rarely, if
ever, ~ere the Sadducees able, either in internal or in external politics, to act with complete independence ot Pharisaic opinion for fear of an••gonizing the nation.
battle rageds

So the

the Sadduoees battling tor unrestricted con-

trol; the Pharisees determined not to lose the influence
22

P. Sietfert, •Pharisees and Sadducees,• ,!h! l g
Schaff-Herzog ::In.cyclopedia~ Religious Jtnovledge, ed. by
Samuel MacAuley Jackson (Bev York & Londons Punk and
Wagnalls Company, 19ll).
23Jl. t. Herford, Pharisaism, i t s ~ ~ Ita Method.
(London: G. P. Putman & Sons, 1912, PP• 43-45.

they exerted as the champions of the common man.
Indirect though their irdluence was, the Pharieeea
and not the Sadducees gave to the nation its political colouring.

Theirs were the politics of the man in the street

and the field; for their religion was his religion, their
theory of the theocracy his vision of the ideal state.

Por

this reason, though they refused to consider themselves a
political party, they were the true political leaders. 24
These same theories were responsible for the resentment which other nations felt towards the Jews.

Gentiles,

with the exception of those few who were prepared to submit to the Torah, were excluded from the theocratic state
and ite benefits.

In fact, they were to be sacrificed to

assure to the Chosen People their heritage.
no Gentile would tolerate.

~his attitude

Hence, the Jews, with their

Pharisaic leaders, were largely responsible for the
violence they su:ffered from time to time.

Kehwinkel states

correctly that it is in the teachings of the

Phari ■ees

as con-

tained in their traditions that
we are to discover the prime .and root cause of the
Jewish problem. This wretched system i~ected the
g.;:-eater part of Jewry with the contagion of an inordinate national and religious pride and deceived
24T. H. Horne, Introduction to ls,! Critical Study~
1rnowled5e ,2! ,:!al! Holy Scriptures "{iith edition, Londona
Longman & Roberts, 1860), III, ,91,
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them with halluncinations of a self-inflated exclusiveness. Its effect was to kindle in the breast of
the non-Jew the spark of resentment and vindictivene ss which was liable at any moment to be fanned into the flame of anti-Jewish rioting and persecution.25
On the Pharisee s, therefore, who survived the holocaust,
must be l a id a large share of the blame for the final destruct i o n of their people; brought about by the very means
they had devised to save them.
Th e Pharisees in the Social Environment
In the Jewish social system the Pharisees lived as
men apar t:

a distinct relig ious caste, living their lives

within the society to which they belonged; convinced that
i n the th eocra t ic stat e only the social precepts and regulat i o n s s et down in the Torah had any right of place, and ·
seekin g t o make them the guiding principles of the society
in which they lived.

In this society they were conspicuous

on a ccount of their exclusiveness and because of their arrogance over their achievements.

The pre-eminence which

they claimed, their fellow-Jews were generally prepared to
accord to them a s men who had attained to a s~atus which
they themselves felt they could never--or were not prepared to a ttempt to--reach.

25 Alfred Martin Rehwinkel, New Testament World ( Third
revised edition; St. Louis: Concordia Seminary, 1950), pp. 112f.
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Yet t hey were vitally concerned with the society in which
they lived.

As the religious leaders of the nation, they

were also the moulders of the social environment.

the at-

tempts to foist Hellenism upon the Jews helped rather than
hindered them.
a ppeal.

Par a pagan Hellenism possessed a mighty

To a Jew it could only be obnoxious.

Hence, des-

pite the inroad of Hellenism, Jewish society remained in all
essentials the society of the theocratic state ae the Pharis~es conceived it.

But t he situation must not be over-simplified.

Compli-

cating the issue was t he never-ending stru.gle with the
Sadduoee a, who believed just ae firmly that the nation
could only be saved by a closer alignment with the overlords, a nd that Hellenism would have to be accepted to a
great e r or lesser degree.

The Pharise•s never did succeed

in winning them over to an acceptance of their theories of
the theocratic state.

The Jewish social environment was,

therefore, characterized by a state of tension.

BellenJ.s-

tic and theocratic sooial systems existed side by sides
each strlJ8gling with ~he other; each appealing to a particular group; each influencing the other in some area or
another.

But it was the influence of the Pharisees that

affected the greater portion of the nation.

the Pharisees,

not the Sadduceee; ~he Synagogue, not the temple, moulded
Jewish thought and character, and became the deterllli.ning
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f a c tor wi t h r e s pe ct to the Jewish social structure.

This

influenc e the Hellenistic aristocracy might not accept;
but n e i ther could it stem it.

THE PIIARISBBS AlfD THB CHRISTI.US
Conflicts with Jeaua
Very early in His ministry Jesus came into contact
with the Pharisees.

It could not be otherwise, for no rab-

bi could hope to teach without attracting their notice.
Very early, too, a deep and bitter antagonism developed
between them.

On occasions Jesus criticized them in noun-

certain terms.

They on the other hand, condemned Him juat

as positively and repudiated utterly both His claims and

His mission.
Jesus and the Pharisees did not, of course, d~ffer on
all matters of doctrine.

They wou1d not, for instance,

have opposed--in fact, they would have approved moat
heartily-some of His ethical principles set forth in
His Sermon on the Mount. 1 ~hey agreed with Hiss
ry of
the Tables of the Lav. 2

While they did not have a complete

and clear teaching in all details, they would oertain1y
have aligned themselves with Jesus on the question of the
reality of the resurrection.

1xatt. 5-7.
2watt. 221,6-40.

Jesus, on the other hand,
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could have recognized the deep, sincere piety behind such
prayers as those that follow--prayera so different from
that of the Pharisee in the temple'-eTen if Re cou1d not
have approved completely of every underlying theological
principle.
May it be Thy will, 0 Lord our God and the God of
our fathers, that Thou wouldst put it into our
hearts to offer sincere repentance before Thee,
that we may not be as~amed before our fathers
in the world to come.
And again,
Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord, Who quickenest the dead.
Lord, I have sinned against Thee; may it be !by
will, O Lord my God, that Thou wouldst give me a
good heart, a good portion, a good disposition, a
good understanding, a good name, a good eye, a
good hope, a good soul, a humble soul, and a contrite spirit. May Thy name not be profaned among
us; and make us not a by-word in the mouth of the
people; may our lat~er end be not to be cut off, nor
our hope the giving up of the ghost. Make us not to
depend on human gifts, and give us not our sustenance
by the hand of men; for their comfort is small and
the shame they inflict is great. And grant our lot
to be in Thy Torah, with those who do Thy will.
Build Thy house, Thy temple, ry city and fhy aanotuary, speedily, in our days.
On more than one occasion our Lord recognized a sincere and
earnest attitude of mind.

fo one who had answered

3Luke 18zllf.

4a.

I)s

t. Herford, Pharisaism,
.&I:!!~
(Londonz G. P. Putnam & Sona, 1912, p. 308.
of R. Hija b. Abba • .

5Ibid., p. 307f.

It•

Method
A prayer

A prayer of the diaoiplea of R.
Janna! on rising from sleep.
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discreetly, He said •thou art not far
God.~6 There was no harshness in Bis
young man. 7

fro■

the Xingdoa •~

treat■ent o~ the rich

Bicodemus found Him so tender and kind, and

became His disciple. 8

And Joseph of Ariaathea must also

have seen His loving heart.

But these were spiritually

sincere and honest men, who had not as yet mOTed as far
from the truths made known by God concerning Bis will and
His saving promises as most of their companions had done.
For Jesus knew well that Pharisaism was not essential
Judaism, but a system super-imposed upon a foundation of
belief in which both He and the Pharisees cou1d still find
some common ground.
Yet He called them hypocrites. 9
them. 10

Be hurled Bia Voes at

Ruthlessly He exposed their sell-righteousness,

their barren formalism; their pride, avarice and ambition;
their hollow reliance on outward works; their affectation
of piety to gain notoriety; and He condemned them with all.
the fervour and fiery indignation -of His own pure sou1.
Yes, there were Pharisees who deserYed it all:
6

11ark 12:34.

7 Luke 18:18ff.
8

John :,:1-21 • .

9xatt~ 23:1:,

.!1 .!!•

lOllatt. 23:1:,ff.

Pharisee ■
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who shut up the kingdom of God to men by their opposition
to Him; who used prayers as a •cloak of maliciouaneea,•
especially for covetous purposes; who were zealous to make
proselytes, but could not point out the way of life to
those they won; who split hairs over the moat trivial matters; who replaced ~the weightier matters of the law,•
like justice, mercy and faithfulness, with their own miserable regulations regarding oaths and tithes; who were extremely careful about outer cleanliness, but left a mass
of seething, festering filth withinJ who erected memorials
to the prophets, lamenting the ill-treatment meted out to
them by t he fathers, but were themselves murderers at
heart; 11 who were so entangled in the meshes of oath and
tithe that they were incapable of any true spirituality._
Defend.ere of the Pharisees maintain that the
tament picture has been over-drawn.

••w

tes-

Abrahams, for instance,

offers evidence of some quite different attitudes towards
sinners from those condemned by the Lord.

Be olaias that

Pharisees did not hestitate to bring sinners to their

OVll

tables where they could be brought into contact with religious conversati~n.

Be admits, however, that

Phari■ee■

were not prepared to sit at the table of the sinner lest
they be drawn into ungodly conversation and ways.

Beoau■•
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Jesus was prepared to share the tables of publioana and
sinners as well as those of Pharisees, they saw in Ria an
indifference to sin that shocked them and turned them from
Him. 12 But Abrahams does not see the sel:t-righteousneae
lurking behind this attitude.
Again, He senses a certain unfairness 1n Jesus• action in cleansing the temple. 13 Be maintaiJla that the properly controlled use of the temple courtyard to provide facilities for pilgrims enhanced rather than detracted from
the sacredness of the sanctuary.

He believes that the ser-

vice was generally carried out in an orderly manner, though
he does admit that abuses crept in from time to time, which
would h ave justified Jesus• indignant action and did call
forth the denouncement of the Pharisees themselves.

He con-

tends that it is unfair to confuse a system with its abuse.14

But the fact remai~s that abuses did exist.

That

Pharisees pointed them out is not to their discredit.
Jesus did so is not to His discredit either.
to remove the abuse adds to Bis credit.

~hat

~at Be acted

The Phariaeea,

121. Abrahams, Studies 1n Pharia&iBDI and the goapel.a
(Cambridge1 University Preas-;-1917), I, 54':61.1'xatt. 21112fJ Jlark llal5ffJ Luke 19a45f.J John 21
13ft.
14A.brahams, I, 82-89.
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for all their vaunted authority. were not able to do•••
One senses in these attempts at defence the desire and the
determination to exalt the Phariaees at the expense of
Jesus.
The question arises. then, Just what did Jesus condemn?
He did not condemn the party as a party; nor the Pharisee
as a Pharisee.

He condemned the unscriptural doctrines

and ethics that had come to be associated with Pharisaism;
the casuist ry a nd hypocrisy and ostentation that characterized so many members of the party.
s t ood for and by these things.

He condemned all who

And He had every right to

pas s those strictures, for the truths He had come to reYeal
were in complete antithesis to the doctrine held by the
Pharisees.
Was there a real Antithesis?
Jewish writers of modern times, particularly of the libera1 school, like to beli eve that no real disharmony existed.
Among others may be mentioned the Bnglish Jew, a.&.
Montefiore. He has compiled a large work on the
Synoptic Gospels in which he attempts to prove step
by step and verse by verse that all the teachings of
Jesus are to be found in the utterances of the rabbis,
at any rate those teachinp and words of Jeaua which
really are of any significance. Be, of course, adaita
that there are some utterances of Jesus that do not
have a counterpart in the rabbinical writings, but
says tha~ these utterances are all such as have no
connection with reality; they are fantastic and
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eccentric and even the Christiana themse1vea oou14
never apply them to pract1oa1 lite. 1 5
Odeberg admits that there 1a •no major difference between
the teachings of the Pharisees and those of Jesus y_ they
later are generally interpreted and systematised in the
scientific and homiletical exposition.•16

But between Pharisaism and genuine Christianity a
very serious and fundamental difference exists.
For it is self-evident that so fundamental an antithesis as the one to which the history and or1gina1
records of these two forms of religion testify woulld
be inexplicable if the activity of Jesus had consisted
in nothing more than to proclaim, in the main, what
the Pharisees proclaimed.17
The fact remains that Jesus• attacks were launched not at
slight divergences of opinion or practice, but at fundamental doctrines and attitudes.

A close study makes it

clear that the clash came because the basic concepts of
the two religions were diametrioal1y opposed.

Odeberg

points out that the acceptance of the basic concepts of
either religion by the other, resu1ts in a comp1ete lose
of identity.

He states that

if this new interpretation of the words of Jeeue ie
l5Hugo Odeberg, Phariaaie■ ,!!!4 Chriat:lalut7. trans.
by J.M. Moe (St. Louisa Concordia Publishing House, 1964),
p. 12. ( Ode berg• a, Italics).
16
Ibid., P• 1:,.
17Ibid.
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so easily adapted to the doctrines of the Phariaeea,
this is precisely an indication that one has already
absorbed so much ot the Pharisaical way ot think1!!8i
that one is no longer able to think as a Christian. 8
In addition he shows that
The antithesis is also fundamental in the sense
that a Pharisaism which aasumes Ohriatian lines o~
thought ceases to be Pharisaism, and a Christianity
which incorporates Pharisaic lines of thought likewise ceases to be Ohristianity.19
Some of the principle points of antithesis will now
be examined.
Authority for Doctrine
To accuse the Pharisees of deliberately setting aside
divine authority for human would be unfair.

To

the■

the

Torah was an inexhaustible source of divinely given teaching.

But that revelation, they believed, goes on in the

mutually accepted results of the meditation of

teacher■

up-

on the Torah and their application of its principles to
contemporary situations and needs, which, for them, became
new divine revelation from the !orah for their time.
Herford agrees that !orah and h-adition provided the
authority for the doot~ine held by the Pharisees, and he
is prepared to admit that, ultimately, •the !orah and its
18Ibid., P• 14. (Odeberg'a Italics).
19Xbid •• p. 7.
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injunctions • • • derived their binding foroe 1n fact from
human enactment-. ■i 20

'Jtor the Pharisees, then, huaan inter-

pretations and applications mutually agreed upon became
divine revelation--the voice of God.
'Jtor Jesus the only authority for doctrine was God
speaking to man.

That voice is heaz-6 1n the entire Bo1y

Scripture of the Old testaments
phets and the Hagiographa.

the Pentateuch, the Pro-

But it is not heard in the 11\11-

titude of interpretations and applications added by men.
In the second place, the voice is heard in His own doctrine, which, He always emphasized, was not merely Bis own,
but the doctrine determined within and received by Him in
the eternal counsels of the Godhead. 2 1. !hat is why Be
went directly to the Scriptures for authority, and did not
fasten His doctrine to some rabbinic saying as the scribes
were wont to do.

And that is why He made so c1ear a dis-

tinction between Hie own teaching and that of the rabbis.·
He d~nied to them the right to offer their interpretations
as doctrine.

But He upheld His own authority as the Son of

God to proclaim His teachings as the voice of God.

Of this

claim His hearers quickly became aware1 but few were ready
to recognize it.
20
Ibid., P• 204.
21John 7116J 121491 1718.
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Until this important difference came to light there
does not seem to have been any great coldl.ict between
Jesus and the Pharisees.

The break came when Re refused

to appeal to traditional authority, substituting tor it
His own a nd claiming that it was divine; when Be set aside
on that authority mat~ers which they had included in the
Halachah; when He dubbed their tradition as purel.y human.
They, on the other hand, failing to accept His clai.ma of
deity, were horrified at His refusal. to recognize tradition, and regarded His appeal to Bis own authority as
sheer blasphemy.

~his was the •1rreooncilabl.e difference
which a dmitted of no compromise.• 22
Messianic Conceptions
"·Pharisaism am Christianity taoed each other in an
opposition which was fundamentally irreconcilable, and the
disturbing ca~se which created the opposition was Jesus.• 23
Nowhere does this become more evident than in connection
with His Messiahship.

On this issue the Phariaeea early

parted ways with Him.
As demonstrated in a previous section, 24 there vaa a
22aerford, ~ Phariaeea, P• 204.
23Ibid., P• 201.
24

aupra, P• ll.2~
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Wide divergence of opinion regarding the peraon and

aia ■i

on of the Messiah, although most Jews were agreed that

hi ■

mission was concerned with the restoration of the theocratic stat e .

But at no point did Jesus seem to fit in with

their theories.

Christia.as adored Him as their God; but

the Pharisees saw no reason for a divine Messiah.

Christi-

ans recognized the spiritual nature of His ftission; the
Pharise es were i.nterested in an earthly kingdom.

Christi-

ans tru s ted in Bim as their Saviour from sin; the Pharisees wanted no Saviour.

therefore, they considered Jesus

an imposter, and cal.l ed Him a devil.

As long as both par-

ties h e ld to their views there could be no hope of reconcilia t i on.

The Pharisee who became a Christian first gave

up h is Pha risaism, and vice versa.
Herford maintains that the Pharisees were taken by
surprise at the advent and claims of Jesus, and that they
could h ardly have been expected to receive Him.

Re laya

the blame at the feet of the prophets, who, he declares,
failed to draw a picture of Him from which Re could be recognized.25

But the truth is that the Pharisees tailed to

read the Prophets aright.

They misread their predictions.

They refused to recogniZe that the Prophets foretold the
advent of a spiritual Leader and Saviour.

25Hertord, Jh!, Phariaeea, P• 201.

They did not

l.58
accept the Prophete• vorda as God's direct revel.ation. but
merely as haggadic Torah.

Bever did they enviaage that

the Messiah would make claims anything like thoae that Jeaue
made.

Their Messiah would be subject to the Torah aa they

interpreted it.
the die was cast.

When Jesus began to attack their position
Here was no Messiah, but a dangerous

heretic, who must be opposed and exposed.
The Doctrine of Salvation
Christianity and Pharisaism resembled each other in
their common and very strong belief that man has direct
access to the Father, that ~no sinner need ever remain cut
off from God by the barrier of his sin.•

The way back to

the love of God is always open. 26
There was agreement also on the point that repentance
is the approach by which access is obtained, that when a
sinner truly repents, forgiveness always foll.owe. 27
But here the resembl.ance ends.

The Christi.an l.ooked

to Jesus, Messiah, Saviour, as the Mediator between God
and man; man's Medium of Communication with the Pather.
The Pharisee bel.ieved no medium was needed.

'fhe ~orah was

"the guide to show the way, and the l.ight to shine upon it••
26
Herford• Pharisaisa• P• 215.

27

Ibid, PP• 2l.5f.
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as Herford calls it. 28

Repentance itsel.i' was belined to

be the act by which communion with the 7ather waa restored;
and in that communion a man could go on living the ll~e of
the Torah.

That, of course, ia work-righteousness.

hen

Herford admits that Pharisaism •put the doing of God's
will in the first place, and faith in the second place.• 29
It could hardly be otherwise.

The Pharisee had concentra-

ted so completely upon the Law that he had lost the Promise.
That is why he had disregard ed the spiritual meaning of
the Messianic hope and divorced the Messiah's aission
his doctrine of salvation. 30

fro■

The Christian knows that repentance can be effective
only when it turns a sinner to the promise of forgiveness
available to and offered to the world.

Jesus, the God-Man,

the Mediator, the Medium of Communication between God and
man, fulfilled the Law perfectly for all.
His life for the sins of the world.

He sacrificed

In this way God and man

have become reconciled, and in the new nature and power
given by God in Christ Jesus, the forgiven sinner begins
28
Ibid, PP• 216f.
29Herford, ~ Pharisees, P• 231.
30There seems to have been a certain tinge of perfectionism about Pharisaisa. While thd Pharisees did adait to
failures, they did not understand to the ful.l the horror
of sin, and did not appreciate its fatal effects. Repentance would do. A Saviour was not needed.
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once more to live according to the divine Lav.

If Pharisa-

ism put t he doing of God's will in the first and faith in
the se cond pl a ce, Christianity puts faith in Jesus Christ
fi r s t; a nd , i n a s ense, the life of the Law in the second
pl ace-- the s ec ond r esulting from the first.
The f undamental iss ue, of course, is whether rig hteou s n e s s is of works or of faith.
a b le .

The two are irreconcil-

·r h e one c a n be sa tisi'ied with an earthly guide.

The

othe r mus t h a ve a spiritual, divine, mediatin g Messiah.
That is why Ch ris t ianity could be meaning ful only for that
Phar is e e who d i s o wned the entire Pharisaic doctrine of salvat ion .
Moral a ttitudes
I t cannot be said justly that in theory Pharisaism
g lo r i ed i n e x t erna lism.

Rabbinical writing s emphasize con-

si s tently that t he attitude of the heart is all-i mportant,
Nevertheless, the outward observance of certain prescribed
actions was stressed as being of serious concern; and this
always carries with it the danger that the disposition of
the heart wi l l be made less vital than the outward act.
Just this occurred with respect to Pharisaism.

Too many

considered their outward observances as conclusive demonstrations of a right attitude of heart.
Christianity, on the other hand, has always stressed
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that the right attitude of the heart is of the greatest iaportance.

Nor does it prescribe a particular code as a ne-

cessary evidence of it·.

It does emphasise, of course, that

where the heart is ruled by Jesus a very defiiute way o~
life will follow.

Edersheim states the matter correctly

and well.
Rabbinism started with demand of outward obedience
and righteouaneas, and pointed to sonship as its
goal; the Gospel started with the tree gift of forgiveness through faith and of sonship, and pointed
to obedience and righteousness as its goa1.,1
When Jesus dared to point out the evil results of their
&pproach the tempers of the Pharisees flared.
Exclusivism
While in theory the ranks of the Pharisees were open
to all, in actual fact they had become a very exclusive
am selective fraternity.

!he Gentile, of course, had no

place at all in the kingdom of God, let alone in the ranks
of the Pharisees.

But they were selective even with re-

spect to their own race.

They separated themselyes very

decidedly from the Am-ha-aretz. !hey were not •as other
men are.~32 Publicana and sinners they condemned

31ntred Bdersheim, !!l! Lite g ! !iaes !lJ. Jesus, ~
Kessiah (Kew American edition; Grand llapids, Rich.a Va.
B. Brdmanne Publishing Company, 1947), I, 106.
32Luke l81ll.

whole-heartedly.

Yet it was just with these that Jeaua so

often associated in His loving effort to save

the■ s

they, the Pharisees, eo often received Bis rebukes.

~hi.le
It waa

from the Am-ha-aretz that Jesus drew moat of Bia followers.
All this was at the same time an offence and a cause for
cleavage.
So there could be no fellowship between the Pharisees
and Jesus.

It was not His fault.

He would gl.adly haTe

gathered them to Himself; but they would not be gathered.
A Pharisee might well have spoken those sad words recorded
by Isaiah:

•He had no form or comeliness that we should

look at him, and no beauty that we should desire him • • •
and we esteemed him not." 33

Likewise, there could neTer be

a real point of contact between Pharisaism and Christianity.
Hither a Christian or a Pharisee; bld not both.
Conflicts with the Barly Christian Church
The conflict between Pharisaism and Christianity did
not end with the departure of the Lord.
also involved.

His followers were

Violent hostility was not evident at firat.

Rather there was a steady opposition to Christian doctrae.
It is interesting to note that the first persecutions were

not the work of Pharisees, but of Badducees together with
the temple authoritiea. 34 Ia tact, when Peter and John
were haled before the authorities on the second ocoaaion,
it was a Pharieee--Gamaliel--who was primarily reapoaaibl•
for their release. 35

G. B. Box asserts that there waa

no violent hostility towards Christianity on the part of
the Pharisees until Stephen, and men like him, found themselves constrained to follow the example of their Raster
and to attack the legalism which Be had also opposed so
strongly. 36 Saul himself appears as a persecutor on1y
after the death of Stephen.
From this time on, however, the antagonism beoaae
more bitter and outbreaks of violence more nWllerous.

Wher-

ever Christians and Pharisees came into contact opposition
flared.

Conflicts with Judaism in later Bev !estaaent

times were actually conflicts with Pharisaic e1ementa.

~h•

opponents Paul met in the synagogues in Asia Kinor; the
Judaizing elements he ha.d to combat and expose in hie epiatles, were Pharisees or fellow-travellers.

If it had not

been for these the Church would have met with very litt1•

4
' Acta 4sl; 5sl7.

35Acts 5134.
36 G. R. Box, "'Phariaeea,• Bno7clopedia ,!!! Religion Yi
Bthica, edited by James Hastings (.,_inburgh1 ~. & ~. Glark,

1930).
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opposition from the Jews.37
Such oppoaition wae but to be expected.

~e

relig1ou ■

system which the Pharisees had carefully built up over the
CEnturiea, and which they had come to love ao dearly, waa
being threatened by a religion diametrically opposed to it.
In addition, Ohri~tianity, _following the direction of the
Ma ster that the fulfilment of promise should first be made
known to the Chosen People, directed its mission iniU&lly
towards the Synagogue, the Pharisees• own aacred preserTe.
Th is could bring but one reaction.
Conversions from among the Pharisees
Paradoxically, these fanatically anti-Chriatian. Pharisees contributed in no small measure to the spread of
Christianity.

This was due largely to their great influence

among their fellow-Jews.

The Pharisees, not the Sadduceea,

were responsible for making the Jew a deeply religious man.
The Pharisees instilled into him his profound reverence
for the Law and his strong faith in a bodily resurrection.
The Pharisees fostered in him the hope of the KeaaiahJ and,
if they did not encourage, they did not oppose the apiritual concepts which more and more were begjnn1ng to hold con-

cerning His mission.

Thus they provided from their own ranka

37Berford, Jl!!. Pharis•••• P• 213.
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and from a mong the g reat mass of the nati on which they
inf lu en ced , a most fruit f ul source of converts to the
Ch ri s tia n faith.
At t h e same time, they posed one of Christianity's
e a rlie st and mo st difficult problems.
surpri s ing .

This, again, is not

It could not have been easy for converts who

h a d for dec ad es been steeped in Pharisaism to throw off its
i ncubu s .

Hence, e xtreme ty pes of Pharisaism early entered

the Chur ch i n t h e f orm of Judaizing Christianity. 38

Con-

sequentl y , the apo stles , a nd especially Paul, had constantly t o defe nd the missi on to the Gentiles and to emphasize
the uni v e rsal ity of the saving promise.

Constantly Paul

had ~o batt le against those who wished to introduce into
the Chur ch t h e old Jewish prohibitions, to foster legalism,
a nd ~o devise ways of life and courses of acti on which,
they ins i s ted , all true Christians were in duty bound to
observe.

The epistles of the great apostle reveal how per-

sistently and strenuous ly he had to wrestle with the probl em to t he very end of his life.

And, because it is essen-

tially a problem of human personality a nd not specifically
a problem of the Pharisee, it promises to trouble the
Church to the end of time.

38 H. ~- Dana, The New Testament World (Third Edition
revised; ~ashville, Tenn.: Broadman Preas, 1951), p. 120.

CHAPTBR X
BOMB CONCLUDING OBSBRVATIOBS
Pharisaism is an example ot a worthy movement gone
wrong.

One cannot justly criticize the purpoae the Phari.-

seee had in view; nor can one altogether condemn the
ideals they set themselves.

Their tore-ru.nnera were. in

the main, devout and earnest men committed to the divine
revelation, which the nation had once so basely despised
and rejected.

They emerge as the noblest eleaenta ot the

nation in their day.
But they were reactionaries; and they became entrapped in the snares that so consistently threaten reactionaries.

The first danger is the tendency to go to extreaea

under the stresses and strains to which they are aubjected.
The Pharisees, too, made this mistake.

When they aaw the

threat looming ever larger that the nation lllight once

■ore

be deprtv~~ ot the heritage which it had aworn to treasure
forever, ; they began to place an emphasis upon the obaervanoe of the Torah ot Roses that relegated other divine
truths to a position ot relative wumportance.
ritual. issues came to be oTerlooked; and the

Vital. spi-

■oat

iapor-

tant of these was the true Reasianio hope.
The second danger is th• tendency to

■iauae

the power
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that comes with succeaa.

fh• reactionary eaaily becoaea

intolerant of others, refusing to recognise another point
of view or to accept the possibility of error in hia own.
Likewise, he tends to become dollli.neering in hia attitudes,
insisting that all must share his views, and eyen forcing
them upon others.

He is in danger of dneloping a on-

track mind, rigidly confined by a particular line of
thought and ignoring as of little importance what is not
directly concerned with it.
Pharisees.

Thia is what happened to the

The zeal which had at first been directed to-

wards the preservation of the Torah, was gradual..ly turned
towards the preservation and propagation of their peraona1
attitudes towards it and the way of life they had nolved
from it.

In their zeal to define, preserve, interpret and.

apply the Torah, they overlooked thoae other important elements of revelation.

They maintained that only what they

had determined had genuine religious worth; and they refused to accept any direction except that which caa•
among their fraternity.

fro■

Thua they held tenaciously to that

distinction which they had made between the importance o~
the Pentateuch and the Prophete and Hagiographa.

through

this error they became guilty of those tragic misinterpretations of clear revelation that caused th• te reject
their Messiah and His vay of salvation.

Becoming inoreaa-

ingly intolerant of any other way, many of thea caae te

l.68
despise others and even to brand thea aa eneaiea o~ tkMI.
•Thus the generous and eelt-devoted Assideans, or Ohaai41a,
degenerated into the haughty, tyrannical.. censorious Phariaeea • • • ." 1 Bad they not given .way to these ten4eac1ea
they might wel.l have become the party that hel.ped Judaism to a proper understand.in~ of the Messianic hope and
to a joyful readiness to receive Him when He came.

~hey

might well have led Israel. in the ful.filment ot the destiny which God had desired for her-to go into the Gentil.e

world and " preach the gospel to eTery creature. • 2
1

The Pharisee, intolerant, domineering radical that he
generally became, was primarily the product ot a deep rel.igious experience.

Had not those external. influences ot pa-

ganism, particularly of Hellenism, been brought to bear so
powerfull.y upon the Jewish religious scene, it is probabl.e
that no such party as the Pharisees would have risen.

Again,

though Pharisaism was a reaction to pagan ildl.uencee Yi.thin
and without Judaism, had the rel.igious experience ot the
reactionaries been of a different kind, Pharisaism, aa
we know it, might not have devel.oped.
A full. rel.igious experience invol.ves all three

¾ienry Bart 1111.maa, file Bi.st~J: o~ the Je•• (~ourih
edition; Londons John Murray, 186 ~ fi, 3().
2-lark 16115.
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elements of the human personality-the intellect, the will
and the emotions.

This is the experience of the Ohriatian..

His is an experience of the heart.
to a Person:

His heart ia dedicated

the Christ, the Son of God, the Sa'Yiour of

the world; and all He means to thea, and all Be bnnga to
them.

The revelation made to mankind has appeal tor the

Christian intellect because of Him Who made
than because of the revelation itself.
thority because of its Author.

1,,

rather

ReTelation haa au-

The spiritual inspiration

to submit to that authority, and the power to receive and
to f ollow it as the guide of lite, comes from the attachment of the Christian heart to the Author.

Bssential. to

the Christian experience, then, is a person, ,ls.! Peraon,
the Messiah, Who can be no other than -Zllllllanue1.•

Paul,

the ex-Pharisee, expresses it so simply, so beautifully.
~1 am crucified with Christi
I, but Christ liveth in mes

neTertheless I live1 yet not

and the lite which I now lin

in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God, who
loved me, and gave himself form•.•'
The Pharisee did not enjoy so complete a religious experience.

Though he himself might haTe denied it, a at'1,d7

of the Pharisee would indicate that the emotional eleaent
of his personality was not greatly inTolTed.

,

Clal.. 2120.

Bia waa not a
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real heart-experience.

It tended to be reatr1cte4 -iJU.1"

to the intellect and the will.

He made the mistake o~

giving his devotion to a n ~ rather th.an a person.
The Torah made its appeal to hie intellect because it vaa
Torah.

He recognized its authority primarily on int•U•o-

tual grounds, on the basis of his understanding of it an4
his application of it to hie life situation.

Then it be-

came for him the authority that alone was binding, and
which, because of his own personal conviction, he
to consider as binding upon all.

ca■•

Thus, in the fina1 anal.y-

sis, not t he Giver, but the Torah itself, became the source
of his spiritual inspiration.

Bis spiritual experience-

such as it was--could only be enjoyed in connection with
the Torah.

Hence, a Pharisee could never have said, •chriat

liveth in me." 4
trols me."

At best he could have said, •the Torah con-

Therefore, the Pharisee had to exercise hie

intellectual powers to the full if he would gain the knowledge he needed to conform as nearly as possible to the
Torah, and so to act morally and devoutly.

Pharisaisa ia

the example par exoe1lence of what ultimately occurs when
conformity to the Lav comes to be regarded as a true religious experience, and God's grace is regarded aa the reward earned by those who conform to

•t.

A person i■ not
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essential to such an experience, much leas a Xeaaiahl oer'tainl.y
not "Immanuel."
Here is the eeed that produced Phariaaism--an oTerintellectual religious experience that f a iled to appreciate the important truth that a full religioue experience
is also an emotional experience; that the true religion o~
J ehovah is such an emotional experience whereby the heart
of a man is joined in fellowship with Hill through the ~•1lowship of Hie Son.

Consequently, from th• Tery outaet

the PharisJee failed to appreoiat~ the neceaaarily apintual nature of the Messianic hope.

!hua they depriTed

themselves in their religious experience of everything that
could in any way compare with the hope fulfilled that is
the blessed experience of the Christian.
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